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Executive summary
This is organised under four headings:





Community profiles and development interventions in 2011
Community contributions to development interventions
Poor people and interventions
Community trajectories into the future

In reading about these eight communities it is important to be aware that they are not
‘representative’ of Ethiopia’s rural communities but rather are examples (exemplars) of important
types of community. Taken as a whole they are examples of drought-prone/food-aid dependent
communities with relatively good connections to the outside world.

Community profiles and development interventions in 2011
Community features






There were reports of climate change effects from all sites including increases in temperature,
shorter rainy seasons, more erratic and intense rains, unseasonal rains which damaged crops,
streams drying up, and decreasing levels of groundwater.
Urbanisation processes had affected all sites: in one kebele a new highway was a growth point
for a tiny town, in three kebeles small towns were growing fast, while four kebele centres were
in commutable distance of growing towns.
Roads connecting the kebeles to the outside world had improved considerably from 2008 but
inside roads were not well-developed and the access gap between residents of kebele centres
and remoter parts had widened.
While local ecologies provided services (which sometimes failed - water, plants, and animals
used by people for food, clothing, and shelter) they also provided dis-services (for example
floods, baboons eating grain, lions eating cattle, human, animal and plant pests and diseases)
Resource-related conflicts with neighbours involving violence had recently occurred in four
communities; in one there was also an internal conflict.

Community-policy (dis)connects related to the provision of public goods







With regard to infrastructure there was much appreciation of main road improvements, such
investment in irrigation as there was, and schools. There were many synergies with other
interventions: external roads had improved access to inputs, markets and services; electricity
supported businesses, grain mills, and light improved security and study at night; mobile phones
facilitated access to economic information and calling the vet and transport for health
emergencies. The important ‘missing’ investments were in internal roads and bridges, irrigation
(in six sites), and drinking water (affecting people in seven sites.)
There was no unequivocal acceptance of a large environmental intervention anywhere.
Watershed management projects were unpopular for a variety of reasons: in the flatter sites the
need was not obvious; farmers were unwilling to have terraces on their land since they reduced
land size; projects only benefited those living nearby; tree seedlings died due to lack of rain or
care; in one site structures were quickly destroyed by livestock; and in another people were
expected to provide many days of continuous labour which interfered with farming activities.
Generally there was not enough PSNP PW and voluntary community labour time to cover all
infrastructure needs and environmental projects promoted via the wereda. The most successful
projects involved wereda contributions of resources and skills although this was infrequent.
Elders and other kebele volunteers were involved in peace committees which negotiated
sometimes transient conflict settlements.
i

Community livelihoods
















All eight communities had annual rain shortages whose severity varied by year and all had
suffered at least one severe drought since 2003; nevertheless the six agriculturalist sites had
experienced economic growth related to improvements in roads, increases in agricultural and
non-farm incomes and the PSNP.
There had not been equivalent signs of economic development in the two pastoralist sites
although there were signs of a possible take-off in the more remote one.
Improvements in agricultural incomes were related to agricultural productivity increases, food
price inflation, better road access to markets, and diversification into higher-value products,
many of which depended on irrigation. Cash-crop production and sale had increased
everywhere. Failure to maintain a road had reduced access to markets in one site.
Improved seeds, fertiliser and new planting techniques had contributed to improvements in
agricultural productivity.
Irrigation schemes were of varying importance in the sites; they involved a variety of
technologies and their reach depended on annual rain patterns. Community demand for
irrigation was high.
Rising livestock and livestock product prices had increased investment and sales in all
communities; fattening brought a good income in some. Improved breeds, zero-grazing and new
fodder were found in some sites.
Landlessness was a problem in all sites, especially for youth. Share-cropping, leasing and
purchase of land ‘by contract’ were common allowing successful farmers to increase their land
size and poorer landed farmers to get some income from their land while also working off-farm.
A richer farmer class was solidifying in the agriculturalist sites with many diversifying into trade
or other businesses.
The pastoralist households mainly relied on family and customary workgroup labour. In the
agriculturalist sites household child and youth labour had declined and employment of daily
labourers risen. The economic activity of women and older girls had increased.
In some sites the kebele 1-5 groups, which were composed of farmers with adjacent fields, were
being encouraged to work together on each farmer’s land in turn. Women and youth cooperatives were mostly unsuccessful.
Migration for agricultural work on large farms and smallholdings were important survival
strategies in three communities; in two sites accelerating illegal international migration was
accompanied by a reduction in agricultural migration. Young men in the pastoralist sites went
seasonally to distant pastures. There was also increasing urban migration by both sexes in all
sites except one pastoralist site and an agriculturalist site where commuting was easy.
There were growing non-farm business and employment opportunities in all sites notably in
trade, wood/grass/charcoal-selling, and services. In some sites there were craftworkers and/or
motorbike/bajaj transport-providers. Demand for local goods and services was greater in the
three communities with growing small towns.

Community-policy (dis)connects related to livelihoods





Some younger pastoralists in both sites were more interested in farming than the older
generation.
The main focus of agricultural extension was cereals and fertiliser and the shift to higher-value
crops such as onions, peppers, spices, sesame, chat, coffee, and eucalyptus was mainly farmerled. Not all locally available fertiliser and seeds were suitable for the soils and climates.
Some pesticides had led to the death of bees.
Farmers highly resented being ‘coerced’ by government to take fertiliser and/or risky seeds on
credit which happened in four sites. In other sites poorer farmers could not get credit for
fertiliser or seeds.
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Model farmers and development team leaders in a number of sites resented or refused to
attend long trainings especially if they took place in peak farming seasons. Government and
party meetings also interfered with farming activities and it was hard for model farmers and
leaders to achieve the dual goal of leadership and economic success.
There were very few producer co-operatives and most were unsuccessful. The few service cooperatives were not well-managed.
Only two wereda agricultural offices were actively promoting irrigation. In one site when
farmers asked the wereda to invest in micro-irrigation officials said they had no budget because
of the prioritisation of health and education pushed by government and donors.
Livestock –rearing was profitable but also risky. Vet services were generally inadequate though
much appreciated when available; they could not handle epidemics. Such PSNP-related credit as
existed was mainly for livestock which brought good returns unless the livestock died, which led
to debt. In severe droughts huge numbers of livestock died leaving many people with big debts;
it took some years to re-build herds.
In three sites there was some resistance to the enclosures intended to exclude livestock from
customary grazing land.
Five of the sites had been affected in different ways by inward investment involving loss of
community land, but also new employment opportunities.
In at least three sites officials tried to stop land share-cropping and/or renting. In two sites
people rented out their land to get money for international migration. Land re-distribution in
one site led to conflicts between sub-kebele units and tensions between different kinds of
potential beneficiary – women, youth, ex-soldiers and PLWHAs. The threat of loss of land was
used to try to coerce farmers to conform with extension advice in one site and in another to join
the ruling party. One land administration committee was exposed as corrupt and replaced.
Collecting land tax was generally problematic.
There was little government attention anywhere to non-farm activities. Credit that could be
used for non-farm investment was appreciated. Due to the building boom a few sand and stone
youth co-operatives were successful but competition was strong. Individuals and co-operatives
wanting to set up businesses often had problems getting access to credit, premises, training and
equipment.
Some credit was restricted to landholders, some was provided on a group basis, and some was
provided to PSNP beneficiaries who received cash with repayments made through regular
deductions. Government promotion of savings had led to an increase in savings and credit
organisations which had not yet started lending.
There were mixed feelings about the PSNP Public Works: road maintenance and schools were
particularly appreciated but there was less enthusiasm for environmental work.
PSNP cash/food had enabled households to improve their livelihoods by preventing asset sale,
releasing income that could be invested, providing collateral for loans and smoothing
consumption.
As a result of the cultural disconnect between national PSNP policy and local values and norms
and ways of doing things local officials and recipients were creative in re-designing policy and
practice on the ground.
The threat of removal from the PSNP was used in some places to force people to co-operate on
other interventions like taking fertiliser or digging latrines.
Few livelihood interventions focused on women and youth were sustained for any length of
time.

Community lives



In all communities provision of health services, drinking water and education had expanded
considerably since 2003 bringing many benefits
Differences in assets and lifestyle between rich and poor households were stark and increasing
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as, while poor households seemed no poorer than in the past, the ‘rich’ category were richer
and there was a small emerging category of ‘very rich’. There was a nascent ‘middle class’ and
differentiation among ‘the poor’ into poor, very poor and destitute.
Ideal households were still patriarchal although men’s authority over women and youth had
declined and in some households greater economic participation by females was paralleled with
greater domestic participation by males. In the Tigray site 51% of households were headed by
females. Youth landlessness and un(der)employment were problems everywhere.
There were varying degrees of male opposition to women’s property rights and achievements
varied depending particularly on the relative strength and perceptions of elders and the calibre
and commitment of women and their leaders in the kebele and staff in the wereda women’s
office.
As a result of a greater variety of crops, improved incomes and health extension education diets
for some babies and children had improved, though many children, particularly in poor
households, still faced hunger and poor nutrition during annual hungry seasons and prolonged
droughts.
Malaria regularly caused deaths in the majority of communities. Stigma meant that researching
HIV/AIDS was difficult; the highest number of PLWHAs reported in any site was 52.
Traditional medical practices had reduced among those who could afford formal public or
private health services which they saw as effective.
Parental enthusiasm for education for boys and girls and attendance at all levels had increased;
many older children, and young and older adults were combining work and education in a longrun process involving repeated dropping out and back in. In those sites with a longer history of
higher education the increasing number of unemployed G10, 12 and college graduates had led
to declining expectations of what could be achieved through education.
Richer households, migrants and youth were increasingly adopting urban-like life-styles: TVwatching, mobile phone use, modern furniture and clothes etc. Richer people were buying
houses in nearby towns.

Community-policy (dis)connects related to lives










Very poor people could not afford to use health and education services at all and poor people
were restricted. There were no wereda programmes to help poor and vulnerable people apart
from government health cost exemptions in one site; elsewhere budgets for this had been cut.
Small NGO programmes provided help to children or PLWHAs with health and/or education
costs in three sites.
In all communities there were signs of improvement in women’s rights. Rape, abduction,
domestic violence had reduced though by no means been eliminated; poorer women and
women heading households were more vulnerable. In most communities most girls were said to
be choosing their own partners. In a number of communities elders involved in dispute
resolution, including divorces, were said to be biased against women. Women had little political
power.
There were few special services to improve young people’s lives apart from HIV/AIDS clubs.
PSNP and Emergency Food Aid had saved many people from starvation over the years; however
three SNNP communities had not received enough aid in the 2008 and 2011 droughts resulting
in deaths including 30 in one in 2008. There were some occasional programmes for
malnourished children associated with donors and NGOs though not all mothers followed all the
instructions.
Health extension workers had been effective in ‘awaring’ people about most of the sixteen
packages and although implementation was selective and patchy there was a sense of change in
all the agriculturalist communities.
Everywhere people were aware of what they ought to do in relation to the hygiene &
environmental sanitation packages. Officials did not seem to have considered the time, land
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and resources necessary for digging latrines, building a separate kitchen and livestock house, etc.
There were people in seven sites without all-year access to clean water and they were more at
risk of infections from that than the threats the packages were designed to overcome. There
were one or more outbreaks of cholera in a number of communities.
There were reports from a few communities of a reduction in malaria attributed by some to
spraying, bednets, the removal of stagnant water and better access to pills; epidemics were
more likely during droughts which were said to reduce resistance. Evidence relating to the
preventive measures suggested implementation was not regular and thorough.
ART was available for PLWHAs but stigma meant that those who could afford to went for
treatment secretly outside the community.
Female circumcision was a customary practice in six of the eight sites. It was difficult to establish
what was actually going on in these communities since the practice was illegal. On the one hand
some respondents, particularly men, said that it no longer existed or was only practised secretly
by a few. On the other some female respondents questioned the harmfulness of the practice
and in three sites there was vocal female opposition to the ban.
Free contraception was playing some role in limiting births and increasing child age gaps
particularly among young couples.
Most deliveries were at home with the assistance of Traditional Birth Attendants, and in some
places Heath Extension Workers. Since the introduction of the policy that deliveries should take
place at Health Posts with assistance from HEWs training and provisions for TBAs seemed to
have reduced even though there were no deliveries at any of the community Health Posts.
Acceptance of child immunisation had increased.
There was considerable enthusiasm for pre-school education and access for children near the
building where it took place in all sites.
Five communities had G1-8 primary schools; highest grades in the others were 7, 5 and 4.
Though there had been improvements shortages of teachers and textbooks were common
problems. Full-day education was resisted.
There were improvements in access to secondary education everywhere but a big range of
difference. Only one site had a G9-10 school and none had a preparatory school. Students in
some parts of six communities could walk to G9-10 schools in near kebeles or towns. Those
living beyond walking distance or wanting to go to preparatory school had to live away from
home which was expensive.
Attendance at TVET colleges and universities had risen; all communities had some graduates
and current attendees. Despite government funding of fees and accommodation there were
expenses for transport, books, clothes, and bedding.

Society and government
Social structure, cultures and community government






In all communities there were strong social networks and numerous community-initiated
organisations; informal social protection involved neighbours, relatives and wider kin, friends
and in some places Protestant churches and/or clan/lineage structures.
All communities had networks of cultural, economic and government elites with some
overlapping memberships and family connections.
Clan or lineage structures played roles in all the communities.
Religious identity was an increasing focus for organisation; youth interest in religion had
increased.
Community members had access to competing local conservative and modernising repertoires
of beliefs, knowledge, norms and values. Older people, middle-aged women with less access to
information and other less educated adults were more likely to adhere to customary ideas.
Modern repertoires were based on acceptance of new ideas, technologies and goods. Cultural
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entrepreneurs potentially bringing new beliefs, knowledge, norms and values into the
communities included wereda officials, school teachers and extension workers, opposition party
followers, organisations associated with ethnic identities, religious leaders and missionaries,
returned ex-soldiers, international and urban migrants, and media actors.
The pace of change in communities was producing stresses and strains which, combined with
land shortages particularly affected relations between youth and older generations.
Women were becoming more economically active, more aware of their rights and more
assertive which was appreciated by some men but not others; they were not very active in local
politics.
Elders played key governance roles in all communities.
In all communities government-community relations were influenced by people’s appreciation
of new infrastructure, improved security and services, particularly education and health, and
some community-specific interventions. However, there had also been instances of violent
conflict, refusal to co-operate, foot-dragging, and resentful conformity.

Community-policy (dis)connects related to society and government










All communities had kebele cabinets and councils and were sub-divided into two or more
‘zones’ or sub-kebeles. Since the end of 2009 new three-tier kebele structures had been
launched everywhere. In all the communities the leaders at all three levels were expected to be
party members but the extent and kind of implementation of the governance structures varied
across the communities. Government employees and voluntary workers were mainly held to
account through gimgema.
There were allegations that some voluntary kebele officials favoured relatives, friends and/or
members of their clan or lineage in all sites.
Across all the communities many people in voluntary government positions wanted to resign
but, due to pressures from above and below, felt that they could not. Levels of absenteeism and
lateness among voluntary government workers for cabinet, council and committee meetings
were high.
In most sites there was pressure on people to join the ruling party or at least not promote
opposition parties, though in one site in the 2010 election an opposition party (EDEPA) won in
two of the sub-kebele polling stations and the EPRDF majority in the other two was only 6 and 7.
More pressure to join the party was put on successful and richer household heads.
All communities were said to be safer as a result of the work of militias and community and
wereda police.
The power of elders in making justice decisions had increased following the reduction of the role
of social courts, some of which no longer functioned; in some places government was trying to
restrict their roles.

Experiences of government employees working in the communities






Kebele managers were all in their later twenties or early thirties; seven out of eight were men.
Six had diplomas, one Grade 10 and one in a pastoralist site Grade 4. Salaries ranged from 742 to
1300 birr a month. Reported problems included disagreements with the kebele chair, no kebele
budget and in the pastoralist sites general problems with the performance of the cabinet. Six
wanted to upgrade their education and seven wanted to leave the job soon.
Kebeles were divided into three zones in which one of the Development Agents, who had
specialised in Crops, Livestock, or NRM, worked on all specialities. This had affected the
motivation of some of the DAs who were keen to make more use of their professional
knowledge.
21 of the 22 DAs in post were aged between 23 and 30; the other was 43 and there were two
vacancies. Four were women, three of whom were based in one of the pastoralist sites. Nine had
been recently appointed. Salaries were mostly 1427 (diploma) and 2151 (degree) birr a month. A
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few said they had adopted the profession ‘for survival’ not out of interest. Asked about their
aspirations only four (2 women) referred to the wellbeing of the community. Only one of the
Crops DAs wanted to continue in working in the community and four wanted more education.
None of the Livestock DAs aspired to further education, seven wanted to leave the community
and three to leave the profession. The NRM DAs were the most discontented; community cooperation was problematic and there was little support from the wereda.
There was no vet service based in five of the kebeles, including one pastoralist site. The three
resident vets were 20, 22 and 26 and one was a woman; she was based in the other pastoralist
site and said most did not accept her advice because she was a woman. Only one had a three
year diploma.
Five of the seven head teachers interviewed were in their twenties; salaries were better than
those of the DAs and kebele managers ranging from 1571 to 2934 birr per month. There were
two women: one was acting as head but still paid as a teacher while the other felt unfairly
criticised by the wereda and had presented her resignation. Three were committed to improving
the school in the longer-run; four wanted more education.
There were two Health Extension Workers everywhere except one pastoralist site which only
had one. Ages ranged from 19 to 34. Two of the older women had Grade 12 + 1 education and
received higher salaries (1427 birr per month) as did the untrained wife of the kebele manager in
one site. Most had Grade 10+1 and were paid 908 birr a month. Asked about their aspirations
only two (in the same community) wanted to improve community health. The majority wanted
to leave their jobs, most to upgrade their health education. A common complaint was lack of cooperation from community, kebele and/or wereda.

Community contributions to development interventions
Government volunteers









Two kebele chairs were around 60, two in their 40s, three in their late 30s, and the youngest
was 34. One had been in the position since 1992 and another since 2002; two had been
appointed in 2005/6, two in 2009, and two in 2010. All were simultaneously party chairs or vicechairs. The chairs in the pastoralist sites had no education; education levels of the others ranged
from Grade 6 to 10. All had multiple roles involving different committees associated with being
kebele chair and all complained of lack of time to do their farmwork and/or lack of any reward
for their community work. While most said they wanted leave the post to concentrate on their
private lives this did not seem to be possible until they had been given permission or removed
through the gimgema process, which had recently happened in two communities.
One pastoralist site did not have a vice-chair and the vice-chair in the other was 24; he had
completed Grade 10 and was ‘appointed without his wish’. In the other sites three were in their
30s and three in their forties. They usually had responsibility for security and party organisation
and some were party chairs. Of the six responding to a question about their aspirations five
wanted to stop doing the role; the other aspired to performing kebele responsibilities without
nepotism.
Cabinets usually contained three other government volunteers responsible for security, party
organisation, and information.
Two of the seven responding kebele Council leaders were in their fifties, four in their forties,
and one in his thirties. The pastoralist leaders had no education while the others had between
Grades 5 and 8. Six had been in place for less than two years. Most reported absenteeism to be a
problem
Old sub-kebele structures had been disbanded and replaced with Development Teams/party
cells organised into 1-5s but the sub-kebeles were often still in use for co-ordination and for the
allocation of DAs. Those kebeles settled in numerous villages often organised Development
Teams on a village basis.
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The roles of the DAs in the new planned hierarchical structures of Development Unit –>
Development Team –> 1-5s were not clear.
Leaders at the different levels reported a number of problems chief among them that the work,
which one said ‘was tiresome and time-consuming’ interfered with farming activities and was
not rewarded.
Leaders of Women’s and Youth organisations faced problems getting help from kebele and
wereda and participation from community members.
There were numerous kebele committees responsible for organising different activities. For
livelihood development there were committees/organisations separately responsible for
development, NRM, land, and irrigation. There was some diversity across the communities in the
way these activities were organised although kebele chairs played leading roles in most cases.
There was little government involvement in the organisation of irrigation.
In some places there seemed to be Education Committees, School Boards and PTAs, while in
others there seemed to be two or one committees. Communities in seven sites responded well
to mobilisations to improve and upgrade schools.
The organisation of health development varied. Some communities did not have health
committees and the functions of those which did varied and included a committee to organise
health promoters, an epidemic committee, and a committee monitoring health services in the
community headed by the health centre head. There were health promoters/volunteers who
made house-to-house visits in all sites. There seemed to be a move to use women’s
Development Teams and 1-5s to promote awareness which only seemed to be operative in the
Tigray site. People had heard of the Health Army in all but the two most remote sites but it
meant different things in different places. Committees to eliminate Harmful Traditional
Practices were active in four sites and in some places had made a difference.
The organisation of safe drinking water left much to be desired everywhere. The way food aid
was managed varied.
Five communities had security committees of varying sizes and two had peace committees; all
had militias organised more or less along military lines. There were complaints from the militia
that they had no incentives ‘not even a cup of tea’ for work that prevented them from doing
personal work; some community members said they were biased when dealing with relatives.
Social courts had lost power to elders and wereda courts in most sites. In one community the
court had not operated for a long time and in another it appeared to be fizzling out but at the
other extreme one court held trials twice a week. Time spent by elders in resolving disputes and
judging cases was considerable.













Contributions required of ordinary community members for interventions to work







Ordinary community members make two kinds of contribution without which interventions
will not work: (1) input-contributions - resources and time to participate in meetings and
training and construct public goods and (2) beneficiary-contributions - resources and time
necessary to implement the particular intervention.
In all sites most interventions to improve infrastructure and the environment involved input
contributions of meeting time, labour, cash and resources such as wood. To benefit from the
different public goods available people needed different kinds of resources. For example, to
benefit from electricity people needed to have houses near the source and cash to pay for
connections and to benefit from schools they needed to have children and sufficient resources
to cover the opportunity and direct costs of their attendance.
In all communities social courts/land administrations/kebele administrations and elders
invested considerable amounts of time to resolving multiple land issues.
The main immediate beneficiaries of agricultural and livestock interventions were wealthier
farmers who were targeted because they had the land, livestock, and access to cash needed
for implementation of the different projects. Middle-wealth farmers also could benefit,
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sometimes with a lag, as work was put in to percolate new ideas, techniques, seeds and
sometimes livestock breeds.
As described above government interest in developing the non-farm sector was very small and
most activity was developed through investment of resources and time independent of
interventions. There was evidence of a growing interest in licensing and taxing the sector.
Anyone using savings and credit organisations needed to be generating regular cash. Most
government credit not related to savings required land or group membership (social capital).
Everywhere there were smallscale interventions which only females or young men could
access but most potential beneficiaries did not have the resources, skills or time to use them
to establish sustainable livelihoods.
All PSNP/Emergency Food Aid households had to provide labour at times decided by the
organisers; the planning and implementation of Public Works required inputs of time from
kebele officials and Development Agents, and in some places the kebele Council, Development
Team and 1-5 leaders, and/or militias.
People receiving food aid needed time and a donkey or strength to carry the food. For
nutritional interventions to work mothers had to contribute time listening to teaching from
HEWs, volunteers and/or 1-5 leaders. To implement advice on better diets they had to access
the new foods from their own production or in the market. Mothers had to resist pressures to
sell or share the food supplements and invest time and resources to take the malnourished
child to the TFC.
To benefit from hygiene and environmental sanitation interventions the women who were
targeted required time to be ‘awared’ and time, sufficient land and resources to construct
latrines, waste disposal pits, separate kitchens and livestock houses, and kitchen cupboards.
Hand-washing depended on carrying home sufficient water and soap and chemicals to control
pests and insects had to be bought.
Disease prevention packages were more dependent on supplies from the wereda and less
dependent on household inputs apart from time to have awareness raised and on activities
like vaccination, HIV/AIDS and TB tests, removing stagnant water, getting everyone in a large
family under a single bednet.
Use of mother and child services required time and sometimes resources for travel from
pregnant women and women giving birth.
In all sites people spent time and sometimes resources to get to health centres and hospitals,
wait to see a health worker, and pay for services and drugs. Those with good organisational
participation and social networks could often get assistance in covering health costs.
Beneficiaries of pre-school interventions had to have a child of the right age and live close to
the school. Primary school parents or the pupils themselves had to contribute cash for
registration, stationery etc and children had to have enough food to provide energy to get
them to school and learn. Children had to commit time for learning and parents had to replace
lost labour. Parents and daughters had to resist pressures for early marriage which were
stronger in communities where bridewealth was paid. Costs for secondary and tertiary
education were higher.
The pursuit of women’s rights demanded time to attend meetings from ordinary women.
Those pursuing legal cases needed courage, time and social support to go to elders, and/or the
social and wereda courts.
Youth seemed to have more duties than rights.
Time and resources were needed to pursue justice and success was related to the ability to
invest time and money and having supportive connections.
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Poor people and development interventions
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The previous section shows how difficult it is for poor households and people to benefit from
development interventions; at the same time many of them contribute time, labour and
resources for the implementation of some of these interventions.
Inequality in these communities is considerable: different types of household rely on different
mixes of income sources. Landed households fall into four categories:
- those involved in big farming and maybe big business;
- those who are mostly self-supporting on the farm but also rely on contributions by different
household members from other activities (see below)
- those who do some farming but rely more heavily on other activities
- those renting or share-cropping their land out and working on other activities
Landless households fall into four categories
- farming through renting/share-cropping plus other activities
- those only involved in non-farm businesses or employment
- daily labour; wood/grass selling; petty trade
- destitute relying on informal social protection
Other activities which were on the rise included daily agricultural labour; wood, grass and
charcoal selling; petty, retail and larger-scale trade; brokering; skilled and manual work and
service activities in small towns in some kebeles; and agricultural, urban and international
migration for periods of varying length.
In an ideal-typical rural community in terms of livelihood assets around 15% would be rich or
very rich, roughly 40% middle class, and 45% poor which could be further sub-divided into poor,
very poor and destitute.
In the eight communities poor households, particularly those with land obliged to pay tax and
other contributions, on average contributed more to public goods interventions than they
received in benefits since they faced barriers resulting from their lack of resources. They could
not afford transport, electricity, mobile phones (and some said they had no-one to call). If they
had no land they could not benefit from farming-related buildings and some could not afford to
send their children to the schools they had helped to build.
Most poor people derived little benefit from livelihood interventions and the poor people
forced to buy fertiliser they could not use (in three communities) were harmed by the
intervention. Some poor people in four communities benefited from livestock interventions
targeted at poor people but only if the livestock did not die.
In many places poor and vulnerable people said that PSNP had saved their lives. However, lack
of food, time, cash, space and low social status prevented many poor people from benefiting
from interventions to improve nutrition and hygiene, prevent diseases, and provide mother and
child services, curative health services, and education.
In relation to governance there was less pressure on poor people to participate in long meetings
but access to justice was difficult. Poor tax-paying households were subject to the same flat-rate
contributions as rich ones.

Community trajectories into the future


Communities as cases: Looking at the short-run futures of the fourteen communities studied so
far it seems that in 2010/2012 six were continuing on a path which they had been following for a
while. These included four drought-prone and aid-dependent sites and two with self-sufficient
livelihood systems. Three were experiencing good economic growth.
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The remaining eight communities were on the edge of structural change as a result of a mix of
external and internal factors.

‒
Looking ahead to the end of the GTP period in 2015 and beyond we have identified some wider
less predictable forces for change with the potential to affect the WIDE communities. On the
economic front they may be affected by further investments in infrastructure, by commercial
investment in large-scale farming, by small and larger scale industrial investment, and by
formalisation of the informal sector aimed at increasing the tax base. There is uncertainty in the
political arena with, on the one hand, the possibility of further state penetration of communities
and increased party encadrement of the private sector and civil society, and on the other, the
possibility that the growing class of rural-based relatively wealthy farmers, traders and
xi

businessmen will try to pursue a market-led route to prosperity, and that organisations with local
roots, including religious and ethnic networks, will get more active in the political arena. Women’s
voices should continue to grow stronger while the responses of the growing group of more and
less educated youth to their difficult economic prospects may include a commitment to political
change. International migration is likely to increase exponentially creating diasporic linkages to
some considerably different cultures.
Parameters as cases: Towards the end of the analysis we identified ten key aspects/parameters of
communities interactions among which guide their trajectories. They are sub-parameters of four
‘big’ parameters: place, the state of the local economy, political settlements, and wider context.



Control parameters guiding rural community trajectories
Place
Terrain,
settlement,
climate





Remoteness

The state of the local economy
Agritechnologies

Farming
system

Livelihood
diversification

Political settlement
Community
fault-lines

Govt –
society relns

Wider context
Relations
with
neighbours

Cultural
imports

Strategic
location

The ten aspects can be further deconstructed into constituent parts which can be considered
and analysed as cases across the communities. In the report we provide preliminary analyses of
the cases of roads and bridges, urbanisation, irrigation, livelihood diversification, loss of
community land, and international migration (see below).
There are three routes which have been taken by international migrants. The map shows where
people had gone from the Stage 1 sites (green) and the Stage 2 sites (blue).

Map showing international migration routes from the fourteen sites
Shumsheha: Handful
to Saudi Arabia, mostly
women; 1 person to
the US and 1 to Italy

Geblen: increasing numbers of men and women
migrating illegally to Saudi Arabia via Djibouti
and Yemen – 56 male and 1 female in 2010

Harresaw: 400-500 people to Saudi
Arabia every year; 1 or 2 with
relatives there to US every year

Dinki: None reported 2010
Gelcha: University students/
graduates to Canada &
Germany; teacher and DA to
Kenya

Yetmen: None reported 2010

Girar (was Imdibir HG):
new female migration to
Saudi Arabia 2010

Adele Keke: sometimes illegal
migration to Arab countries
via Somalia; a few have
migrated to the US

Aze Debo'a: More than
20 men a year to South
Africa & a few women
for marriage; a few
females to the Gulf in
last 2 years

Gara Godo: A very few
to S Africa; 1 young
woman to Beirut

Korodegaga: few young men illegally to Saudi
Arabia and Sudan recently: 1 young woman
to Saudi Arabia and 1 to Sudan 2010

Turufe Kecheme: some illegal
migration to Gulf and US
through DV system 2010
Luqa:
None
Do'oma: None
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Final report
Introduction
The report on our Stage 1 research (WIDE31, 2010) documented widespread modernisation and
change in six rural communities between 1995 and 2010: three with self-sufficient local economies
and three in drought-prone areas regularly dependent on food aid. We also demonstrated how
modernisation processes had accelerated from 2003 as a result of a continuing increase in
government interventions across the sectors, many supported with international aid, and speculated
about the future trajectories of each of the communities. This report is based on the fieldwork for
Stage 2 which was conducted in eight drought-prone and food-aid dependent rural communities
between September and December 2011. In reading about these communities it is important to be
aware that they are not ‘representative’ of Ethiopia’s rural communities but rather are examples
(exemplars) of important types of community2.
While the questions and methods in the Stage 1 project were informed by prior research conducted
in 1995 (WIDE1), 2003 (WIDE2) and 2004-5 (WeD), the approach was still quite exploratory. In the
process we learned a lot; lessons which were used to improve the Stage 2 research questions, the
conceptual and analytic frameworks, and the fieldwork approach and instruments (see Annex 6). As
a result the data made in this second stage is richer, the analysis deeper, and the conclusions drawn
wider and more penetrating. As with Stage 1 we found evidence of widespread modernisation and
change since the mid-1990s, and that development interventions, particularly since 2003,had made
major contributions to modernisation processes. However, in this summary report we do not dwell
on these3, since the broad conclusions are not very different from those drawn in 2010. Instead, with
the fieldwork being conducted almost two years into the Government’s Growth and Transformation
Plan, we explore community structures and processes and development interventions at the end of
2011 in some depth and take a longer-term perspective into the future.
The case-oriented methodology, which is underpinned by a complexity social science paradigm, is
described in Annex 6. For practical policy-making and implementation case-based analysis is
superior to variable analysis for a number of reasons:
 Variable analysis tends to produce generalisations and one-size-fits-all policies
 Case analysis allows identification of key differences and is more useful for practical country sector
policy planning and implementation
 Identification of major different kinds or types of rural community allows policies to be tailored to
different circumstances
 Surveys and case-based quantitative analysis can be used to identify communities belonging to the
different types and, for example, to explore the causes of success in those that were doing best
 A case-based focus on the experiences of different kinds of household (e.g. rich, middle, poor) and
person (e.g. male/female; child, youth, adult) can help to make policies more equitable.
Rural communities are on trajectories which reach into the past and will extend into the future:
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The JGAM-funded project Long term Perspectives on Development Impacts in Rural Ethiopia, also known as
WIDE3, uses protocol data made in 15 communities in 1995 (WIDE1) and in 20 communities – the 15 + 5 new –
in 2003 (WIDE2). WIDE3 is being conducted in 3 stages: Stage 1, 6 communities, early 2010; Stage 2, 8
communities late 2011; Stage 3, 6 communities, 2013. The acronym WIDE (Wellbeing and Illbeing Dynamics in
Ethiopia) was coined in 2004 in the context of a four-country five-year research project at the University of
Bath (WeD) which included a separate project known as DEEP (in-Depth Exploration of Ethiopian Poverty).
While the WIDE fieldwork was done in one month, the DEEP study, which included four of the WIDE
communities plus 2 urban sites, continued over a period of 17 months.
2
Taken as a whole they are examples of communities with relatively good connections with the outside world.
3
The longer-term trajectories of each of the communities are described in the Annex 5 papers.
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Linked to spatial and social location there are varieties of community type on path dependent
trajectories constraining where each community could possibly head in future
 What determines a community’s direction is the interaction of evolving internal ‘control
parameters’4 with evolving external factors
 When we look at a community at a point in time it may be reproducing, changing structurally,
heading for extinction due to outside factors, or dithering
 It is also possible to study individual parameters as cases to identify similarities and difference in
the ways they manifest themselves in different types of community5
The main findings from the research conducted in later 2011 are described in Section 2 which has
three main topics: modernisation processes, policy-community (dis)connects, and the interventionrelated experiences of different kinds of people in the communities. Section 3 turns to the future;
we speculate about where the different communities might be heading and what potential changes
in internal and external control parameters they might face in the medium-term.
The analysis and conclusions in the report rely on six annexes and some related evidence bases. The
annexes and Evidence Base 1 (Community Situation Reports 2011) are attached with the summary
report. Annex 1 summarises the community situations at the end of 2011 using the data in Evidence
Base 1; these case studies are based on Report Documents written by the fieldworkers. For all the
annexes, in addition to using the analysis matrices, we have had constant recourse to Evidence Base
1 to check information and fill gaps.
Annex 2 provides a set of comparative community matrices setting out important community
dimensions in four domains: community features, livelihoods, lives, and society & government. This
annex is linked with data summarised in Evidence Base 2a. The matrices in Annex 3 compare
community processes underpinning policy-community (dis)connects related to interventions to
improve public goods, livelihoods, lives and governance and make use of Evidence Base 3 and
Evidence Base 5a. The matrices in Annex 4 compare some personal experiences of intervention
implementation across the communities; they are informed by Evidence Base 4. Annex 5 contains
five academic papers on the communities’ trajectories presented at the International Conference for
Ethiopian Studies in Dire Dawa in November 2011.

The communities in 2011
In Section 2.1 we summarise the overall situation of each community along a number of dimensions
and compare them to draw a range of conclusions about modernisation processes which, at an
abstract level, are common to all the communities. We also identify some processes which have only
been at work in some communities.
In Section 2.2 we focus on current development interventions, describing key ‘connects’ and
‘disconnects’ between policy and community aims and assumptions and how these affected the
implementation of the different interventions.
In Section 2.3 we take another perspective on interventions and explore and compare the
experiences of different kinds of people across the communities. First we consider the
implementers: government employees and voluntary government workers. Then we explore the
communal and individual contributions that community members had to make to the
implementation of interventions and summarise the barriers to intervention access that poor and
vulnerable people faced.

4
5

Those aspects of the system that, working together, have a governing influence on its trajectory.
We have just started to do this and some early examples are given in Section 3.
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Community situations in 2011
The eight communities in 2011
Summary information on the eight communities
In this section, drawing on Annex 1, we present a very brief narrative of what each community
looked like in early 2011 with a focus on general community features, livelihoods, lives, and society
and government.
Map 1: The Eight Stage 2 communities

Shumsheha:
Amhara; vulnerable
cereal; recurrent
drought; PSNP
wereda; irrigation;
12 km from Lalibela;

Harresaw: Tigrayan; vulnerable
cereal; recurrent drought;
PSNP; mountainous; 2,700
metres a.s.l.; irrigation; illegal
migration (Saudi)

Aze Debo'a: Kembata; enset;
densely populated; coffee;
investor; illegal migration
South Africa; PSNP wereda;
rain Jan-Sept; hilly, floods;
erosion (⅓ of kebele); 4km
Durame; on road

Gelcha: Karrayu; pastoralist
'in transition'; PSNP wereda;
remote; near Metahara and
road to Djibouti

Gara Godo: Wolayta;
densely populated;
enset + root crops;
gardens, grain; coffee;
eucalyptus, investor;
PSNP wereda; 11 km
Areka;

Adele Keke: Oromo;
chat; vulnerable cereal;
recurrent drought; PSNP
wereda; near road Harar
– Dire Dawa

Do'oma: Gamo 60% +
Wolayta; vulnerable cereal;
irrigation; semi-arid; PSNP
wereda; re-settlement
(voluntary); 102 kms Sodo;
very remote; past investor

Luqa: Tsemai; pastoralist
'in transition'; EFA wereda;
very remote; new road

Map 1 situates the eight Stage 2 communities in Ethiopia; the colour-coding identifies similar core
livelihood systems6. We present the stories of the communities in order of their remoteness (Table
1). Luqa, an agro-pastoralist community and Do’oma (vulnerable cereal) are very remote and both in
SNNP. Harresaw (vulnerable cereal) in Tigray and agro-pastoralist Gelcha in Oromia are remote. Gara
Godo and Aze Debo’a, where there is some coffee, depend on garden-grown root crops and are
remotish. Shumsheha (vulnerable cereal) and Adele Keke (chat + vulnerable cereal) are near large
towns.

6

Maps of the Stage 1 and Stage 3 (which is just underway) are provided at the end of the report
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Table 1: The eight stage two communities: location, livelihood, ethnicities and religions
REGION

PLACE

LOCATION

LIVELIHOOD

ETHNICITIES

RELIGIONS

SNNP

Luqa

Very remote

Pastoralist in
transition + small
irrigation + EFA

Tsemai
Some Benna wives

Customary 85%
Protestant 15-20% (2 sects)
Orthodox Christian 1 HH

SNNP

Do’oma

Nr wereda
town but
very remote

Vulnerable cereal +
some irrigation +
migration + PSNP

Gamo & Gofa 75%
Wolayta
15%
Amhara
3%
From Jinka
7%

Protestants 90% (2 sects)
Orthodox Christians 10%

Tigray

Harresaw

Quite
remote

Vulnerable cereal +
some irrigation +
migration + PSNP

Tigrayan

Orthodox Christian

Oromia

Gelcha

Near town &
main road
but remote

Pastoralist in
transition + small
irrigation + PSNP

Karrayu 85%
Somali 13%
Ittu Oromo a few
households

Muslim 95% (customary
religious beliefs strong)
Protestants a few youth
Orthodox Christian 1 hh

SNNP

Gara
Godo

Remotish
but new
municipality

Highly-populated
enset + migration +
coffee + PSNP

Wolayta

Protestants (5 sects) 66%
Orthodox Christians 32%
Catholics 2%

SNNP

Aze
Debo’a

Near zone
town but
remotish

Highly-populated
enset + migration +
coffee + PSNP

Kembata

Protestants (11 sects) 99%

Oromia

Adele
Keke

Peri-urban
near
Alemaya

Chat + vulnerable
cereal – irrigation +
PSNP

Oromo

Muslim

Amhara

Shumsheha

Peri-urban
near Lalibela

Vulnerable cereal +
some irrigation +
migration + PSNP

Amhara

Orthodox Christian 97%
Muslim 3%

Luqa kebele, Bena-Tsemay wereda, South Omo, SNNPR
The agro-pastoralist Luqa kebele is bisected by the recently asphalted Jinka-Arba Minch main road.
The administrative centre is located along that road at 21 km from the wereda capital Key Afer
(public transport) and developing into a roadside settlement (a few shops and ‘modern houses’, one
café). There is no electricity. The mobile network covers some areas but it was faulty during the
fieldwork. Access to safe water is uneven (2-3 functional water points). Most of the 566 families live
in the kebele flat, lowland part. Residents are Tsemay (80%) and Bena (20%). There are about 25%
female-headed households. Livestock can graze anywhere (bar for 260 ha recently enclosed) so
some say there is no landlessness; others mention 120 landless youth. About 20% of the community
is Protestant and Protestantism is said to rapidly gain grounds among the young generation.
There is a history of drought with recently serious livestock and crop losses in 2008/9 and 2010/11.
Food aid has regularly been provided and is shared following the community’s norms (the wereda is
not in the PSNP). There is a strong perception that climate change (erratic shorter rains, increasing
temperature) undermines both pastoralism and the slowly expanding rainfed agriculture. There is
ground water but the irrigation potential in the kebele is unknown. A few households obtained
irrigable land along the Woito River, outside of the kebele, but their rights are not legalised and it is
unclear whether this could further expand. A few families grow cash crops alongside subsistence
crops, including sesame introduced recently (privately) and vegetables and fruits on irrigated land,
and do quite well. The bulk of the community depends heavily on livestock/ product sales to buy
food. The wereda with NGO support has introduced hybrid breeds (camel, cattle, shoats, poultry) on
credit; there is a (partly trained) mobile vet, and drug supply seems to be reliable. These initiatives
4

are generally appreciated, though limited in scale and the DA believes in caution as the community
would lose trust if one mistake occurred. A few men engaged in farm product trade and livestock
fattening and trading; a few successful ones have further diversified (grain mills) and employ a few
people, in spite of various constraints (production, storage, weak bargaining position against nonlocal traders with trucks) and high taxation. A few women raise an income with some success (shops,
the café, food/beverage sale on market days). The wereda with NGO support is trying to establish
youth and women production cooperatives but it is early days. Credit is available through local
cooperatives and has helped some people. Omo MFI is preparing the ground to start working in
Luqa.
There is a health post and one HEW, but little take-up of health services still provided mainly
through monthly outreach by wereda workers or at the wereda health centre. There is greater
interest in all forms of education available in the kebele (Gr1-4, ABE, 0-grade, adult education). But
few parents agree to send post-Gr4 children to Key Afer hostel (needing boys to herd, favouring
early marriage bringing bride wealth for girls, fearing urban influences). However, the community
contribute to upgrade the school to full cycle and role models of educated male and (very few)
female youth are emerging. Under the joint influence of the government and Protestantism there
are some changes for women. A few have resisted widow’s inheritance and obtained divorce with
their family’s support and a few women are economically, socially and politically active. Government
initiatives attract various types of response but no outright opposition; the (overlapping)
government/party and customary and religious elite ‘mediate’ the government requests. Tension
arises rather from strong Protestant stances against some of the customary rituals. In other cases all
three forces (the government, the Protestant and some progressive elders/customary leaders) join
hands with success (e.g. eradication of mingi, the custom of abandoning children thought to bring
bad luck).

Do’oma kebele, Dera Malo wereda, Gamo Gofa zone, SNNP
Do’oma is a lowland mostly flat kebele with 450 households in two villages originally settled in the
1980s. Do’oma village lies between Wacha the wereda town and Womalo; in 2011 Wacha was
connected to Morka (12 kms) by an allweather road and two bridges allowing external access during
the rains to Wolayita Sodo (95 kms) and Arba Minch, the zone capital, (223 kms). Over 70% of
residents are Gamo or Gofa; the rest from three ethnic groups. 85% are Protestants; the remainder
Orthodox Christian. Irrigated land is insufficient and pressure on once-abundant grazing land
developed after an investor leased 20% of kebele land from 1997 to 2005 and the Maze National
Park took land on establishment in 2005. The investor’s land which was never officially returned to
the kebele was re-auctioned to SNNP and Tigray government officials in 2011.
Rains are sparse and erratic; the community would not survive without river-fed irrigation. 70% have
some irrigated land though 35% never get enough water and others are affected in severe droughts.
While most irrigated land is owned by first-settler families, buying, renting and share-cropping are
common. River-flooding frequently damages crops. One-third of households have received cash
PSNP aid since 2005 with Public Works beneficiaries eligible for cattle credit; cattle and fertiliser
debt repayments, taxes and other contributions are deducted and debt is not a big problem.
Emergency food aid is very inadequate with drought-related deaths in 2008 and 2011. Cattle die
annually from trypanosomiasis; deaths increase dramatically during severe droughts.
Traditional subsistence crops include maize, tef and sweet potatoes; bananas, sugarcane and fruit
were sold mostly for petty cash. Increased production following improved seeds and fertiliser, rising
food prices and improving roads have led to growing export of maize, tef and bananas to big cities.
Cattle fattening has started though there are no improved breeds. Since 2005 Amhara in-migrants
have introduced new high-value crops on irrigated and rainfed land and more efficient crop and
livestock farming techniques. Increased productivity of traditional crops is attributed to the
extension programme, though forced general taking of fertiliser and inappropriate new technologies
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and advice were criticised. There are daily labour opportunities for males and females on irrigated
land and seasonal migration for agricultural work to Abaya, Jimma and Weyto.
Increased farm production has increased trading opportunities in external markets, between
markets in the wereda, and from the kebele to Wacha market. The growth of Wacha town has
generated opportunities in shops, restaurants and other services, skilled work, and daily labour.
OMO credit with no strings is available for landholding households. A proportion of young men and
women migrate to towns for work and/or education and settle there.
Malaria kills people every year. Many resist spraying and doubt the efficacy of bednets; the HEWs
have problems mobilising work to clear stagnant water. The supply of free pills in the kebele is
unreliable and pills everywhere run out during epidemics. There is education up to Grade 5 in the
kebele and Grade 10 in Wacha and plans for a preparatory wing. There is new interest by parents
and adults in (lifelong) education up to Masters’ level. Poor households cannot afford to use the
Health Centre, private clinics, hospitals, and preparatory schools. Those who pass Grade 10 seek
government-funded TVET courses. The wealth gap between rich (14 very rich) and poor (25% of
households) is accelerating. Parental control of choices related to education, work and marriage has
reduced; children en route to adulthood follow different combinatory trajectories.
Government infrastructure, credit, education, health and some farming interventions are
appreciated; big gaps include irrigation development and seeds and livestock suitable for the local
climate. The new kebele structure is not implemented and support for party jobs and meetings is
unenthusiastic. The influence of elders has increased. Government does little for women, youth and
poor people.

Harresaw tabia, Atsbi Womberta wereda, Eastern Tigray
Harresaw tabia comprises three kushets7: two lying on the Eastern Tigray highland plateau and one
remoter, overlooking Afar, full of ups and downs and facing acute water scarcity. A very small town
is emerging around the tabia administrative centre, with electricity and mobile network since 2008.
The tabia centre is 20 min walk off the small all-weather gravel road linking Atsbi, the centre of the
wereda (17 kms), to Dera (a small town adjacent to the tabia) and Afar, with nearly daily but costly
public transport. All 6,000 residents are Orthodox Christians and Tigrayans. More than 50% of the
1,150 households are female-headed and there are hundreds of landless, mainly young households
(more than 350)8. Available land is reallocated but is vastly insufficient; generally land and related
actions are a source of tension and conflict.
Harresaw suffers from recurrent drought and has been included in PSNP/FSP programmes since
2005. In 2011/12 all households were getting some of the PSNP and emergency food aid pooled
resources. In the last severe drought (2008/9) 30 people died and mass livestock losses prompted a
sharp increase in illegal migration in Saudi Arabia as the only option for many households to repay
their debt. This migration, continuing to rise, is becoming a strategy for households to pay debt,
reach a higher level of welfare (health, education, nutrition) and invest, in mixes varying from one
family to another, and has multiplier effects at community level including urban migration and
investment in business linking urban and rural areas. Irrigation is another change factor. All schemes
depend on the rains; in good years about a sixth of the households irrigate some land. Many have
discovered the benefit of producing for the market (beans, pulses, vegetables, wheat and barley)
given the high prices for farm products. A few landless young farmers invest on sharecropped/
rented land. Views are mixed on the usefulness and effects of modern inputs and of DA advice (e.g.
early planting while farmers fear frost). High market prices also prompt many to invest in livestock
production in spite of the high drought-related risks, as hybrid breed and vet services are available
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nearby (Dera), and fattening and dairy production can be very profitable. Honey is said to have
potential although exactly how much is unclear. Irrigation and migration offers trade-related and
daily labour opportunities on irrigated and migrants’ farms. A number of people (youth and women
especially) run small shops, teashops and bars and offers services in the tabia centre. Graduation
only starting to take effect is considered favourably by some richer households wanting to focus on
their own more lucrative activities though assistance would be needed in drought years. Credit is
widely available to help people to seize opportunities, and has been important in some successes,
though the level of bad debt of the tabia is high. For poor or labour-poor households taking credit is
risky and many avoid it when they can.
There is a Health Post and one full-cycle and one Gr1-4 primary school in the tabia as well as a health
centre and new general secondary school in the neighbouring tabia at about 45 min walk from the
tabia centre and a preparatory school in Atsbi but no TVET in the wereda. Expectations from
education are mixed: the better access can ‘lead nowhere’ (exam failure, high costs, un(der)employment) and migration lures many. The community appreciates many of the development
initiatives but resents some aspects of the government drive (e.g. enforcement to take fertiliser, lack
of individual choice and of space to challenge development ideas - which is taken as political
opposition), and fails to reconcile the emphasis on focusing to improve one’s livelihood with the
many time-taking meetings and for the ‘community volunteers’, the demands of their many
responsibilities9.

Gelcha kebele, Fentale wereda, Eastern Shewa, Oromia
Gelcha is bordered by the Metahara sugar factory, the Awash national park, the Addis-Dire Dawa
main road and the expanding salty Lake Beseka. All negatively affect the pastoralist livelihood of the
75% Karrayu population (taking land and reducing mobility). The Lake is also flooding land and
buildings, cutting off paths and roads, affecting water and causing malaria. 80 Somali and 50 Harar
Oromo families form the rest of the population, entirely Muslim. About a third of the households are
female-headed; 50 households are landless (8%) although it is not quite clear what this means in an
economy dominated by pastoralism. There is no electricity. The mobile network arrived in 2009. A
road passable by vehicles connects the centre to Metahara (the wereda centre) and to Addis Ketema
(another small town) both at 5 km. Most people drink unsafe water or buy water in town at high
cost. The kebele is flat, lowland, arid and hot, with shorter rainy seasons
There were four droughts in the last ten years; in 2010 a lot of livestock died. Pastoralism is under
threat. Agriculture is heavily government-promoted. Yet in a good year rainfed production covers
two to four months of food needs; livestock products and sale make up the rest. People therefore
heavily depend on terms of trade for livestock, which are negative for both those selling livestock
(high price but not enough to offset high costs of everything else) and those trying to buy some
(price too high). There is irrigation on a limited scale (40 households use water from the factory
discharge canal; 20-30 use a pump on the Awash, after a large 300-household cooperative failed a
few years ago; a few young men sharecrop in irrigated land in neighbouring kebeles). People have
high expectations from a plan to extend to Gelcha the spate irrigation scheme already covering some
other kebeles. This has started to affect the way in which people relate to land rights. There are no
agricultural packages. The wereda while promoting improved breeds does not provide them. Some
PSNP beneficiaries got livestock packages in 2005/6 over which they were not consulted and,
allegedly, not told that it was on credit. Some women engaged in shoat production (NGO credit) and
in petty trade with success. The sugar factory provides permanent jobs for a few (mostly guards) and
daily labour at harvest time. Other daily labour jobs can be found in nearby areas. The government
and NGOs tried to organise various production cooperatives but most failed due to poor
management and weak follow-up. 40% households have been assisted through the PSNP. This has
9
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been important for many but fuelled tensions vis-à-vis the kebele leadership accused of nepotism
and between ethnic groups in the community, unresolved by the end of the fieldwork. Officials
expect that the community as a whole will graduate when irrigation will be fully developed.
The health post is often closed as the HEWs (and most government employees) live in nearby towns.
There is a recently constructed full-cycle school which is said to please the community. Other health
and education services are available in Metahara and Addis Ketema. There is more behaviour change
related to education than to health although even this is mixed as people see (Gr10 and above)
graduates sitting idle or having to take anyone’s daily job. There is little change for women in
relation to circumcision and polygyny, emerging change in relation to early marriage, and some
women have started resisting widow’s inheritance and obtained divorce in these and other cases
with their own family’s support. The community appreciates the infrastructure and service
developments but feels that the government is not doing enough to help them cope with the
deteriorating pastoralist livelihood. There are ambiguous relationships, tense at times or on specific
issues, between ethnic groups in the community, the government and the community’s clan
institutions, those following customary religious practices and some less accommodating Muslims,
and between these stricter Muslims and the others and the government.

Aze Debo’a kebele, Kedida-Gemela wereda, Kambata/SNNPR
The 750 households (5,004 people) of Aze Debo’a are almost all Kambata and Protestant (mainly
Kalehiwot and Mekaneyesus)10. The kebele, flattish with a part climbing to higher grounds, is among
the most densely populated in the zone. Land is acutely scarce; hundreds of mainly young
households are landless. The recent establishment of women’s rights through laws and certification
is likely to further raise the pressure. The kebele centre (public buildings and a few ‘modern houses’)
lies alongside the main road linking Durame, wereda and zonal capital (at 4 kms) to the outside
world. Links with Durame are dense. There is public and private transport. The area got electricity
(serving about 20% of the population) and mobile network coverage in 2009/10, which many
interpreted as an electoral pledge. The small distant villages are unlikely to be connected any time
soon but access to safe water is good everywhere.
Traditionally livelihoods rely on enset-based mixed farming and small-scale livestock rearing with
trade and outmigration. Today one third of the population is on the PSNP. While there are recent
instructions to start graduating people, drought seems to become more frequent. In 2008 all crops
failed; 30 people died as the wereda allegedly delayed reporting the emergency. Cash crop
production has increased in response to high demand and good market prices (coffee, eucalyptus). A
dozen farmers started irrigating (fruits, vegetables). Irrigation is thought to have potential but the
wereda has been unable to invest in it due to budget constraints. Modern inputs are available. Views
on their effectiveness and practices vary. High market prices, availability of hybrid breeds and vet
services nearby lead farmers to invest in livestock production. The potential of these activities is
limited by high input costs and lack of credit for poor farmers and land scarcity generally. Trade of
farm products ranges from small- to fairly large-scale activities. Larger-scale coffee trade is a source
of wealth. There are a fair number of people employed (53) or registered as businesspeople or
skilled workers (32), about 40 adult men and many young people living as daily labourers, a few
people offering transport services, 3-4 month seasonal jobs for about 300 mainly young women on a
coffee washing plant established in 2009 on land given to an investor. Outmigration continues to be
important, with reduced male seasonal agricultural migration, new and growing female migration in
cities, flower farms etc., fast rising mainly illegal migration in South Africa for males and recently in
Gulf countries for females. Successful migration in South Africa made a few individuals very wealthy
(by local standards). They invest in trade and businesses based in Durame or in the area.
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There is a Health Post, a full-cycle and a Gr1-4 primary school in the kebele; two health centres
(government and NGO) and a hospital, and a good government full secondary school and private
education (KG to secondary level) in Durame. But Kembata’s longstanding tradition of valuing
education is under threat. Many are discouraged by the high rate of exam failure and high and rising
un(der)employment (more than a hundred Gr10 and above youth from the kebele are unemployed),
which makes migration all the more attractive. There is change for women (due to combined action
by government, NGOs and protestant churches), with greater freedom (schooling, migration, choice
in marriage and contraception), initial success in combating female circumcision and more and
better established rights (though denied by the conservative stance of Protestantism on divorce).
People dislike the domination of politics in government. Strong farmers think that government and
party meetings are too many and irrelevant and feel free not to attend them. Everyone in the
community is concerned by the lack of opportunities for youth and highlights the government
inaction. Somewhat in contrast, Protestantism exerts a deep influence on the community, including
the young generation. Clans remain important too and interact relatively little with government.

Gara Godo kebele, Boloso Sore wereda, Wolayita zone, SNNP
Gara Godo is a mostly flat densely-settled highland kebele with a recently established municipality at
its centre. There are 1248 households in three sub-kebeles, 22% female-headed. It is 12 kms on a
recently-upgraded allweather road to Areka the wereda town; there are buses three times a week. It
is 28 kms on an asphalted road from Areka to Wolayita Sodo the zone capital. All residents are
Wolayitan; 60% are Protestants in five sects, 36% Orthodox Christian and 4% Catholic. There are
more than 25 clans divided into 130 lineages. Houses abut the farms which ideally have a home
garden for coffee, root crops, vegetables and spices, family grazing land with eucalyptus, and a main
field for maize, boloke, and tef. 34% of households are landless and many have plots of less than ¼
hectare and no grazing land or field.
The area is becoming hotter and rain patterns changing. There is no irrigation. Drought caused
deaths of people and livestock in 2008 and 2011; emergency food aid and the veterinary service
were inadequate. There are regular water shortages in dry seasons and while many households lack
food in the hungry season only 11% are PSNP beneficiaries. The major livelihood activities are crop
production, animal husbandry, Cash/Food-for-Work, agricultural labour, trade, non-farm businesses
in the town and seasonal migration. Coffee is the biggest source of cash, followed by tef and maize.
Due to rising prices, improved seeds and seedlings, fertiliser, new farming techniques, oxenfattening, an increasing focus on cash crops, more trading and agricultural daily labour, and business
and employment opportunities in the growing town, the economy has experienced growth despite
two major droughts. There are two coffee-shelling plants employing 150 or so people seasonally. A
third of male youth migrate for seasonal work on large private farms and youth of both sexes
migrate to towns. Government contributions to growth include road access, electricity, mobile
phones, improved seeds and fertiliser for selected crops, credit, and PSNP. The community has
accumulated 700,000 birr of debt over the last two years. Service, youth and a women’s cooperative have not performed well. Young people successfully establishing small businesses are
doing it independently.
Investments in health and education services are slowly changing attitudes, behaviour and
wellbeing. Malaria significantly affects work though health extension preventive activities are said to
have reduced it. Co-operation with health extension workers was higher on malaria prevention,
latrines, vaccination and family planning. Because of stigma PLWHAs try to keep their condition
secret; there have been three known deaths and two people get ART from the health centre. There
is education up to Grade 10 in the kebele; the preparatory school is in Areka. Poor households
cannot afford to use it or post-secondary education, the Health Centre, private clinics, or hospitals.
Around 10% of households are ‘very rich’ while more than half are poor.
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Young people and adults combine work and education in various ways. Young people and children
are not following old ways of thinking; they get information via TV and internet sources downloaded
to mobile phones. Abduction has reduced and girls can decide when and who to marry; underage
marriage is common for those not in education. Young men are marrying later. Women’s lives are
changing. They can cultivate farmland, participate in trade, daily labour, construction and
government work, spend money as they wish, and borrow from OMO MFI. Some are politically
active, and there are good role models like the school director. Many women are aware of their
property rights but elders and officials are not keen to implement them.
Government and party structures are increasingly inter-twined but there are only 272 party
members. Most people do not want to spend time doing the many unpaid development/party
leaderships jobs at kebele, development team/cell, and 1-5 levels, especially in peak seasons, but
the EPRDF is appreciated for interventions in education, health, infrastructure development and
peace and good governance. Youth and women’s organisations are very weak.

Shumsheha kebele, Lalibela wereda11, North Wollo, Amhara
Shumsheha lies on a hot low/middle altitude plain and rugged hills with little vegetation left.
Shumsheha got near Lalibela airport is a small town around the kebele administration with electricity
(25-30 TVs) and piped water; in more distant gots people still rely on unsafe water. The mobile
network reached in 2007/8 and was improved in 2010/11. The kebele centre is 9 km distant from
Lalibela through an unpaved road, abandoned when a new Lalibela-airport road was built which is
24 km. There is no public transport. The population is Amhara and Orthodox Christian in majority
with about 80 Muslim families (6%). A third of the households are female-headed and 384 are
landless (28%). Communal land is dwindling due to reallocation and illegal encroachment.
Shumsheha is in one of the most drought-prone areas of the country. Rains are said to have become
more erratic although there was no serious drought since 2005. In 2011 28% people (40% families)
benefited from PSNP. Graduation (meant to reach half of the public works beneficiaries in 2011) has
started. While officially most are voluntary people reportedly are ‘being convinced’ or made to sign
without knowing. Irrigation has been a major positive development in the recent years. 10-27%
households, including entrepreneurial sharecroppers, grow irrigated cash crops alongside
subsistence crops. There is (unevenly distributed) potential for more, but actual capacity depends on
the weather. Farmers strongly resent the heavy coercion exerted for them to take fertiliser that even
DAs reckon is unsuitable to the local soil. Honey production also has potential. High market prices
are an additional and important factor in explaining better agricultural incomes in the community.
Government and NGOs have actively supported the development of youth and women production
groups (sand and cobblestone, honey, cotton spinning, stove production), some of which are fairly
successful. But there is a large number of un(der)employed youth with very little to do, said to be a
‘burden’ for the kebele. The airport took away some of the kebele’s most fertile land when it was
modernised (2004/5). But it is a driver of local non-farm economic activity: jobs, customers for the
shops, cafés and bars and other services offered in Shumsheha got, and 40-50 people who learned
skills and have engaged in construction-related businesses. Daily labour and agricultural migration
are options too. There are a few successful businessmen, four of whom have paid employees
(wholesale/retail grain/goods trade, grain mills). All local activities would greatly benefit from better
access to markets. The taxation policy may be discouraging some of the non-farm activity. Given the
poor debt recovery record of the multiservice cooperative formal credit is now available only
through ACSI, which people strongly dislike (group modality, harsh debt recovery practices, case of
embezzlement which had people having to repay loans twice).
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There is a Health Post and a health centre though the latter does not offer full service, for which
people have to go to Lalibela. There is much better access and a fundamental change with regard to
education, with a full-cycle, a Gr1-4 and 2 satellite primary schools. However, the wereda failed to
open a Gr9-10 school for which the community built classrooms so students continue to have to go
to Lalibela, where there also is a TVET. 4-5 students reached university in 2010/11. But people see
that even university graduates may not find jobs or only after several years. The community
appreciates some of the government interventions but has major grievances too (coercion with
fertiliser, inaction about road, transport and secondary school, multiple contributions decided from
above, zero-grazing policy, insufficient support to irrigation, ban on underage marriage leading to
premarital pregnancies, and long meetings bringing ‘a perfect plan but zero implementation’).

Adele Keke kebele, Kersa wereda, East Hararghe, Oromia
Adele Keke is a wide, hilly midland kebele near the salty Adele Lake along the main road to Dire
Dawa and Harar. The centre along that road is connected through asphalted roads to Haramaya
(closest), Adeway (major chat centre) and Kersa (wereda centre). There is continuous public
transport in all directions. Most of the 25 villages have safe water, 12 have electricity and the others
are ready to pay the connection to EPCO. 80% people benefit from the mobile network available
since 2006. With the chat boom (see below) every bit of arable land is cultivated, no communal
grazing land is left and housing land has high value especially along the main road (for housing and
shops). The population is almost entirely Oromo and Muslim; 11% households are female-headed
and 11% are landless.
There is a strong perception that rains are less predictable and delayed (4 crop failures in 10 years,
severe drought in 2004/5 and 2010). Even in good years rainfed production may feed a household
for eight months maximum. A fourth of the households are on the PSNP though this is decreasing
with graduation, which some people try to resist while others are fine with it. The big upward
economic change is the booming chat production and trade, greatly facilitated by better access to
markets and information and fast-expanding irrigation since Chinese road works showed that
groundwater is easily reached in parts of the kebele. There is also some irrigated vegetable
production. The kebele has been identified as high irrigation potential but the wereda support has
been limited so far (awareness-raising, DA advice, limited credit for pumps and drips, fertiliser and
improved seeds to be paid cash). The community wants the wereda to develop irrigation on a largescale so that all farmers have access to water (rather than PSNP support). The wereda has identified
the kebele as potential specialist milk producing area but similarly support has been limited.
Improved breeds expand through people selling offspring to each other. A women milk production
cooperative is ‘on the way’ of becoming operational (NGO support). A number of women are already
engaged individually in milk trading, others in commodity shops. Some of those initially pushed by
necessity have become quite successful. Landless/land poor people do daily labour or engage in chat
trade. There is little migration of any type. Some successful businesspeople and farmers are young
entrepreneurs but youth generally face difficulties in establishing an independent livelihood. The
wereda has recently got them to organise in groups and choose an activity but there reportedly is
delay in the promised credit.
The health post is unfinished and low priority as the community has easy access to public and private
facilities in nearby towns. People’s attitude to education is mixed. Religious and formal education
compete in low grades. Many children dropout early or when reaching Gr9 as the nearest school is
90 min walk, girls to marry and boys to work in chat and raise an income. There are students in
preparatory and university but few role models yet. Trends for women are mixed: little change and
little action in relation to early marriage, female circumcision and political empowerment but some
success in terms of economic empowerment and resistance to widow inheritance and some support
to this – though these women are unable to remarry. The wereda has acted to lessen clans’
influence allegedly leading to nepotism in the kebele administration. The latter is said to be weak
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which is also down to the fact that leaders are more concerned by their thriving economic activities.
There is no sense of a strong like or dislike of government, although model farmers bitterly
complained about the 15-day long training on GTP they were forced to attend during harvest time.

A comparison of the communities in 2011: commonalities and differences
In this section we compare the community situations in late 2011 under four headings: community
features, livelihoods, lives, and society and governance. We do not provide extraneous information
about development interventions as these are covered in Section 2.2.

Community features in late 2011
Common community features in late 2011












CLIMATE: The eight communities chosen for Stage 2 were all food-deficit and annually received
too little rain associated with regular ‘hungry seasons’. All had suffered at least one severe
drought since 2003.
Respondents in all sites reported changes in the climate citing variously increases in
temperature, shorter rainy seasons, more erratic and intense rains, unseasonal rains which
damaged crops, streams drying up, and decreasing levels of groundwater.
ECOLOGY: All sites had some protected forest land, policed with varying degrees of efficacy.
Malaria was a problem in all the communities though more severe in some; there were a
number of reports that incidence had declined since 2009.
POPULATION, LAND USE AND SETTLEMENT: community land was divided into farming land,
grazing/forest land, and land for the kebele centre. In the six agriculturist sites increasing
pressure on land had led to reductions in the average size of landholding and increases in the
proportions of households with no access to smallholder land; in the agro-pastoralist sites all
could use communal grazing land though not all who wished had access to land for farming.
REMOTENESS, URBANISATION AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS: there were considerable and
ongoing improvements in road access to nearby towns and wider Ethiopia but inside roads were
not well-developed. For example, they were too narrow for trucks and during rains bridges
became impassable, floods cut off some areas and mud made driving impossible and walking
difficult. Those living in the remoter parts of the kebele had to walk for 1-2 hours to get to the
centre.
Urbanisation processes had affected all sites but in different ways. All sites had mobile phone
access though Luqa’s mast had been damaged by lightning at the time of the fieldwork. All had
electricity at the kebele centre (in Luqa only from the kebele office solar panel) or had been
promised it shortly (Gelcha and Do’oma).
There were marriage, cultural and religious links with neighbouring communities; many women
migrated for marriage. Rural-urban linkages were thickening through cultural and religious links
and varying but increasing levels of migration to towns by both sexes for education and work.
Rich households were investing in houses in nearby towns.

Differences among the communities in late 2011


CLIMATE: Depending on geographical location the year in which severe drought occurred
varied. Harresaw in East Tigray and the four Southern Region sites, Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo,
Do’oma and Luqa were all badly hit by the 2008 drought. Deaths of livestock were reported
from all sites and of people in Do’oma and Aze Debo’a where all crops failed except trees and
enset and thirty people died, which was blamed on late government action. All five communities
were also affected by erratic rain in 2011; in addition to rain shortages some of rain was more
intense and some unseasonal causing damage to crops. The other three sites suffered severe
droughts in 2005. In Shumsheha (Lasta) and Adele Keke (near Harar), where all crops were lost,
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it was the most recent severe drought. The drought was also severe in Gelcha, near Metahara
and this site also had a bad drought in 2010 which led to large livestock losses.
TERRAIN: The topology of the communities varies. Adele Keke is hilly with escarpments and
gorges and this is also the case for parts of Harresaw, Shumsheha and Aze Debo’a; other parts
are relatively flat. Luqa is mostly flat but has some hilly areas. Gara Godo, Do’oma and Gelcha
are generally flat with very gentle slopes. The patchy data we have on soil quality suggests that
type of soil and levels of fertility can vary considerably within communities; not all the soils were
suitable for the fertiliser that was locally available. The communities are found at different
altitudes: Harresaw is in the highlands; Aze Debo’a is mostly lower highland but has a bit over a
quarter of its land in the highlands; Gara Godo and Adele Keke are in the lower highlands;
Shumsheha has a mix of lower highland and lowland; and Gelcha, Do’oma and Luqa are in the
lowlands. Three sites suffered weather-related problems associated with higher altitudes; frosts
had destroyed crops in Harresaw, Shumsheha and Adele Keke.
There were problems related to a combination of weather and terrain. Do’oma, Adele Keke and
Harresaw suffered seasonal high winds which in Harresaw were hot as they came from Afar.
Farms on the edge of Do’oma’s two perennial rivers regularly suffered from flood damage and
there was frequent flooding down the slopes of Aze Debo’a, Shumsheha and Adele Keke (where
it was associated with landslides) though watershed management in Aze Debo’a had reduced
the risks of flash-flooding. Crops in Luqa crops were badly affected by flooding from the hills in
2010 but flooding from the Awash in Gelcha was considered beneficial as it improved the quality
of the grazing.
ECOLOGY: Zero-grazing had been introduced in Harresaw, Shumsheha and Adele Keke and there
was cut and carry in the other sites. In Do’oma people had started making hay.
Do’oma agriculturalists and Gelcha pastoralists had lost land to National Parks established to
protect wild animals. A re-surgence in animal populations in the Maze park adjacent to Do’oma
had led to increased attacks on grain by baboons and on cattle by lions. In Shumsheha warthogs
damaged tef.
All sites except Aze Debo’a reported cattle diseases which were sometimes serious. Pests and
diseases had affected crops in all sites except Gelcha. In some places plants grown from
improved seeds were said to be more vulnerable than traditional local seeds. Malaria was still a
serious problem in Luqa, where three children died during fieldwork, and in Gelcha where the
irrigation canals encourage mosquito breeding. There were epidemics with deaths in Do’oma
during the 2008 and 2011 droughts as food shortages reduced people’s immunity. In Gara Godo
there was an epidemic among coffee-processing plant workers in 2011 and it was the major
cause of illness in Aze Debo’a’s wereda. There had been a reduction in malaria in Adele Keke and
Shumsheha though it was still the third most common illness at the health centre in the latter.
There were few cases in Harresaw as it was only a problem in some parts of the tabia and
among people returning from Afar.
POPULATION, LAND USE AND SETTLEMENT: Harresaw, Shumsheha, Gara Godo and Adele Keke
are larger kebeles with between 1,124 and 1,366 households; the lowland sites of Do’oma, Luqa
and Gelcha are smaller with between 450 and 600 households. Figures from Aze Debo’a were
confusing.
The kebeles were sub- divided into villages the numbers ranging from two in Do’oma to 25 in
Adele Keke. In Harresaw, Shumsheha, and the pastoralist sites people were settled in hamlets.
Do’oma had been settled in the 1970s and 80s in two villages, while residents in Adele Keke in
the imperial era had settled in villages above their farmlands to hide from the landlords. The
ideal-typical farm in highly-populated Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo was a homestead with a
garden plot, a field for cereals, and a small area for private grazing.
While physical land pressure was less than in other sites Do’oma had lost communal land to a
national park and an investor while over the years Gelcha grazing land had been reduced by a
national park, a sugar plantation and a salty lake expanding for geological reasons.
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REMOTENESS, URBANISATION AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS: in terms of Ethiopia’s ‘centre’ Luqa
and Do’oma were the most remote of the eight sites, followed by Harresaw and Gelcha. By the
end of 2011 Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo had relatively easy access to the wereda town but were
still quite remote. Adele Keke and Shumsheha were close to large and growing towns.
The two agro-pastoralist communities bordered main highways. Harresaw, Adele Keke, Gara
Godo and Aze Debo’a had allweather roads through or into the community and public transport
more than once a week. The building of new roads had affected Shumsheha and Do’oma which
were on the old main roads which had deteriorated. The new road with bridges near Do’oma
completed in 2012 will prevent cut-off during rains and provide much easier access to local and
national markets.
There were three small emerging kebele towns: in Gara Godo, which had recently become a
municipality, Shumsheha got which is near Lalibela airport and Harresaw. In two sites proximity
to a national highway was affecting urbanisation patterns. Adele Keke on the main road
between Harar and Dire Dawa and Luqa on a new allweather road between Jinka and Arba
Minch were ‘urbanising’ in different ways. In Adele Keke, which is not far from Haramaya town
there was ribbon development while the tiny but expanding Luqa town is some distance from
other urban development. Kebele towns had not developed in Do’oma, Aze Debo’a and Gelcha
as they were not far from larger commutable urban centres.
Resource-related conflicts with neighbours involving violence were reported from Harresaw,
Do’oma, Gelcha and Luqa. Gelcha pastoralists had also been in conflict with the national park
and the sugarcane plantation and there had been problems when Wahabbi missionaries tried to
promulgate a stricter version of Islam in the community which were referred to the wereda, who
found in favour of the locals.

Livelihoods in late 2011
Common livelihood features in late 2011











CORE SUBSISTENCE SYSTEM: All agriculturalist communities depend on a core smallholder
subsistence farming system and the agro-pastoralist sites on livestock.
IRRIGATION: all sites had potential for some irrigation and it was being somewhat exploited in
all sites, though in Gara Godo there may only have been 1 private water well.
OTHER AGRI-TECHNOLOGIES: Cereal productivity in all six agriculturalist sites had risen on farms
where improved seeds and fertiliser were used so long as they had sufficient water. There were
complaints about the local suitability of some recent seeds, suggestions that local seeds were
more disease- and drought- resistant, and problems getting hold of pesticides. Planting in lines,
following extension advice, was said to have improved productivity.
ACCESS TO LAND: All agriculturalist sites had landless households. There were many in Gara
Godo (34%), Shumsheha (28%) and Harresaw (no figure but said to be a growing issue in 2012).
Other figures were Adele Keke 10% and Do’oma 11%. There were no figures from Aze Debo’a
but, as in the other five sites, many youth were said to be landless. Share-cropping and leasing of
irrigated land were common, and in some places land sales through contract agreements were
reported. Land registration had not taken place in the agro-pastoralist sites.
ACCESS TO LABOUR: pastoralist households mostly rely for labour on family and customary
workgroups. In the agriculturalist sites the use of child and youth family labour on farms had
declined and the employment of daily labourers risen. Customary work-groups were still
important though in some sites less so than in the past. Some female-headed households
benefited from employing agricultural labour rather than share-cropping their land out.
CASH FROM SMALLHOLDER FARMING: rising output prices encouraged greater sale of more
and more diversified outputs in all agriculturalist sites; the differences are described below.
Rising prices for livestock products had increased sales in all communities: Harresaw (milk,
butter, eggs, honey), Adele Keke (milk, butter, cheese), Shumsheha (milk, butter, eggs, honey),
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Gara Godo (milk, butter), Aze Debo’a (milk, butter), Do’oma (butter), Gelcha (milk, butter), Luqa
(butter).
OFF-FARM AGRICULTURE: seasonal migration to large farms decreased in Harresaw and Aze
Debo’a; this is associated with an increase in daily labour on irrigated land and the farms of
international migrants and increasing international migration. There was little daily labour in
Shumsheha but considerable seasonal migration where young men earn good money; there
were seven honey co-operatives. Conversely in Adele Keke daily labour was common but there
was little migration for seasonal agricultural work. In Gara Godo and Do’oma there was both
daily labour and seasonal migration with over 30% of Gara Godo’s young men migrating to work
on large-scale private farms. Some young men in Gelcha and Luqa seasonally accompanied
livestock to distant pastures; there was very little wage labour in Luqa but a little on irrigated
farms in and near Gelcha. Also in Gelcha there was some work on the sugar plantation.
NON-FARM BUSINESS AND EMPLOYMENT: there were opportunities in all communities
although levels of involvement varied considerably.
FOOD-FOR-WORK: seven of the communities were involved in the PSNP and Luqa had regularly
received Emergency Food Aid involving food-for-work for the able-bodied.
CREDIT from the government was available in all communities though modalities varied. All
communities were in debt though this was only reported as a problem in three sites where
government had recently been collecting debts. Other sources of credit included moneylenders,
relatives and neighbours, customary organisations such as equb, co-operatives, and NGOs.

Differences among the communities in late 2011








CORE CROP/LIVESTOCK SYSTEMS: Four communities depended on a cereal-livestock subsistence
farming system: Harresaw – barley and wheat; Shumsheha – sorghum and tef; Adele Keke –
sorghum and maize (and chat); Do’oma - maize (also sweet potatoes). The core farming system
in Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo revolved around root crops including enset, maize and coffee.
Transhumant pastoralism was at the core of the Gelcha and Luqa economies; both had some
agriculture and in Luqa hunting and gathering also played a (decreasing) role.
ACCESS TO LAND: In Shumsheha, Harresaw and Do’oma small plots from communal and other
land were allocated to landless households; also in Shumsheha the authorities appeared to be
turning a blind eye to illegal encroachments on communal land. During the fieldwork period
action was taken against farmers in Gara Godo who had incorporated communal land into their
farms. In Aze Debo’a clans took some responsibility for giving members land. There had been
some enclosures in the pastoralist sites: for oxen-grazing in Luqa, and in anticipation of the new
spate irrigation in Gelcha. In Luqa in the past access to farmland was just by clearing but some
had become protected and some communal.
IRRIGATION: All the irrigation schemes depended on annual levels of rainfall. In Do’oma, whose
very survival depended on river-based irrigation, 28% of households did not have access, while
36% often did not get enough water; 36% had better access. The large canal on the investor’s
land was unused from 2005. During the 2003 drought rationing was imposed as the investor was
taking all the water. There were recent conflicts with two neighbouring kebeles over water
access.
In Harresaw a reservoir provided irrigation for 16% of households in a good year and there were
smaller schemes using streams and ponds. In Shumsheha some of the irrigation (for up to 27%)
of households was sourced by springs, stored using concrete dams and delivered via concrete
and earth canals. In Adele Keke there were a number of large water wells from which water was
pumped, often uphill, to storage pits; around 20% of households benefited. The Tsamay have
long practised irrigation on the Woito river and a few Luqa residents still do so. A few others use
flood recession irrigation in Luqa. Around 5% of households in Gelcha use the outflow from the
sugar plantation canals and another 5% use small pumps and the Awash river. There are 11
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hand-dug wells in Aze Debo’a (1-2% of households) and (at least) one model farmer in Gara
Godo had a well.
Small pumps were used by some in Harresaw, Shumsheha, Adele Keke, Gelcha, and Aze Debo’a.
There was some drip irrigation in Harresaw and Shumsheha. Manual watering was used in
Harresaw (where it was common), Shumsheha, and Aze Debo’a.
Wereda agricultural offices were active in the field of irrigation only in Harresaw and Shumsheha
(though with future plans for Gelcha) and there was not many extension inputs related to the
high-value crops being grown on irrigated land.
OTHER AGRI-TECHNOLOGIES: A few farmers in Adele Keke hired tractors but otherwise farmers
ploughed with oxen; cultivation of garden plots in Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo depended on the
hoe. In Do’oma local farmers were learning new crop and livestock technologies and techniques
from in-migrants.
There were new breed cattle in Harresaw, Adele Keke (milking cows), and Aze Debo’a (35% had
at least one hybrid cattle), and some improved Borana in Luqa and Gelcha. There were new
breed sheep in Shumsheha, and chickens in most sites.
CASH FROM SMALLHOLDER FARMING: Prices of maize and tef customarily sold for small
amounts of cash in Do’oma and Shumsheha had risen and more was being sold. Do’oma farmers
also sold more of the other customary cash crops –sugar, bananas, and other fruit.
High-value vegetables grown on irrigated land were sold from Do’oma, Shumsheha, Harresaw,
Gelcha and Luqa. Increased prices led farmers in Adele Keke to devote increasing proportions of
their land to chat and the ability to get three harvests on irrigated land had improved some
incomes considerably.
Coffee prices had skyrocketed and farmers in Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo had started allocating
more land for coffee. Planting of eucalyptus, in some places for sale ‘at the farmgate’, had
increased in Harresaw, Shumsheha, Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo, Do’oma.
Skyrocketing meat prices had encouraged people to invest in fattening of cattle and/or shoats in
Harresaw, Adele Keke, Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo, Do’oma, Luqa, and Gelcha.
INVESTORS: there had been no inward investment in Harresaw, Shumsheha or Adele Keke.
There had been investment in two coffee-processing plants in Gara Godo and one in Aze Debo’a.
The Kambata zone had a ban on giving land to investors for agriculture. In Do’oma an investor
grew irrigated broomcorn for export to the US on 20% of the community’s land between 1997
and 2005 and after a gap the land was re-leased to a group of SNNP and Tigrayan government
officials in 2011. Since 2005 there had been a flow of in-migrants to Do’oma from North Shewa
who were investing in high-value crops and some locals were copying. In Gelcha five men from
the local town invested in informal irrigation which some locals had copied. In Luqa a large
investment in cotton production nearby in 1991 had caused considerable conflict with the local
pastoralist communities.
NON-FARM BUSINESS AND EMPLOYMENT: There were opportunities for medium and small
traders, brokers, service-providers (shops, cafés etc, transport, grinding mills), skilled workers
such as carpenters, and unskilled workers in the three communities with small towns - Gara
Godo (which also had private clinics and pharmacies), Harresaw and Shumsheha. Some of these
businesses employed workers.
Town centres had not emerged in Adele Keke, Do’oma, Gelcha and Aze Debo’a since they were
within commutable distance of established towns which provided opportunities for transport
service providers (minibuses in Adele Keke, motorbikes in Do’oma, carts and bajaj in Gelcha,
carts and motorbikes in Aze Debo’a). Some richer people from Aze Debo’a had businesses in
Durame and in Adele Keke one businessman was involved in coca-cola distribution and another
ran a minibus service. Some sold water for irrigation from private wells.
There were a few opportunities in the recently emerging tiny town in Luqa: there was a grinding
mill, three shops, a café, a weekly market where men sold livestock, grain and honey and
women sold other food and non-food items, sale of incense in the market and at the roadside,
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and sometimes payment by tourists for photos. A few livestock traders employed one or two
workers.
There were a number of craftworkers (mostly potters and smiths) in Gara Godo, Aze Debo’a,
Do’oma, and Shumsheha. Poor people sold firewood, charcoal and/or grass in all sites except
Aze Debo’a; in some sites youth were stopped from producing charcoal and firewood sale was
controlled. In Luqa a few destitute people carried wood and water for rich households
Youth were involved in sand, stone, or cobble production in Shumsheha and Gelcha; a sand cooperative in Do’oma was closed as the National Park said it threatened their security.
Numbers employed formally varied considerably. In Aze Debo’a, which is near the zone centre,
41 men and 12 women were employed by government or NGOs; in Luqa one woman was
employed for the school feeding programme. There were guard jobs in Shumsheha (Lalibela
airport), Do’oma (Maze National park and the investment land), and Gelcha (Metahara sugar
plantation). There were a few part-time kebele jobs. In Aze Debo’a there were 28 female house
servants and seasonal work in the coffee-processing plant, mostly for women. Similar work was
available in two plants in Gara Godo.
Urban migration by both sexes was increasing in Harresaw, Shumsheha, Gelcha, Aze Debo’a,
Gara Godo and Do’oma; but there was little from Adele Keke and only a few young people from
Luqa in the school hostel in Key Afer.
International migration, mostly illegal, was playing an increasingly important role in Harresaw
(Saudi Arabia, particularly since 2009) and Aze Debo’a (South Africa). There were probably
several hundred people from Harresaw living in Jeddah in 2011, while more than 20 men went
to South Africa from Aze Debo’a every year and an estimated 20% of households had links. More
than 50 females from Aze Debo’a had migrated to the Gulf or South Sudan, mostly illegally.
From nearby Gara Godo a widow said her husband had died en route to South Africa and
another the daughter of another respondent had recently gone to Beirut. A few from Adele
Keke had migrated to Djibouti, Somalia, Saudi Arabia and the US and a few from Shumsheha to
Saudi Arabia (women), and one each to Italy and the US. There were no international migrants
from the pastoralist sites or Do’oma.
CREDIT: wereda agriculture provided credit for fertiliser in Harresaw, Gara Godo, Do’oma, and
Shumsheha, but not in Aze Debo’a, Adele Keke or the pastoralist sites. People, including some
landless, were ‘forced’ to take fertiliser in Harresaw, Shumsheha (50% loan), and Do’oma. In
Do’oma PSNP recipients had fertiliser credit deduced from their cash payments. Government
MFI credit was available to those with collateral everywhere but Aze Debo’a where investments
were funded from remittances, savings or informal borrowing. There were PSNP-linked loans for
livestock in Shumsheha, Adele Keke, Gelcha, and Do’oma. PSNP recipients in Adele Keke could
borrow for non-farm investments and the HABP was about to start in Harresaw. There were no
PSNP-linked loans in Gara Godo or Aze Debo’a.

Lives in 2011
Common features




COMMUNITY WEALTH AND INEQUALITY: Overall community wealth had increased in all the
agriculturalist sites as a result of the economic diversification and ‘growth’ described in the
livelihood section and PSNP transfers. There did not seem to have been a parallel wealth
increase in the pastoralist communities.
In the agriculturalist communities wealth differences were large and had increased as ‘the rich’
were richer than in the past and in some places a new category of ‘very rich’ was emerging.
Differences in wealth and income between rich and very poor were stark. For example in Aze
Debo’a wealthy people had well-fenced large compounds, tin-roofed modern houses with
several rooms, a separate kitchen and a room to welcome guests, and modern furniture and
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utensils. In addition the very rich also had vehicles, houses and businesses in town and children
studying there.
By contrast in Do’oma, for example, poor households had small landholdings and no ox often
sharecropped their land out, and supplement their income by daily labour, selling grass and
firewood, and/or doing PSNP public work. Their houses were small and poorly maintained and
sometimes collapsed and their only household assets were cheap clay and plastic goods. The
diets of members were inadequate, especially during the hungry season and droughts, and it
was hard to meet health and education costs.
From a class formation perspective interacting classes of richer landed farmers, some with
business investments, and daily labourers were emerging. There was a nascent middle class
investing in better houses and some modern household items, and a mixed category of ‘poor’
‘very poor’ and ‘destitute’ which were guesstimated to constitute between 25% and 60% of the
different communities household populations.
There were rich pastoralists: in Luqa 5% were guesstimated as very rich and 20% as rich. A few
had built houses in nearby towns. The richest pastoralists in Gelcha might have had 40 camels,
20 cattle and 200 smallstock though there were not very many with such wealth.
HOUSEHOLDS: ideal households in all communities were still patriarchal although men’s
authority over women and sons had declined, there were deviations from this ideal particularly
in the form of female-headed households, and young married couples, especially those with
more education, had more equal relationships.
Access to grinding mills and nearby waterpoints had reduced time spent on domestic work
although increased school attendance by girls had put more of the remaining burden on adult
women. Women’s participation in farmwork and other income-generating activities had
increased and in some communities some males were more involved in domestic work including
fetching wood and water, cooking (mentioned in some places), infant care and child socialisation
including taking an interest in school work.
LIFESTYLES: As a result of increasing average incomes, closer urban links, electricity and mobile
phones lifestyles had become more modern, although the extent of changes varied among the
communities and the lifestyles of poor households lagged behind.
Nutrition: diets for babies and children had improved as a result of a greater variety of crops
being grown, improved incomes, and health extension education, but many children, particularly
in poorer households, still faced hunger during annual hungry seasons and prolonged droughts.
TRADITIONAL MEDICAL PRACTICES: had reduced among those who could afford modern health
services and drugs which were effective.
EDUCATION: parental enthusiasm for education for boys and girls had increased considerably in
recent years and attendance at the different levels had risen. Following the government
directive that children should start school at seven many more were ‘attending at the right age’.
There was also enthusiasm for pre-school education.
CHILDREN: Free contraception was limiting births and increasing child age gaps particularly
among young couples. There was some opposition from religious leaders in Adele Keke.
Most deliveries were at home with the assistance of TBAs and in some places HEWs; there was
co-operation between TBAs and HEWs in some sites though in one training had decreased
following the advent of the HEWs and in another material supplies for TBAs were not reliable. It
was not easy for women about to deliver to travel to health centres, especially in the rainy
season.
Infantcare had improved among those with time and who could afford it: feeding, clothing,
hygiene, vaccination, and health treatment. Respondents in Harresaw and Gara Godo said the
infant mortality rate had fallen.
Child work had reduced although children as young as 3 were still involved in herding in some
places. There was a mix of school and household work for many children with more playing
reported in some sites. In some places children had resisted working as farm assistants for their
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families. Adolescents were engaging in income-generation for themselves to cover costs of
clothes, shoes and educational material and with a view to becoming independent. Many
parents were less authoritarian with children and youth though concern was expressed about
the sexual behaviour of adolescents because of HIV/AIDS and of girls particularly, because of
pre-marital pregnancy.
Relationships between children and stepmothers were problematic.
YOUTH: There were too many boys growing up in these rural communities to be absorbed in
their local economies despite ongoing urbanisation and diversification processes.
- Some would have a future in farming; a proportion will become richer smallholder farmers
(kulaks) on parental land or land bought by contract, some will mix smallholding with other
activities, some will depend on daily labour, some will migrate for agricultural work
seasonally or for longer periods.
- Some would be employed in locally accessible non-farm skilled or unskilled work and others
get involved in non-farm businesses including trading.
- Some would make it up the educational ladder and achieve a qualification which will lead to
a formal job in or outside the community.
- Some would migrate to try to make their fortunes elsewhere in Ethiopia or abroad.
- On the journey some may give up and become a burden on their families and the
community.
In the communities in 2011 young men faced problems in all the local areas of opportunity. The
landed adult men who make the key community decisions were reluctant to give them farmland
(and when they did the plots were very small) or land in towns to set up shops and businesses.
Due to defaults by an earlier cohort of youth they could not get credit. Numbers of dependent
youth provided by kebele officials were 70 in Do’oma, 142 in Gelcha, 265 in Gara Godo, 300 in
Shumsheha and 568 in Luqa. Disaffected landless and unemployed youth were said to be a
burden on the community in Adele Keke and there were 100 G10 leavers and 20 G12 leavers in
Aze Debo’a.
The aspirations of many young males were for education and/or trade or business and some
mixed these into their later twenties and above, dropping in and out of education at secondary
and diploma levels as they made a living, recently helped by the spread of distance learning.
In Harresaw and Aze Debo’a one attraction of risky illegal international migration was the
possibility of returning with capital to invest in urban businesses as some had already done.
Girls growing up in these rural communities increasingly had parallel choices:
- To become the wife of someone established in the area of farming
- To marry someone involved in the non-farm sector
- To become independent before getting married by establishing an income-generating
business
- To climb the educational ladder and get a formal job, for example as a secretary, teacher,
HEW, extension worker
- To migrate to work (1) in a town as a construction worker, housemaid, or in a hotel, bar etc;
(2) to work on a flower farm or equivalent, or (3) to the Gulf or South Sudan
More adolescent girls than boys mixed education and trade, and many, though not all, settled
for marriage if they were not doing well at school, though a few had returned after marriage and
giving birth. It was increasingly acceptable for girls to have boyfriends and for both sexes to
choose their own marriage partners. Even so, while marriage ages for youth had increased due
to their problems in launching independent livelihoods, many girls got married below the official
minimum age of 18.
Most young men had little involvement in political and economic life but they were more active
in religion; there were some young Protestant leaders and reports of a woman preacher in one
site. There were a number of tensions with the older generation related to lack of access to
resources and the modern outlook of youth and their reported disrespect for parents and elders
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WOMEN: As a result of legislation and fear of prosecution rape and abduction had diminished
though not disappeared everywhere; cases during the fieldwork were reported from Do’oma
and Luqa for example. There were voluntary abductions or elopements. Male violence against
wives was said to have decreased.
Many women were aware of their property rights after divorce, widowhood and death of
parents and in some cases had achieved them. Women’s property rights were often violated in
Gara Godo and Do’oma where elders were powerful and said to be biased against women and
unlike some other places the women’s office in the wereda was not active. Poor women and
women heading households faced particular problems. Some rights were being honoured in Aze
Debo’a (though not those of divorced women) which was attributed to the long-term work of an
NGO. Daughters’ inheritance had not been implemented in Adele Keke.
Only a few women were active in local politics and they tended to be government employees or
the wives or other relatives of kebele officials. Women’s Associations, Leagues and Federations
had no government resources and had achieved little.

Differences among the communities
















HOUSEHOLDS: there was a considerable difference in the proportions of female-headed
households reportedly ranging from 51% in Harresaw through 37% in Shumsheha, 31% in
Gelcha, 25% in Luqa, 22% in Gara Godo to around 11% in Adele Keke and Do’oma. There were
no figures for Aze Debo’a.
In Harresaw, where many men were longer-term absentees as a result of migration, large
numbers of households deviated from the customary ideal-type. Informal polygyny and
polyandry (women heading households with more than one male partner) were increasingly
practised.
There was no change in the ideal-type households in Shumsheha and Do’oma; children should
live in huts on parental land and men should control the household resources. In practice in
Shumsheha 37% of households were headed by women. In this mostly Orthodox Christian
community polygyny was rare though men regularly had mistresses and divorce was quite
common. Women in Aze Debo’a still had less power to control household resources.
Polygyny for older successful men and widow inheritance were culturally acceptable in the
Muslim communities of Adele Keke and Gelcha and the customary religion of Luqa. The practices
were said to be much reduced in Adele Keke as a result of new laws, but were still common in
Gelcha and Luqa.
LIFESTYLES: All communities had tin-roofed houses except for Gelcha. In Luqa there were very
few and modern furniture was also rare. In Adele Keke, where there was a shortage of grass for
traditional hut roofs, 99.5% of houses were tin-roofed; tin roofs were also common in Harresaw,
Shumsheha and Gara Godo centres. There were some in Aze Debo’a and a few in Do’oma where
the minimum cost was said to be 10,000 birr. Richer households had also invested in houses in
wereda and other towns.
More people were using modern goods made outside the community. All communities had
some access to mobile phones. There were 5 TVs in Harresaw centre, 27 in Shumsheha, 10 of
which had satellites, and a number in Gara Godo town and Adele Keke. One household in Aze
Debo’a had satellite TV. There were TVs in cafés and bars in towns near Aze Debo’a, Do’oma,
and Gelcha but Luqa residents had to walk for 3½ hours to reach the nearest town.
People, especially youth, were increasingly wearing factory-made clothes including jeans,
women’s trousers, miniskirts and in some places low-cut blouses. All students in Luqa wore
clothes and men generally were replacing loincloths with shorts.
There were reports of ‘bad habits’ among some young men particularly drinking alcohol. In
Adele Keke the daily chat-chewing sessions were prolonged by the advent of electric lights.
DRINKING WATER: access to clean drinking water was improved in most sites though there were
major problems in Gelcha and Luqa, and in a number of communities regular shortages during
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hot seasons and big problems in severe droughts. Those without access to safe water in
Harresaw were told to boil it. Two communities in Adele Keke were using unprotected wells and
waterpoints in Shumsheha only worked 1 day in 3; some were using rivers and streams. Cholerarelated deaths were reported from Harresaw (20 in 2010), Adele Keke (outbreaks in 2005, 2009
and in neighbouring kebeles during fieldwork in 2011) and Gelcha (10 in 2010). There had been
outbreaks in Gara Godo and Aze Debo’a while diarrhoea was the third most common illness in
Luqa.
HIV/AIDS: ART for PLWHA was generally available but stigma associated with the condition
meant that those who could afford to went for treatment secretly outside the community. In
Shumsheha 10 men and 17 women were officially registered as PLWHAs and a further 25 were
keeping their status secret. In Aze Debo’a 7 people disclosed their status after testing. In other
sites few people had publicised their condition though there were rumours.
Awareness about how the virus spreads was widespread though it was unclear how much
change in behaviour had followed. In Luqa HIV/AIDS was expected to spread due to customary
lax sexual relations with unmarried girls, the new highway, and the presence of migrant workers
at the nearby farm where there were regular night dances
EDUCATION: Gara Godo, Aze Debo’a, Gelcha, Harresaw and Shumsheha had G1-8 primary
schools. The last two had computer labs. Elsewhere the highest grades were 7 in Adele Keke, 5
in Do’oma, and 4 in Luqa. Gara Godo had a G9-10 secondary school. In Aze Debo’a, Adele Keke,
Harresaw and Shumsheha students from parts of the kebele could walk to higher-level schools in
neighbouring kebeles or towns. In Gelcha those in walking distance of the sugar plantation (4 km
from the kebele) could attend G9-12 schools and a TVET college, but elsewhere at some point
(for Luqa G5) all students had to take up residence in towns. This was difficult for children from
poor families without relatives in the town.
Attendance at TVET colleges and universities had risen and all communities had some graduates
and current attendees, ranging from four males from Luqa at university to 23 from Harresaw
where 20 had already graduated. Rich parents were paying for G10 and G12 failures to attend
private colleges. The owner of a college in Adama paid half the fees of 40 Karrayu youth who had
completed G10.
Many parents were concerned about the low level of exam passes, particularly at G10, and
attributed it to the quality of the schools. A few rich people in Aze Debo’a were sending their
children to a private primary school in the nearby town.
Students dropped out from different grades for personal reasons and those who wanted to
continue had to pass national exams at the end of G8, G10 and G12 in order to proceed to the
next level ; a number of G8 resits were reported and many G10 failures. The increasing number
of unemployed G10, G12 and even university graduates in some sites had led to declining
expectations about what could be achieved with education. This was most noticeable in
Harresaw and Aze Debo’a where international migration offered a vision of a different successful
future.
CHILDREN: The preference for male babies had declined in some sites. There was no female
circumcision in Harresaw or Luqa. In the other sites the practice was banned but secretly
continued; it was impossible to get a sense of how many uncircumcised girls there might have
been in each site. Respondents in Gara Godo and Do’oma were outspoken about their
opposition to the government ban

Society and government
Common features


SOCIAL CAPITAL: In all communities there were strong social networks and numerous
community-initiated organisations.
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CUSTOMARY CULTURAL REPERTOIRE: Older people, middle-aged women with less access to
information and less educated adults were those said to be supporting customary beliefs and
institutions. In Do’oma these included the evil eye, fear of gossip, extravagant funeral
ceremonies, large families (10 children), female circumcision, and the dependence of women on
men’s resources. The Gelcha customary repertoire included gada practices, the Oromo religion
alongside Islam, polygyny, bridewealth, widow inheritance, female circumcision, clan roles and
the traditional division of labour.
Orthodox priests in Shumsheha were said to oppose anything modern and some old people and
middle-aged women to be against fertiliser and latrines; opposition to marriage at 18 was
general. Deacons in Harresaw were said to be opposed to the law banning underage marriage.
The customary repertoire in Gara Godo had incorporated institutions like iddir and equb which
had been modern in the past alongside female circumcision, male property rights, and
extravagant funeral ceremonies. Conservatives in Aze Debo’a believed that girls should be
circumcised, marry at 20, and stay at home most of the time and supported large areas of enset,
clans, cursing and ostracising by elders, and the eviction of divorced women from the
community.
MODERN CULTURAL REPERTOIRES AND CULTURAL IMPORTS: the mental models and
institutions of the communities were under pressure from a range of cultural imports the impact
of which varied across the communities.
Modern repertoires were based on acceptance of the new - ideas, technologies, and goods. In
Gara Godo electrification, mobiles, TV, modern clothes and lifestyles generated ‘a good feeling’.
In terms of ideas people had started looking to the future and many talked about ‘changing their
life’. Progressives accepted many government-promulgated ideas and activities, particularly
when these related to infrastructure, communications, irrigation, health extension, diet, family
planning, childcare, education, and gender relations. Equal education for girls and diversified
activities and independent incomes for women were also supported.
In H the younger generation were said to aspire to a life outside farming and keeping away from
politics. In GG young people and children were ‘not following old ways of thinking’, putting much
emphasis on education and creating their own jobs. In Do’oma open male-female relationships
in adolescence were becoming accepted as a modern way of behaving. Educated youth in
Gelcha were in favour of a move away from pastoralism and the achievement of food security
through irrigation. Key clashes between younger progressives and conservatives revolved
around secular v Islamic education; tolerant Islamism v fundamentalism; and patriarchal values v
women’s rights. Modernisers in Luqa also favoured less pastoralism, more production of crops
and breed livestock, and more involvement in trade. In Do’oma progressive farmers were
copying in-migrants who were growing high-value crops suited to the irrigated and rainfed land
using modern farming techniques and inputs and actively seeking markets for their outputs.
Protestant churches were seen as modernising in the four communities in which they were
active – Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo, Do’oma, and Luqa, particularly the emphasis on hard work to
change one’s life.
SOCIAL INTEGRATION: the pace of change in the communities had produced stresses and strains
which particularly affected relations between youth and older generations. Women were
becoming more economically active, more aware of their rights and more assertive, which was
appreciated by some men and not by others.
SOCIAL PROTECTION: everywhere minor social protection was provided through social
exchanges with neighbours which involved lending/borrowing or giving food, cash, implements
and work or doing things collectively together. In more problematic situations assistance was
also sought from kin (sometimes these were also neighbours) including those living elsewhere.
GOVERNANCE: elders played key roles in all communities while the roles of social courts were
minor. All communities had kebele cabinets and councils and were sub-divided into two or more
‘zones’ (which had different names in the different communities). New sub-kebele structures
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involving Development Teams and 1-5 groups had been put in place everywhere since the end of
2009. The leaders at all three levels were required to be members of the ruling party. Women’s
participation in Council meetings was minimal. Government employees and government
voluntary workers were mainly held to account through gimgema.
GOVT-COMMUNITY RELATIONS: In all sites people appreciated the new infrastructure, the
improved security and services, particularly education and health, and some community-specific
interventions. There had also been instances of conflict, refusals to co-operate, foot-dragging,
and resentful conformity. Across all the communities many people in voluntary government
positions wanted to resign but felt that they could not.

Differences among the communities














SOCIAL CAPITAL: the four communities in the Southern Region all had Protestant churches. 95%
of households in Aze Debo’a belonged to one of five sects the largest of which was Kalehiwot. In
Do’oma 85% are Protestant: 70% Kalehiwot and 15% Mekane Yesus. In Gara Godo 55% are
Protestant in five sects, 40% are Orthodox Christians and 5% Catholic and while 80% of Luqa’s
households still adhered to customary religious beliefs 20% had converted to Protestantism,
mostly following Kalehiwot though also a few Mekane Yesus and Muluwengel.
In Gara Godo and Do’oma religion was increasingly becoming a means to co-operate, with
Do’oma residents citing marriage, risk-sharing, support in economic activities and conflict
management. Protestant churches in a number of kebeles were linked through mehabers which
met regularly. Youth interest in religion had grown.
Almost 100% were Muslims in Adele Keke and Gelcha, though in the latter beliefs associated
with the Oromo religion were still important. Attempts to introduce stricter Wahhabi-related
rules said to originate in Harar were resisted in Gelcha with some government support, although
some women had started covering their heads. A religious leader in Adele Keke refuted the
Wahhabi argument that the Koran did not permit chat-chewing.
Customary religious beliefs in Luqa involved rituals related to life cycle events and age-grading
rituals related to social organisation. In Gelcha Gada age-grades no longer had a political role
though they still played a social role, there had been a recent revival of traditional celebrations
supported by the government, and the Aba Gada played an important role in conflict
management. In Adele Keke the customary institutions of the gada system had been
overwhelmed by Islamic and government rules.
All Harresaw residents were Orthodox Christian, as were 95% of those in Shumsheha; the rest
were Muslims. Despite government permission the majority had stopped them from building a
mosque in the community. In Harresaw there were 9 churches and 55 priests but there were
concerns that the priests, who served freely, wanted to get involved in income-generating
activities while many deacons had migrated to Saudi Arabia. Young people were more interested
in religion which was attributed to urban influences. An estimated three-quarters of
Shumsheha’s population belonged to a mehaber, while most in Harresaw belonged to one or
more. Members contributed food and drink for meetings, gave gifts to the church and small
short-term assistance to members in need; they were friends – ‘like relatives’.
Clans played roles everywhere except the Tigrayan and Amhara communities which had never
had clan structures. In these communities before the 1975 land reform lineage membership was
important for accessing land and in Shumsheha lineages still played a very significant role
affecting residence patterns while lineage relatives of kebele officials were always the first
beneficiaries of any intervention. In Harresaw lineage members helped each other and strong
lineages met regularly; at least one operated a bit like an iddir.
Clan structures in Luqa (larger clan Tsemay), Gelcha (larger clan Karrayu) and Adele Keke were or
had been linked to systems of traditional governance. The Tsemay have seven clans each with
lineages which are not related to settlement patterns; in Luqa the government was promoting 15 groups as replacements for customary structures. Gelcha clans were weaker than in the past
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but still important for social protection, punishing transgressors and raising money for bride- and
blood-wealth. The Government encouraged clan leaders to participate in development activities
and respected dispute resolution decisions but was preventing customary punishment of clan
members who had breached clan norms.
Adele Keke had four major clans and 17 smaller ones whose members belonged to larger clans
located elsewhere. Each clan had a council. In 2006 there had been intra-clan conflicts in the
community involving house destruction and murder and the government had intervened to
reduce the influence of clans.
The majority of Do’oma residents were from the Gamo or Gofa ethnic groups; there were
exogamous clans and lineages which were mostly not organisationally active, although members
helped each other. One lineage had started an iddir and young people were reportedly
becoming interested in lineages. In Gara Godo (Wolayita ethnic group) there were more than 25
exogamous clans which were not organisationally active although they influenced participation
in public affairs and kebele officials were said to favour members of their lineage.
In Aze Debo’a (Kambata ethnic group) there were 47 exogamous clans with 65% of households
belonging to three. Political power rotated between them: the Galla were the largest and
politically dominant while the Dubbo were most powerful economically, most educated, and had
been the first to convert to Protestantism. Each clan had links and meetings with clan members
in other communities.
There were no iddirs in Luqa or Gelcha but some community members (all Protestants in Luqa)
belonged to an iddir based in the nearest town. Shumsheha and Adele Keke had village-based
iddirs: in Adele Keke some had organised contributions to pay for bringing electricity to the
village. There were five in Do’oma organised on community, religious and lineage bases. Both
Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo had quite a few and in the latter services were said to have
improved. Iddir were not customary in Harresaw; the government had recently attempted to
develop them through the Development Team structure but not enough time had elapsed to
establish whether they would take root.
The government was trying to do the same for equb which also were not customary in Harresaw.
The first equb (for men) was organised in Luqa in 2011 while the only one in Gelcha was formed
by guards at the sugar plantation. In Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo, Do’oma and Adele Keke there were
quite a few, while Shumsheha had many and also some flourishing NGO-initiated village savings
groups.
Government was attempting to replace customary local work groups with the 1-5 structure in
Luqa, Gelcha, and Do’oma; in Harresaw customary groups had died out and the government was
trying to re-introduce joint working through 1-5s.
Protestant churches helped very poor members, mosques provided alms for poor people during
religious holidays, while Orthodox Christians responded to begging. Government food aid and
Food/Cash for Work provided a safety net for those receiving it and in some places Model
Farmers had been instructed to help poorer ones by providing oxen and inputs.
Pastoralist from Gelcha said that during drought they could use the National Park, either by
negotiation or by force and that the Metahara sugar plantation had helped by giving them
sugarcane byproducts for their animals. In Shumsheha shopkeepers provided loans to be repaid
at harvest time.
CULTURAL IMPORTS: new ideas were brought into the community by those with experiences of
life outside it. There were ex-soldiers in all the communities. In Harresaw ex-TPLF fighters were
serving the community through the party and migrants returning from Saudi Arabia brought new
ideas, objects and standards. Rather different ideas from South Africa were brought to Aze
Debo’a by returning migrants and at least one resident from Gara Godo had tried to make the
journey while a girl had recently migrated to Beirut. There was a potential for similar future idea
linkages via females from Shumsheha who had migrated to Saudi Arabia and from Aze Debo’a
who had recently migrated to the Gulf and South Sudan.
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Returning and visiting urban migrants also brought new ideas; for example in Harresaw hard
work, improve yourself, educate your children, keep your personal hygiene, use modern utensils
and clothes, and (young people) participate in religious life. Adults in Do’oma said that urban
ideas were disturbing young people who thought they could live easily outside; returning
migrants dressed differently, washed well and spoke Amharic which was seen as a symbol of
modernism. Aze Debo’a respondents said that urban influences were affecting aspirations and
social institutions. Shumsheha, Luqa and Gelcha adults were concerned about bad habits that
young men were learning in the nearby town; which in Shumsheha included drinking, drugs, and
begging from tourists.
Schools also had an influence; for example schoolgirls in Gelcha dressed elegantly and kept their
personal hygiene well. Another source of incoming ideas were the media. No communities had a
reading culture with most using their literacy to read textbooks, religious books, and (a few) the
twice-monthly party magazine. One man mentioned newspapers. Some people listened to the
radio, though many complained about the cost of batteries; Wolayitan radio dramas were
popular in Gara Godo and Do’oma. Youth listened to music on their cell phones and use of them
to access the internet was mentioned in Gara Godo. A few with satellite TV watched
international news programmes like the BBC; young men and boys liked to watch wrestling and
football.
New ideas were also imported into the community in an organised way. Protestant ideas
promulgated in Aze Debo’a included hard work, no drink, no pre-marital sex, no divorce, mutual
solidarity, girls not to be circumcised, and the importance of education. A Kalehiwot leader in
Do’oma complained that the congregation was not changing its behaviour despite his preaching;
some said that they had learned that God had created them, not to cope with droughts, but for
good and they believed they could change the community. Protestantism was seen as modern
and Orthodox Christianity as traditional.
There were reports of visiting preachers speaking in Do’oma (Protestant), Gara Godo (Protestant
and Orthodox Christian), Shumsheha (Orthodox Christian and Muslim), and Gelcha
(fundamentalist Sheika preachers from Harar). In Gelcha a girl returning from a visit to Harar was
influential in persuading girls to wear scarves and not sing cultural songs; also some boys did not
want to wear trousers. Other young people in Gelcha were influenced by Protestants in the
nearby town.
Government had introduced people to the GTP via the political hierarchy in Shumsheha. In
Gelcha and Luqa the message was that they must move from pastoralism to agriculture. In Gara
Godo an active wereda communications office, using campaigns, a cultural play club, local radio,
Southern mass media and 1-5s had ensured that everyone had some awareness about politics.
In Aze Debo’a the democracy discourse had met with some scepticism given the measures the
government had taken against the opposition
An NGO in Aze Debo’a had made people aware about human rights and particularly rights for
women.
SOCIAL INTEGRATION: there had been some conflicts over religion. Early Protestant converts in
Luqa were ostracised and some flogged until the police intervened. Disagreements within the
Kalehiwot church in Do’oma led to increased membership of Mekane Yesus. In Gara Godo there
had been a conflict between the Kalehiwot and Orthodox churches over land. In Shumsheha the
small Muslim population was marginalised and a stone-throwing and shop-boycotting campaign
had prevented the building of a mosque.
Aze Debo’a was described as a safe place to live and everywhere else except Gelcha, where
livestock theft by unemployed men had increased, security had reportedly improved. Harresaw
and Gara Godo had seen a decrease in violent fights, robbery with violence and sexual attacks
although two recent cases were described during the fieldwork. In Do’oma theft and other
crimes had reduced and it was safer for women though they still could not move freely,
especially at night for fear of rape. Shumsheha had the worst security levels in the kebele; there
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had been some improvement though drink-fuelled fights and arson attacks were still fairly
common.
In six of the communities, apart from a few individuals in some places, there is only one
ethnicity: Luqa – Tsamay; Gara Godo – Wolayita; Aze Debo’a – Kambata; Adele Keke – Oromo;
Shumsheha – Amhara; Harresaw – Tigray. The other two have a dominant ethnicity: in Do’oma
75% Gamo or Gofa (no distinction appears to be made), 15% Wolayita, 6% from the Jinka areas
and 4% Amhara; in Gelcha 77% were Karrayu, 14% Somali and 9% Harar Oromo.
The proportion of Wolayitans in Do’oma had decreased since 1995 and there were claims of
exclusion, while in Gelcha there was a simmering conflict between the Karrayu and the other
groups over enclosure of land.
In Do’oma, Gara Godo and Aze Debo’a craftworkers and barya (former slaves) were not fully
integrated, in particular inter-marriage with other clans was unacceptable even for Protestants
who did not discriminate further. Some Orthodox Christians in Do’oma would not share food
with craftworkers and craftworkers in Orthodox Shumsheha lived in a separate village and felt
marginalised and persecuted.
There were tensions in Do’oma and Harresaw between sub-kebeles.
The EPRDF drive to increase party membership, and involve people in 1-5s had focused on the
wealthier and more successful male members of the community.
SOCIAL PROTECTION: in some situations people in need were helped by iddirs, Orthodox
Christian mehabers and/or lineage and/or clan networks.
GOVERNANCE: elders played key roles in the governance of all the communities. They were
accepted as moral authorities, involved in conflict resolution and making justice decisions
designed to achieve reconciliation, and worked closely with formal structures although there
were sometimes tensions and restrictions of their roles notably relating to (1) women and (2)
murder. In many places elders relied on blessings, curses and the threat of ostracism. In Do’oma
they also made ‘intra-community’ rules often associated with fines, which some complained
were not accounted for or audited.
In Adele Keke, where there was a committee with three members and each village had an elder
chosen on a clan basis, they were described as ‘go-betweens’ among the different clans and
between community and government. Elders in Luqa had supported the upgrading of the school
and promoted the abolition of certain HTPs.
Elders were said to be biased against women in Do’oma, Luqa, Gelcha, and Harresaw . This was
more problematic for poor women who were usually not in a position to take issues to the social
or wereda court. In Gelcha they were accused of siding with men in cases of widow inheritance
and divorce and in Do’oma they were instrumental in the expulsion of three women accused of
the ‘evil eye’ in 2010.
People were satisfied with the way the social court functioned in Harresaw; in Shumsheha there
were allegations that the court sometimes acted in favour of friends and relatives. The court in
Gara Godo had recently been reformed and a man with a diploma in law appointed as head.
Do’oma’s court had not functioned since 2006 and it played minimal roles in Adele Keke, Gelcha,
and Aze Debo’a. There were claims that the social court was biased against women in Luqa. In
Shumsheha there had been some decisions in favour of women’s land rights. In Gelcha they
were unable to deal with issues such as theft, but solved some land boundary disputes.
There were no complaints against the wereda court in Shumsheha and Adele Keke. Some
respondents in Harresaw and Gelcha perceived their wereda courts as corrupt. This had been
the case in Do’oma but following a recent reform people said there had been a great
improvement in the speed with which cases were dealt and the current judges were not biased;
judges and prosecutors visited the community once a year to make them aware of the law and
consequences of illegal acts.
Few cases were referred to the wereda court in Aze Debo’a and while the court for Gara Godo
was not seen as biased it had insufficient budget and manpower (e.g. no lawyer) and no
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vehicles. In Luqa, and also Gelcha, the role of wereda in justice was slowly increasing but elders
still resolved most disputes
In Do’oma the cabinet discussed issues coming from the wereda, development issues like
agricultural inputs, farmers’ training, and school building, contribution follow-up, social affairs
and occasional issues.
The Harresaw cabinet met weekly and attendance was said to be very good; each cabinet
member followed two Development Teams and met their leaders before each meeting. In
Shumsheha on average more than half of the cabinet attended the weekly Sunday meetings
where sub-kebele activities were monitored, and there were sometimes meetings during the
week.
The cabinet in Aze Debo’a was supposed to meet every Thursday but at one point the chair
mentioned monthly meetings. Patchy attendance by most members meant that most decisions
were taken by the few key members regularly present in the kebele office: the chair, vice-chair,
DAs and kebele manager. the In Adele Keke there were problems getting all cabinet to weekly
meetings; volunteer officials resented time spent on multiple positions with no incentives and
opportunity costs. The same problem was reported from Do’oma, Gelcha, Luqa, Gara Godo. In
Gelcha there was the additional problem that government employees were not living in the
community and spent a lot of time in the wereda town.
There were allegations that kebele officials favoured relatives, friends and lineage/clan members
in the choice of PSNP beneficiaries and distribution of other benefits coming into the community
in all sites but Harresaw (where everyone benefited either from PSNP or Emergency Food Aid).
In Aze Debo’a there was competition between the three dominant clans for office. One reason
given was that it brought economic advantages; control of community forests, stones for
construction and food aid. There was said to be an informal rule of rotation agreed among the
clan leaders. There were suggestions of corruption in Shumsheha.
All communities had sub-kebele structures in four tiers: 1. Kebele; 2. ‘zones’ (in most places with
no officials); 3. Development Teams; 4. 1-5s. In most sites the re-organisation took place in late
2009 or early 2010 and was associated with the promulgation of the GTP and the upcoming
election in 2010. In Harresaw the sub-kebele administration was replaced in 2011 with separate
male and female Development Teams and 1-5s with women reporting to the Women’s
Association.
The structure was used to mobilise people for voluntary work in Gelcha , Adele Keke, Luqa and
Shumsheha (2 months voluntary watershed work) and to organise people for the PSNP public
works in Harresaw.
In Gelcha 1-5s were meant to meet regularly and work together on each other’s fields but since
there was limited farming practice this had not happened much. The leaders were involved in
collecting taxes and contributions and informed their groups about meetings.
In Aze Debo’a there was confusion over whether Development Teams and 1-5s were
government or party organisations though awareness that the leaders must be party members.
In Gara Godo Development Teams and 1-5 leaders were party members but they were not
willing to act in peak seasons. The leaders at both levels were given responsibility for community
security and reporting what was going on in neighbourhood; they were meant to be a channel to
communicate with individual households, facilitated development and political activities,
mobilised people for public work and had recently participated in fertiliser debt collection.
In Do’oma the wereda and kebele had tried to disseminate agricultural extension advice through
the structure but had achieved nothing as the training periods for the Development Team
leaders were too long (15 days) and they did not accept all the advice; they had walked out and
refused to train their 1-5 groups. In Adele Keke there was said to be an integrated package
disseminated in the same way. In Luqa the 1-5s were not meeting regularly.
In Luqa 97% of the population were said to be ruling party members although this should
perhaps not be taken at face value; some members were not willing to pay fees and the party
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leaders always had to agitate members. In Aze Debo’a officials said that all were members
though some of those interviewed said they were not. Some said that everyone in Do’oma was a
party member although only 194 contributed (43%). Actually six households openly supported
opposition parties and all PSNP beneficiaries were paying members as the fees were deducted
before the cash payments were made.
Do’oma had a quite small quota of party fee cash it had to deliver to the wereda and, if it could
collect it, the kebele could keep the remainder.
In the remaining sites it seemed that a bit more than a fifth of households were party members;
this proportion would suggest that in these sites only those holding posts at kebele,
Development Team or 1-5 level were party members.
In Harresaw planning, consultation and information took place through meetings. People
complained of too many meetings at public, council, development group, and party levels which
all had the same topics. They consumed too much time which caused poverty while the topics
were all about improving one’s life. In Adele Keke and Aze Debo’a there were many complaints
of long boring kebele meetings with no practical outcomes which wasted time which could have
been spent productively. In Do’oma party meetings were said to be useless – ‘all talk’ – but there
were threats of fines for absence from kebele and party meetings and many respondents said
they attended.
In Shumsheha general meetings for consultation had been almost abandoned in favour of using
the 1-5 network. In Gara Godo kebele officials said that communication to the community was
weak; meetings were called about FFW activities, peace issues and the community development
agenda but there was lack of participation particularly in peak farming seasons.
In Luqa the GTP was introduced to people through the 1-5 structures and some people reported
attending party meetings but, neither here nor in Gelcha did there seem to be wider kebele
meetings.
The Harresaw Council (222 members) met monthly and was quite active. Problems of
considerable absenteeism were reported from Adele Keke (300), Gelcha (300), Shumsheha
(300), Gara Godo (200), Do’oma (200), and Luqa (200) and there were few mentions of the
Council in Aze Debo’a interviews. There were equal numbers of male and female members in
Harresaw and Shumsheha though women did not participate much in the meetings. Elsewhere
there were smaller proportions of women with the lowest in Do’oma (4 women who did not
attend regularly).
The last Council meeting in Luqa had been in May 2010.The kebele manager in Do’oma said that
the Council had been inactive. The chair said the Council decided public works priorities and
contribution levels, evaluated the administration and its work, and elected the kebele chair,
cabinet members and committees, and called special meetings.
Councils in Harresaw, Aze Debo’a and Do’oma had been involved in evaluating kebele officials
through gimgema.
The main vehicle for accountability was gimgema. There were two kinds: evaluation of sector
work in relation to the plan which should happen on a weekly or fortnightly basis and evaluation
of personnel which, in Gelcha should happen every 6 months. The person speaks about the
strengths and weakness of their performance, the audience comments, a grade is given, and
appropriate measures taken.
In Harresaw when performance was evaluated through monitoring and reporting there was
ranking and those lagging behind were told to address the performance gap.
Personal gimgema had led to the dismissal of officials in Harresaw: 2 government employees
and some corrupt land judges who had been accused initially via the suggestion box. In Adele
Keke following Council involvement in gimgema 2 members of the militia were punished for
beating people illegally. In Aze Debo’a the rapid turnover of kebele leaders in the previous 5
years was said to be linked to the Council’s oversight of cabinet performance.
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In Gara Godo 6 people were dismissed from the cabinet in 2010 following gimgema while in
Do’oma the kebele council was involved with wereda officials and elders in a gimgema at the
end of 2010 following which four elected officials and the kebele manager were sacked. There
were other examples of gimgema in action at various levels, including 1-5s. For example in Luqa
the school head called a meeting where kebele officials were criticised for not transmitting
information to the community about the school’s problems and mobilising the community to
contribute.
In Shumsheha gimgema by the kebele Council was said not to be critical as people feared
revenge; there was occasional use of the suggestion box.
Intimate links between kebele and wereda officials in Shumsheha were said to have made
appeals to the wereda pointless. In Gara Godo people were keener to get into the wereda
network than the kebele one. In Do’oma kebele officials tended to have attachments to wereda
officials in hope of promotion or to maintain their positions; some wereda employees said that
the wereda administration was corrupt and biased. Aze Debo’a respondents said there was
nepotism in wereda appointments.
All communities had networks of cultural, economic, and government elites. Cultural elites held
positions of authority as elders, clan leaders, and/or religious leaders or as a result of
achievements such as being an educated opinion leader or in Harresaw an ex-TPLF-fighter. The
economic elites included successful and wealthy farmers or pastoralists, traders, businessmen
and brokers with some men mixing farming with other activities.
Some people held elite positions in more than one area at the same time. For example, the
previous tabia chairman in Harresaw, who occupied the position for thirteen years, was a priest,
and a number of tabia officials were ex-TPLF-fighters. In Luqa there was some overlap of the
traditional clan leadership and kebele leadership. In the agriculturalist communities cabinet
members were often Model Farmers. Indeed, one of the recently-introduced criteria for
becoming kebele chairman was economic success, although people complained that the
demands of the job prevented them from doing the farm or business work required for success.
Elites networked with each other in various ways, for example in Gelcha kebele officials,
religious leaders, traditional elders and wealthy pastoralists were said to have better networks.
Many had jobs as guards on the sugar estate and this interfered with their kebele work. There
were also networks of family connections within and across the different type of elite group.
Women involved in kebele structures were often relatives of male officials. For example a group
of women in Gara Godo said that women ‘without relations’ were excluded.
In some places cultural and economic elites kept a distance from the government. This was the
case for clans in Aze Debo’a where also some wealthy businessmen did not attend government
meetings
COMMUNITY-GOVERNMENT RELATIONS: community-government (dis)connects related to
interventions are described in more detail in Section 2.2.2. In this section we describe broader
relations.
The Do’oma (SNNP) community was particularly grateful for the new road and bridges which
were almost completed by the end of the fieldwork. Earlier there was conflict over the
expansion of the Maze National Park, while the pre-2010-election decision to prioritise the
provision of electricity to Womalo ,which had voted for opposition parties in 2005, led to
fighting between members of the two villages and an appeal to the Region. There were some
complaints that the government had pushed people to vote for the ruling party in 2005 and
2010. There were occasional fights between kebele officials and community members during
campaigns and wereda police were always present to control the arguments when PSNP cash
was distributed with deductions.
In Gara Godo (SNNP)youth leaders said they were trapped between an inactive government and
accusations of failure by members. The Women’s Association cotton co-operative accused
wereda officials of failing to deposit the money they were owed and implementation of
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women’s programmes was described as minimal. Gara Godo had recently lost a zone which
became a separate kebele; other communities in the area were pushing to be re-organised as
independent kebeles or move to a different wereda for socio-economic reasons or because of
internal conflict. Resistance to the government was said to be ‘unthinkable’. There was criticism
of the election process which did not ‘start in the community’.
In Aze Debo’a (SNNP) tax and debt collectors said their job was very difficult. The community
was unhappy with the management of the communal grass and trees which were sold for the
kebele budget. Dislike was expressed of close government-party relations and measures taken
against opposition parties. There was also some dislike of ethnic regionalisation accompanied by
a sense that the Kambata zone was being marginalised. Youth were said to be distant
from/opposed to the government.
Relations between people in the wereda and Adele Keke (Oromia) were uneasy but difficult to
get to the bottom of. A wereda official said that clan conflicts and the presentation of false
charges and evidence in court had been a challenge. He also claimed that the kebele did not
educate their children, follow them up in school, or help them to be successful.
The Gelcha pastoralists (Oromia) had a complex relationship with the government-owned
Metahara sugar plantation which had taken so much grazing land and reduced access to the
Awash river. On the other hand the livelihoods of 80 households depended on employment at
the plantation, water released from plantation canals for livestock was also used for irrigation,
and during droughts sometimes sugar cane residues were provided as animal feed. Their
relationship with the Awash National Park was also problematic. Wereda officials had withdrawn
from attempts to implement the national law in a number of cases fearing violent reactions.
In Luqa (SNNP) in the past the government intervened in favour of Protestant groups on the
grounds of freedom of religion.
Wereda officials said that Shumsheha residents (Amhara) were quick to demand what they
wanted and openly opposed government decisions they did not agree with. Residents said that
for some years Shumsheha had been a rural kebele in an urban (Lalibela) administration and felt
marginalised. There was particular resentment about the deterioration of what had been the
main road to Lalibela when a new road from the airport which took a different route was
constructed; an appeal at federal level had been made. They were also unhappy about the
wereda failure to open a secondary school in the kebele after the community had built eight
classrooms on the basis of an earlier wereda promise to open a school.
A further cause for disaffection lay with ACSI, who they ‘hated’. One reason was that when ACSI
collectors embezzled the funds although they were caught and imprisoned the debtors were
made to pay a second time. Officials had problems mobilising people to give voluntary
community labour since fines and punishments were banned (in Amhara Region) and ‘people
are never willing to give free labour’.
The EPRDF was beaten by opposition parties in Shumsheha in 2005, and in 2010 EDEPA beat the
EPRDF in 2 of the sub-kebele polling stations and only just lost in the other two.
In Harresaw community members said they had some sympathy for the unenviable position of
the tabia leadership. Tabia officials said there was an overload of programmes. There was a
desire for individuals to be freer to make decisions; there was dislike of the ‘enforcement’
approach and an argument that some decisions being made ‘communally’, such as the
deduction of a food aid for what a wereda official described as ‘local, regional and national
development projects’ should bear individual responsibility. There was a view that the partygovernment marriage meant that technical arguments about development were taken as
political. Unpaid government volunteers in official positions at the different organisational levels
within the tabia were concerned about the opportunity costs and the pressure on them to
continue.
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Development interventions: some government-community (dis)connects
In this section we explore the fit between the theories of change implicitly driving the different
government development interventions and what happened during the implementation processes in
the eight communities. In 2.2.1 we briefly present frameworks, developed during Stage 1, which
describe six different areas of structure and/or process involved in the implementation of policies at
local levels. Questions related to five of these areas were used to order key community findings in a
comparative matrix in Annex 3 and in 2.2.2 using this annex we summarise key conclusions about
government-community (dis)connects related to development interventions under the headings of
community public goods, livelihoods, lives, and governance.

How interventions enter communities
By the time an intervention arrives in a community it has passed through the hands of a variety of
people, undergoing various changes in the process. Along the way people in different roles respond
creatively if faced with the inability to do what has been prescribed. As a result of differences in
context, resources and staff shortages, inter-actions with demands related to other interventions,
and choices by key people, what eventually arrives in a particular kebele is unlikely to conform with
the policy plan. Figure 1 depicts the journey which a policy designed at federal level has to make on
its way to the community. This journey is not the focus of the WIDE3 project and all we can do with
our data is rather crudely look for potential differences related to Regional differences.
Figure 1: The policy journey

The remainder of the frameworks focus on the kebele.

Cultural disconnects
Figure 2 illustrates the cultural disconnects in the aims and assumptions guiding the design of sector
programmes and the cultural repertoires of ideas which community members can access.
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Figure 2: Cultural disconnects between top-down and local repertoires
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There is more on cultural repertoires in Annex 6 where we identify two ideal-type cultural
repertoires available at any point in time: local customary repertoires and local modern repertoires.
Local customary repertoires do adapt but they are slow to change. Given Ethiopia's cultural
heterogeneity rural customary repertoires are diverse; however all contain traces of external values
and beliefs which entered them to differing degrees during the Imperial era which ended in 1974,
the military socialist regime of the Derg in power from 1974 to 1991, and the current EPRDF regime
which came to power in 1991. Local modern repertoires contain the most up-to-date mental models
and institutions accepted by change-leaders in the communities. The Annex 3 matrix question was
What were the cultural (dis)connects in aims and assumptions?

Community cultural repertoires under pressure
In recent years local cultures have come under increasing pressure from external organised
ideologies and religions and more diffuse external (‘foreign’) cultural influences as Figure 4 shows.
The Annex 3 matrix question was How did the intervention fit with other incoming ideas e.g.
religious, urban etc.
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Figure 3: Customary cultural repertoires under pressure
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Web of interventions
The Stage 1 data showed that when a new sector or cross-cutting intervention is introduced to a
community it is affected by, and has consequences for, a pre-existing and subsequent web of
development interventions. Those designing, implementing and evaluating sector programmes and
projects are prone to see them as self-contained but as Figure 4 shows when an intervention enters
a community it interacts with all the other government interventions in a variety of ways.
Figure 4: The web of interventions
Interventions
interact through
time in a number of
ways: different
durations,
simultaneity, path
dependence,
unintended
consequences etc
(4)

Ideas informatio
n

Governance

The ways in which
interventions interact
with each other
involve synergies:
they support each
other (2)

Food Aid

Health

Environment

Infrastructure

Interventions
Rural
interact at points of Livelihoods
delivery affecting
budgets, priorities,
and time and
resource use by both
Genderage
implementers and
relations
recipients (1)

Education

Poverty

The ways in which
interventions
interact with each
other involve
antergies: they
confound each
other (3)

(1) It may have to compete with other interventions for funding, prioritisation and time and resource
use by both implementers and recipients. (2) It may be synergetic with another intervention or (3) it
may undermine it. (4) Sequencing matters: interventions interact with others through time in a
variety of ways. Interventions also interact with other ongoing development processes and the
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Annex 3 matrix question was How did the intervention or its absence affect/relate to other
interventions and development processes?

Community evolving
As Figure 5 shows each new development intervention enters and becomes part of an evolving
community with which the intervention co-evolves. All sorts of other things are going on as the
intervention unfolds. The question put to the data in Annex 3 was What else relevant was going on?
Figure
Co-

5:
COUNTRY REPRODUCING/CHANGING

COMMUNITY REPRODUCING/CHANGING

OTHER
HOUSEHOLDS
HOUSEHOLD AGEING
PERSON MATURING/AGEING
2003

new households

new people
2010

YEARS PASSING

evolution of communities, country, households and people

Social interactions in the five domains of power
Finally, when an intervention is implemented in a community there are complex social interactions
depicted in Figure 6.. What ensues is usually rather different from what was planned. The Annex 3
question was What social interactions were reported; what ensued?
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Figure 6: Social interactions in the development interface
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Community-policy (dis)connects in 2011
In this section we explore the degrees of connection between community priorities and government
policies and projects across the sectors. It is not exhaustive but focuses on the key issues, providing
examples from the different communities.

Community public goods
Infrastructure
Co-operation/acceptance


All communities appreciated the improvements that had been made to nearby main roads. People
in Do’oma were hugely grateful for the tarmacked feeder road to the main highway and the two
bridges which meant they would no longer be cut off in the rainy seasons.
 What government investment there was in irrigation in Shumsheha and Harresaw was appreciated
and wereda officials were keen to invest more. People in Gelcha had high hopes of the spate
irrigation project which was coming shortly.
 Public work on canal maintenance and extension were appreciated in Do’oma and Harresaw. The
use of community labour to build schools was welcomed. Luqa pastoralists were pleased that a vet
centre was under construction. In Gelcha a road to the kebele centre constructed as part of a PCDP
project had brought benefits.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


In Harresaw some residents wanted the distant kushet to benefit from infrastructure in the same
way as the others, while government officials talked about how people should move to the centre.
 There was a general sense that constructing kebele buildings was not the best use of community
labour. In Adele Keke people were unwilling to construct the Farmers’ Training Centre and Health
Post.
 In Gelcha the wereda had promised that the canal to drain rising Lake Beseka would be
underground but had actually provided an overground one which was dangerous, hard for vehicles
to cross and had caused an increase in malaria.
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Complexity


In Harresaw there were many who, while they welcomed the infrastructure to which they
contributed via deductions from PSNP/EFA grain, were unhappy about the lack of transparency in
the tabia management of the contribution. It was suggested that contributions should be made
voluntarily by individuals.
 There was not enough community labour time to cover all infrastructure needs (road
maintenance, building of schools, kebele offices, FTCs, Health Posts, teachers’ houses etc )and
those related to the environment (see next section).
 A number of wereda promises had been made and contributions collected where delivery had
been delayed including electricity promised in Do’oma before the 2010 election, and water in
Gelcha and the remote Harresaw kushet.
Missing policy


Internal roads were a general problem; for more on this see Section 3.2.1. The road from Do’oma
to the zone town Arba Minch, which would have reduced the distance from 223 kms to 98 kms,
was unfinished due to a Regional budget shortage.
 There was no wereda investment in irrigation in the four SNNP sites Do’oma, Aze Debo’a, Gara
Godo, and Luqa and people in sites in the other Regions wanted much more. Many respondents
said that rather than providing PSNP the government should invest in irrigation for all farmers. In
Harresaw people wanted the Region to pipe water from other areas which was beyond the
wereda’s capacity.
 There were drinking water issues in Gelcha, the remote Harresaw kushet where 20 people had
died of cholera in 2010, and Luqa where there was a shortage of points and lack of maintenance.
 Shumsheha residents were angry about the wereda failure to maintain the short-cut road to
Lalibela and to finance the running of a secondary school which they had constructed on the
understanding that this would happen.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


There were many positive effects of the new infrastructure that had been built. Outside roads had
improved economic opportunities which in turn had multiplier effects and improved access to
services. Electricity had improved businesses, given women access to grain mills, allowed students
to study at night, and energised computers in schools in two communities. Mobile phones allowed
exchanges of economic information and, for example facilitated the chat boom in Adele Keke and
the choice of output markets in Do’oma.

Environment
Co-operation/acceptance


There was no unequivocal acceptance of a large environmental intervention anywhere. People in
Do’oma who had planted trees from the nursery on their homesteads appreciated the shade and
the improvement to the look of their properties where some had planted flowers.
Non-co-operation/disconnect




In Harresaw many youth had migrated reducing the number of strong workers.
In Aze Debo’a some farmers refused to build terraces on private land as it reduced the size of their
landholding. Tree-planting worked better on private land and some people continued to graze on
enclosed land. The community was unhappy about the lack of direct benefit from the enclosures
(the benefit of tree and grass selling was going the kebele administration) and unclear
management rules.
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In Shumsheha many were unhappy about zero-grazing and wereda people were pushing people
towards honey production which needed less land. Tree planting was seen as ineffective and
people thought it would be better to devote resources to protecting existing trees. Many people
complained that the timing of the free labour often clashed with harvesting or ploughing and
refused to work. Some people thought PSNP beneficiaries should do all the community labour.
Environmental policy in Adele Keke was a failure: Public Works were poorly organised, there was
weak follow-up by the wereda, terraces had been destroyed, and there had been a large-scale
illegal tree clearance in community forests in spite of a clear wereda forest policy and the nursery
lacked resources.
There were many conflicts in the area when land, including from Do’oma, was taken for the
establishment of the Maze National Park. People in Do’oma criticised the watershed management
community work for being unnecessary, very hard in the hot sun, and failure since tree seedlings
did not survive.
In Gelcha soil and water conservation activities were built and maintained annually but the
community was not convinced about their relevance in a context of limited erosion and the
destruction of the structures by livestock.
In Gara Godo people had totally rejected water harvesting while implementation of NRM activities
on flat and densely-used land was weak.
Complexity



People in Harresaw originally opposed the zero-grazing/cut-and-carry policy in Harresaw as a
constraint to livestock production but seeing grass growing again where it disappeared had
convinced some people of its value. Others continued to encroach on the communal grazing land.
 Watershed management done by community labour with wereda assistance in the remote watershort Harresaw kushet was highly appreciated by those living nearby, but less so by those who had
to travel to work there but got no benefit. The long-term focus on the work meant that work on
irrigation and internal roads, which would have benefited other people, was postponed.
 In Luqa people did FFW soil and water conservation activities for the food and did not appreciate
the constructions. As people increased their farmwork they cleared forested land.
Missing policy


In Harresaw there was a delay in getting fodder seeds for the watershed project which caused a
bottleneck.
 The delay in land certification in Shumsheha was making it difficult to act against farmer
encroachment on communal protected land.
 The kebele leader was unhappy about the abandoning of the ‘positive coercion’ policy as it was
harder to get people to contribute voluntary labour.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


In the longer-run zero-grazing and the planting of improved fodder had the potential for
regeneration of communal grazing lands. It also changed the kind of labour needed to feed
livestock from herding to cut-and-carry which should decrease child school absenteeism.

Livelihoods
Land
Co-operation/acceptance


The giving of land to investors in coffee-processing plants in Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo(2 plants)
benefited local coffee- growers and traders and those employed on the plant.
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There was a high demand for land certificates in Shumsheha though some people said it was only
temporary security as land remains the property of the government who can take it at any time for
any purpose.
Non-co-operation/disconnect



Land shortages in Harresaw led to conflicts between gots and a hold-up in one got in the plan to
re-allocate land. There were also tensions between different kinds of potential beneficiary; women
heading households, landless youth, ex-soldiers and PLWHAs. Share-cropping and renting were
discouraged by officials in Harresaw but successful farmers aimed to accumulate land through
these mechanisms. Some people rented to get capital for international migration (this also
happened in Aze Debo’a). The land administration leadership was found to be corrupt. The threat
of land being taken away was used to try to coerce farmers to conform with extension advice.
 Collecting land tax from farmers in Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo was highly problematic.
 Kebele officials in Do’oma and Gara Godo were not aware of or did not accept national
government policy on women’s rights to land.
 In Gelcha officials discouraged share-cropping of the irrigated land near the river but it continued.
Complexity


In Aze Debo’a officials encouraged and rewarded successful farmers (many of whom had access to
more land through share-cropping) but also wanted ‘weak PSNP beneficiaries’ to work harder on
their land rather than share-cropping it out.
 The most fertile land in Shumsheha was taken for the expansion of Lalibela airport affecting 164
households; most were compensated with money which some said was insufficient and other that
the money was badly used.
 Individual land rights were not customary in Luqa though there seemed to be some interest from
those involved in agriculture related to reducing conflict over water canals passing through other
people’s land. They were not customary in Gelcha either though some had started claiming and
enclosing land for irrigation and protection against grazing.
 In Do’oma, where pressure on non-irrigated land was less than elsewhere, there were not many
complaints about the giving of 20% of the community’s land to an investor (1997-2005) and some
appreciation of the fact that he had employed provided employment for over 600 people. There
was some hope that the new lease-holders (government officials from Tigray and SNNP) would
provide employment.
Missing policy


In Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo there were no interventions related to irrigation though this would
make smaller plots more viable.
 There was no land certification in Adele Keke though the community wanted it in the expectation
that it would reduce disputes. The same was the case in Gelcha and Luqa
 In Gelcha the community was unhappy about the wereda slowness in implementing the spate
irrigation plan.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


Youth landlessness in Harresaw increased the pool of daily labour for irrigated land and was one
contributor to steadily increasing illegal migration to Saudi Arabia. Youth landlessness in Aze
Debo’a was frequently mentioned as a driver of illegal migration to South Africa.
 The extension of Lalibela airport in Shumsheha provided business and employment opportunities
for some residents.
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Agriculture
Co-operation/acceptance


In all communities the government message that productivity could be improved by the use of
improved seeds, fertiliser and techniques such as planting in line were generally accepted.
 Any government assistance related to irrigation was welcomed. Some younger pastoralists in
Gelcha were interested in farming on irrigated land and in Luqa there seemed to be acceptance of
a move towards farming by younger ‘progressives’.
Non-co-operation/disconnect









It seems fair to say that no farmers anywhere were really convinced of the long-term value of
producer or service co-operatives.
In Harresaw the experts and officials wanted land ‘used efficiently’ while farmers wanted to
increase their incomes but did not want to take risks considered to be too high, for example, using
fertiliser (which can quadruple yield) on rainfed land, using improved seeds when there were pests
and no pesticides (wheat), and early planting for fear of frost. The community strongly resented
the coercion and resorted to foot-dragging and avoidance when possible. It was easier to coerce
vulnerable households though they had less ability to cope with adverse consequences.
In Aze Debo’a model farmers refused to waste time in meetings. Most successful farmers
diversified into trade and other business which was not appreciated by government officials.
In Adele Keke model farmers disliked being asked to attend a 7-day training during harvest time.
In Shumsheha farmers said that the fertiliser provided was not suitable for the soil in most areas
and strongly resented coercion to take it. Farmers in Do’oma were coerced as well; the DA Crops
said that by forcing people to take fertiliser she was ‘working against the science’ as the nature of
some of the soil was not compatible with inorganic fertiliser. In Gelcha the wereda tried to force
people to buy fertiliser from the kebele to reach their target even though they could buy it
cheaper in neighbouring kebeles. In other sites shortages of fertiliser were a problem. Farmers and
DAs in Gara Godo said the fertiliser was sometimes poor quality or out of date.
A large irrigation co-operative using the Awash river in Gelcha had failed due to faulty technical
advice and weak management and follow-up. Many of the Karrayu who were then given some of
irrigable land individually preferred to sharecrop it out and continue with pastoralism.
Complexity



In Harresaw farmers refused to form an irrigation co-operative; the wereda did not insist on it as
they recognised they needed to do more work on marketing. The promotion of joint work in 1-5
groups clashed with the rise in daily labour.
 In Aze Debo’a there were mixed views and practices relating to improved seeds; some were
enthusiastic while some said local seeds were better in poor rain years. DAs noted that farmers did
not use the amount of fertiliser that was recommended but recognised their lack of financial
capacity.
 In Adele Keke there was some appreciation for the work of the DAs though also a sense that
farmers no longer needed them.
Missing policy



In Aze Debo’a absence of government credit limited use of modern inputs.
In many sites extension advice focused mainly on grain and fertiliser with less attention to new
crops, for example sesame in Luqa, and high value vegetable and fruit crops on irrigated land. In
Do’oma farmers shifting to new high value crops called the innovative in-migrants who introduced
these crops their ‘DAs’.
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Interactions with other interventions and development more generally








In Shumsheha model farmers were frustrated by the amount of time spend in meetings and
training which interfered with the farming calendar. While productivity and production had
increased failure to maintain the road to Lalibela made access to markets problematic.
In Harresaw meetings clashed with the government hard work ethic and many party members,
model farmers and leaders were unhappy about the high tabia demand on their time. It was hard
to achieve the dual goal of leadership and economic success. Also tabia leaders disliked the
negative social consequences attached to having to coerce farmers which was an added factor in
their desire to step down from their positions. The kebele chair in Adele Keke, who was a
successful chat broker, disliked having to ‘convince’ farmers to attend meetings during harvest
time.
In Aze Debo’a regular PSNP transfers allowed some households to plant coffee trees and wait for
the first harvest and this was also the case for chat in Adele Keke.
Some of the pesticides used in the past in Adele Keke reportedly killed bees.
In Gara Godo people wanted the wereda to invest in micro-irrigation; wereda officials said they
lacked budget because of the health and education priorities pushed by government and the
donors and the demand for the services from the community.

Livestock
Co-operation/acceptance


Some people in Harresaw accepted that zero-grazing and cut-and-carry of improved fodder was an
improvement.
 Government and NGO introduction of hybrid breeds of cattle, shoats, poultry and camels (new to
the area in Luqa) was appreciated.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


As discussed above people in Shumsheha and Aze Debo’a did not appreciate the enclosures
intended to exclude livestock from customary grazing land; the same was true of some people in
Harresaw.
 Some people in Gelcha refused to repay a PSNP-linked package loan for livestock since they had
not been told the livestock were on credit. There were conflicts among women in livestock cooperatives relating to loan defaults.
 Farmers in Do’oma refused a new fodder technology which required them to buy a plastic sheet,
urea and salt and tend to the fodder every day for 15 days. Farmers said they needed new breeds
of cattle more suitable to the hot climate.
Complexity


Everywhere increased prices and in some places improved breeds, new fodder, and/or cut-andcarry had made livestock-rearing more profitable but it remained highly risky as a result of
drought, diseases, and generally inadequate veterinary services.
 In Luqa the female vet said she was not treated with respect and the DA said breeds must be
introduced cautiously because the community would lose trust if one mistake occurred.
Missing policy


In Gara Godo fattening was profitable but there were no improved breeds. DAs advised people to
plant elephant grass but there were no seeds.
 While the quality of vet services varied and what was there was appreciated none of them were
adequate. They were particular ineffective during epidemics.
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In Gelcha wereda officials raised awareness about the benefits of borena cattle and modern
fodder and feeding practices but there was no practical help. Generally people felt that the
government was not doing enough to help the community which was facing a deteriorating
livelihood.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



Demand for herding labour was related to non-enrolment at school, drop-out and absenteeism.
Improved dairy breeds and chickens had improved some household diets.
 Good terms of trade for livestock were encouraging people in Luqa to invest in fattening and trade
although high taxation reduced profitability.

Non-farm
Co-operation/acceptance



Credit that could be used for non-farm activities was appreciated (see below for more).
A few sand and stone co-operatives were successful, partly as a result of the national building
boom.
Non-co-operation/disconnect



There were few youth co-operative successes due to lack of training, experience of working in
groups and management skills, demand for the product, access to premises, equipment and
inputs, long-term commitment and government follow-up. On the other hand there were
examples of young people succeeding individually in non-farm businesses.
Complexity



There were mixed feelings about PSNP public works. As described earlier some of the public goods
were appreciated though others were not, while the income was useful for poorer households
with no other options but was said to encourage ‘dependency’.
 In Gara Godo the small town at the centre had recently become a municipality but there was little
investment to develop small and medium enterprises; it was not clear whether the municipality
had a development role.
Missing policy









There was little government attention to non-farm activities anywhere apart from PSNP Public
Works and a small number of youth sand and stone co-operatives.
In Harresaw people said that access to TVET (and new skills) would be better than G10 youth
‘sitting idle’ or migrating to Saudi Arabia but there was no access in the wereda so it was not
generally affordable. In Shumsheha there was concern that idle youth were becoming a burden on
the kebele.
In Aze Debo’a the community was highly concerned by the lack of options, including non-farm, for
landless more-educated youth. Unemployment among G10 and above graduates was very high.
The wereda had talked about development of small and medium enterprises but it was unclear if
people outside Durame would have access. Lack of access to credit was an issue.
In Adele Keke there seemed to be potential for well-managed credit provision on a larger scale to
allow for further expansion of non-farm activities linked to ongoing urbanisation and close links
with the nearby large towns of Haramaya and Harar.
In Harresaw and Aze Debo’a illegal international migration was a growing youth choice. In both
cases the official position was that this was a big issue and was undesirable, but there was no
attempt to ‘offer something else’ to youth and in Aze Debo’a a sense that the government was
turning a blind eye.
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Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


In Shumsheha taxation and licensing costs were discouraging small activities. Lalibela town did not
seem to make links with potential non-farm opportunities for surrounding areas, for example in
the area of tourism.

Savings and credit
Co-operation/acceptance


Richer farmers and returning migrants in Harresaw had large deposits in DECSI accounts. There
were many relatively recent savings groups in Shumsheha.
 In Do’oma those with land for collateral could get OMO loans and use them for whatever they
liked; there were some successes. PSNP credit helped increase oxen ownership and since the debt
was deducted from PSNP cash there was no build-up of debt.
 In Gara Godo OMO loans had been used with some success for farm and non-farm activities, and
also for improving houses.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


In Harresaw farmers said that officials did not seem to consider the credit risks while DAs said that
farmers did not consider the benefits. Debt recovery was a source of tension. The livestock DA said
that there were too many conditions for farmers to take loans so he could not reach his targets
and development was being hindered.
 People in Shumsheha disliked ACSI credit’s group modality and lost trust when the funds were
embezzled and debtors required to pay again; they also had harsh debt recovery practices. ACSI
loan repayments used to be collected by kebele leaders; three of them had their houses burned
down. When responsibility was transferred to the service co-operative leader in 2008 he had his
house burned down.
 Most people in Gelcha did not seem to want credit. The wereda had refused credit for expansion
to a successful sand and stone co-operative as it had stopped all credit due to bad debts. In Luqa
there was a legacy of mistrust as the money saved by the Derg Saving and Credit association
disappeared when the Derg fell. OMO MFI was about to start work.
 The rolling out of the PSNP-related Household Asset Building Programme had been slow and in
some places where the earlier version of PSNP-related credit had been available loans were said to
be too small and the scheme had phased out without continuity.
Complexity


In Harresaw credit had helped people invest successfully in farming and non-farm activities but it
also led many into unrepayable debt which was still at a very high level.
Missing policy



Access to credit in Aze Debo’a was very limited though many successful people used capital some
of which had been saved during their time working in South Africa.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



International migration helped people in Harresaw repay debts which rose sharply after mass
livestock death during the 2008 drought. Youth took credit to use illicitly for migration.
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Livelihood interventions focused on women
Co-operation/acceptance


In Harresaw, where over 50% of households were female-headed many with migrant husbands,
job-related female affirmative action was generally accepted.
 Credit for non-farm activities was successful in places with their own urban areas but opportunities
were limited.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


In Adele Keke some women being organised into milk co-operatives did not see the point as they
were doing well working individually.
 In Gelcha government and NGO interventions for women were mostly unsuccessful. In Luqa petty
trade and food/beverage selling by individuals was more successful than NGO supported cooperatives.
 In Do’oma and Gara Godo there were no wereda interventions.
Complexity


There was mixed success for women’s co-operatives in Shumsheha; failures were related to the
increased cost of inputs, output prices which were too high, internal disagreement among
members and the workload clashing with other activities.
Missing policy



In Aze Debo’a some women said they could not improve their families’ livelihoods as they would
like due to lack of interventions and no access to credit.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



Women everywhere were increasingly involved in income-generating activities and migrating for
work as a result of their own initiatives.

Livelihood interventions focused on youth
Co-operation/acceptance


In Shumsheha the kebele let bee-keeping groups use enclosed land which they were meant to
protect; they could sell the grass and fodder. They also gave land to a stone and sand group.
 A resin and incense co-operative on an enclosed hillside in Luqa required community agreement
which was given; members were supposed to protect the forest.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


Generally wereda youth policy and programmes were very poorly funded and, as a result of lack of
resources and little knowledge about youth, badly designed and implemented.
 In Harresaw government support focused on rural youth staying in the community which did not
match the aspirations of many young people or with what was feasible.
 In Aze Debo’a the Government was ineffective in supporting youth initiatives, for example a youth
group who had got a blocket machine from an NGO. A youth co-operative with wereda credit had
failed as the loans were said to be too small. The minimal government assistance for youth
impacted negatively on the government goal to make youth fully participate in community
development. Many youth were bitter saying that government was ‘irrelevant’.
 In Shumsheha the wereda was not sympathetic and refused to support a youth group involved in
honey, poultry and grass-selling because it hadn’t taken loans from the government. Credit was
available on an individual basis for non-farm activities but there was a sense that educated youth
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(G10+) did not respond to what local opportunities there were because their aspirations were
higher.
 Wereda officials wanted Gelcha youth to engage in farming without considering the risks of
rainfed agriculture. The attempt to establish three youth farming co-operatives failed due to weak
organisation and lack of rain and the resultant inability to repay the wereda loans.
 In Do’oma there was no support for youth access to economic opportunities. Youth did not have a
voice in the community but most did not want it as they did not want to stay in the community.
 In Gara Godo a group of nine had been given TVET training (wood and metal work) but were not
able to access a workplace, or supported with inputs and credit. Most successful youth businesses
were established independently.
Complexity


In Harresaw the community/landed households were reluctant to give communal land to youth.
Missing policy



In Adele Keke attention to youth had only just begun.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



Many young people from Do’oma and Gara Godo migrated for work on large private farms in
different parts of Ethiopia
 Urban migration by young people had continued to increase

Food/cash for work – including PSNP and EFA
Co-operation/acceptance


Everywhere more people wanted to be in the PSNP than quotas allowed.
Non-co-operation/disconnect










Everywhere there were tensions over the choice of beneficiaries, number of people in the
household included and graduation, and debates about the work prioritised. In Shumsheha many
respondents said that the division of the community into PNP beneficiaries and the rest was highly
divisive.
In Harresaw the Government model was that public works and free labour should not clash with
the regular harvest time but this did not account for the less seasonal agricultural work on
irrigated land or non-farm activities. Youth migration had caused labour gaps in heavy work areas.
In Aze Debo’a , where the HABP was yet to start, the government model was PSNP as a temporary
safety net allowing people not to sell household assets and to invest so as to achieve food security,
while there were suggestions that at least some beneficiaries perceived it as a regular job with a
salary.
In Gelcha beneficiary households often shared with non-beneficiaries.
In Luqa where people only received EFA of which only some was FFW people were asking for food
as an incentive for the ‘free labour’.
Complexity



As a result of the cultural disconnect between national PSNP policy and local values, norms and
ways of doing things, local officials and recipients were creative in re-designing policy and practice
on the ground. For example in both Do’oma and Gara Godo there were multiple deductions from
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cash payments including for tax, contributions, debts, and party membership and in Harresaw
grain was deducted before distribution and auctioned, with proceeds taken as contribution for
local, wereda, regional and national projects.
Missing policy


In a number of communities there were calls for PSNP funds to be invested in improved irrigation.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



In Do’oma the number of households owning oxen had increased considerably due to the PSNPrelated credit. There was an added incentive as kebele officials were reluctant to graduate those
with cattle debts (which were deducted monthly at source from members)
 The threat of cutting access to PSNP was used in some places to force people to co-operate on
other interventions such as taking fertiliser or digging latrines.
 The transfers enabled people to avoid asset sales and invest in high-value crops which took more
than a year to come to maturity.

Lives
Food security and nutrition
Co-operation/acceptance


In Shumsheha most households had started eating three meals a day which had been rare before
and women were taking children to the Health Post for supplements.
 In all communities PSNP and/or EFA usually prevented the most drastic food insecurity.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


In Harresaw tabia policy was to pool PSNP and EFA resources so that all households got some
assistance. PSNP households got full family targeting and less vulnerable households in principle
got EFA with variable numbers of household members included.
 In Harresaw and Gelcha food for malnourished children and mothers was sometimes shared with
other household members.
 Three SNNP communities had not received enough aid during the 2008 and 2011 droughts. Food
aid was late in Aze Debo’a in 2008 drought leading to the deaths of thirty people and in Do’oma in
2008 and 2011 was not sufficient with deaths reported in both years. Emergency food aid in Gara
Godo was also said to be insufficient.
Complexity


Some women in Adele Keke used advice on diet and saw improvements in their children’s
wellbeing but family meals were affected by the custom that the household head should eat first
and after chewing chat he was not hungry.
Missing policy



The school-feeding programme in Luqa faced shortages at times. In Aze Debo’a the PSNP quota
was said to be too small to cover all poor households and, due to rapid inflation, the current level
of transfers insufficient to bridge the food gap.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



Economic growth, urban influences and the increase in vegetable and fruit cultivation were leading
to improvements in diets which was more marked for richer households.
 During severe droughts many children were too weak to go to school. Illnesses increased but
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incomes declined so getting healthcare was a problem.

Preventive health – hygiene and environmental sanitation
Co-operation/acceptance



Everywhere people were aware of what they ought to do in relation to the packages
In crowded Aze Debo’a, which was not far from the zone town, sanitation and hygiene seemed to
be really valued by many people. There were public latrines on the roadside route to town.
Non-co-operation/disconnect












In Harresaw officials had not considered the time and resource requirements for implementing the
packages. The community stressed the need for access to safe water. In the far kushet people and
had collected funds to contribute to the bringing of piped water by the Region which had not
happened. In 2010 there had been a cholera outbreak with deaths but there were no purifying
tablets
Neither had Aze Debo’a officials considered time and resource requirements. Also the high value
placed on livestock in the Kambata culture caused opposition to separate livestock houses.
People with very small homesteads did not have room for latrines and waste disposal pits. This
was particularly noticeable in Adele Keke where people were trying to grow as much chat as
possible and in Shumsheha town where ‘houses were on top of each other’.
There had been one or more cholera outbreaks in a number of communities including Gelcha but
even so latrines were not accepted as people were used to being mobile and preferred the open
space. People dug them for officials to see and then filled them in. Most people drank very dirty
water but there was little government action and no free tablets. People in Gelcha resisted the
smoke-free policy as they said the smoke killed insects.
In Luqa the community co-operated during campaigns but then returned to their old ways.
In Do’oma kebele officials and men thought HEP packages were a waste of time.
In Gara Godo where there was low cooperation on packages requiring investment official kebele
statistics were unrealistically high.
Missing policy



In Shumsheha wooden latrines were regularly destroyed by termites and there was a suggestions
that cement should be provided to people on credit.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



People in communities without good access to safe water were more at risk from that than from
the threats that the packages were designed to overcome.

Preventive health – disease prevention and control
Co-operation/acceptance


In Harresaw child vaccination was recognised as a breakthrough with one young woman
remembering 80 children dying when she was a child. Vaccination was also valued in Aze Debo’a
and Shumsheha.
 There were reports from a few communities of a reduction in malaria attributed by some to
spraying, bednets, the removal of stagnant water and better access to pills. The reduction was
particularly notable in the Adele Keke area.
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Non-co-operation/disconnect


There was general awareness about how HIV/AIDS was transmitted and anxiety among parents
about the risks their adolescent children might face. It was difficult to get a sense of how many
young people were at risk.
 In Harresaw there was little use of condoms for fear of social pressure though some young men
sent the most audacious to get a group supply. In Shumsheha condoms were only used by a few
young men. In Aze Debo’a it was culturally impossible for married women to use condoms.
 In Aze Debo’a there was little success with the rapid Diagnostic test for malaria even though the
illness was quite an issue. Malaria was a serious issue in Gelcha but it was weakly addressed. In
Luqa people stuck to traditional cures but there was also weak implementation of prevention
measures; people died every year.
Missing policy


In Luqa TB was a risk intensified by the custom of inhaling from the same pipe but the HEW was
not trained in TB prevention.
Complexity



Strong resistance to child immunisation had declined in Do’oma; the HEWS had warned that
people who did not use the immunisation services would not be allowed to get services at the
health centre. Some women in Gara Godo who had not received food aid had refused to vaccinate
their children but were persuaded by kebele officials. Gelcha residents were more receptive to
vaccination but the service was disorganised. There was also growing interest in Luqa.
 In Do’oma people said malaria had reduced thanks to removing stagnant water, but there were
still deaths every year and the HEW had problems mobilising people to remove stagnant water
since she had no support from kebele leaders.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


In Gara Godo people working on one of the coffee-processing plants frequently were ill with
malaria.

Preventive health – interventions against HTPs affecting health
Co-operation/acceptance


In Harresaw though people often mixed traditional and modern medicine most seemed convinced
about the need not to rely exclusively on the traditional.
 The customary practice of mingi, the killing of children with mis-shaped teeth or born out of
wedlock, had been eradicated through a coalition of government and customary leaders.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


In Shumsheha parents did not think the government had the right to interfere in relation to
marriage age and feared pregnancies out of wedlock.
 In Shumsheha government had tried to stop traditional healing but many practitioners still
provided herbal treatments.
 In Do’oma and Gara Godo poor people who could not afford health centre costs and others who
believed the treatments were not effective continued to resort to milk teeth extraction, uvula
cutting, branding and bleeding.
 In Do’oma and Gara Godo if a girl was not circumcised those who were and their mothers could
insult her and her mother. In Do’oma women spoke openly about their opposition to the ban while
in Gara Godo there was some prevarication though it seemed likely that most (all?) girls were
eventually circumcised, many ‘from my own choice’.
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The ban was not accepted in Gelcha and the practice continued in secret; there was a deep belief
that uncircumcised women are sexually hyperactive.
Missing policy



In Luqa the HEW discouraged people from using traditional practitioners but there was very little
modern health service easily available in the kebele.
Complexity



In Aze Debo’a a local NGO has been very active with an anti-FGM campaign including girls’ and
mixed clubs but it had not been tested as the first cohort of uncircumcised girls had not quite
reached marriage age.
 In Adele Keke some mothers said they were aware of the negative health consequences of
circumcision and would not circumcise their daughters but it was difficult to establish if they really
meant it given that the operation was illegal.

Reproductive health – abortion and contraception
Co-operation/acceptance


In Harresaw and Aze Debo’a young couples were said to want fewer children and to postpone their
first child until the household’s livelihood was established. In Harresaw some married women
wanted fewer children in order to engage in more income-generating activity.
 There was increasing use of contraceptives in Adele Keke linked to awareness-raising, including by
some religious leaders, and access at the health post.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


In the Wolayitan culture people wanted large families (10-12) and while some women in Gara
Godo were using contraception many did not for fear of infertility (women) and defending the
right to bear children (men).
Missing policy



Generally abortion was not acceptable but still happened, mostly through traditional methods.
There was little modern provision and girls and women having abortions did not want the fact to
become public.
 There was no reproductive health education in Gelcha school (G1-8) although there were many
overage children and girls were dropping out to marry.
Complexity


Some young unmarried people in Shumsheha were using contraception but would not get it from
the Health Post.
 Some women used contraception in Do’oma but for those interviewed it often did not delay the
next baby for very long. Young people were said to be interested in having smaller families.
 In Gelcha men generally wanted more children but some women were using injections secretly.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


The broader women’s rights agenda has provided some support for women wanting to control
their own fertility.
 In Harresaw the ban on early marriage and contraception ‘converged’ with some young women
saying it was not good for girls to have children when they were still children themselves.
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Mother and child services – pregnancy, delivery and infant care
Co-operation/acceptance




Ante-natal care was available in all agriculturalist communities and occasionally in Gelcha.
In Adele Keke, Aze Debo’a and Luqa some TBAs were trained, in the last two cases by NGOs.
In the agriculturalist communities mothers had been made aware that they should breastfeed with
no solid food for six months, not feed new-borns butter, and keep their babies clean, and there
were signs of changes in some regards, particularly in richer households.
Non-co-operation/disconnect




In Adele Keke HEWS did not have professional equipment for ante-natal care.
In Harresaw the policy was that delivery should be in a health facility but in fact it was mostly at
home apart from a few women told about likely complications or having had them earlier. Few
women thought that delivery at a health facility was necessary in other cases.
 Pregnant women attending the health centre in Do’oma were often kept waiting and some said
they were treated with disrespect.
 In Gelcha officials said that the fact that people were not settled was a major hindrance to Mother
and Child care but few resources were invested in trying to change behaviour.
 In Luqa people still preferred to deliver in the traditional way.
Missing policy


The policy of delivery at a health facility in Harresaw had weakened the more practical modalities
that were used in the past; the couch at the Health Post was never used and TBAs were no longer
being trained and supported.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



Economic growth and rising living standards allowed (richer) mothers to improve the way they fed,
clothed and kept the hygiene of their babies.

Curative health
Co-operation/acceptance


People in the agriculturalist communities wanted to use modern health services which they
trusted to work better than customary practices.
Non-co-operation/disconnect










In Gara Godo and Do’oma public services could not compete with private clinics in terms of
opening times and drug provision, although the clinics were more expensive. Drug shortages
meant the patients were often referred to private clinics or pharmacies to buy drugs. This was also
the case in Aze Debo’a.
There were severe drug shortages in Harresaw but no private pharmacy.
There were also drug shortages in Shumsheha and many people went to Lalibela where the health
centre was better and had a doctor.
In Shumsheha people wanted injections only whereas policy encouraged tablets.
Health Posts often did not have the expected drugs, particularly malaria pills and contraceptive
supplies.
Very few people from Luqa went to the health centre, and going to hospital was even rarer.
Ambitious extensions to the Gara Godo health centre were half-finished and running two years
behind schedule; there were drug shortages and the BPR staffing requirements were not achieved.
The staff at the private clinics were better as they were paid more.
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As discussed below people in poverty could often not afford modern treatment
Missing policy



Exemptions for poor people no longer worked in Harresaw and Aze Debo’a due to lack of wereda
budget.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



Access to healthcare, particularly malaria pills, reduced time lost to illness.

Pre-school education
Co-operation/acceptance




In Gara Godo approximately 25% of eligible children were said to attend the town pre-school.
In interviews parents of children attending said they liked it.
There were 3 KGs with several grades in Shumsheha.
Missing policy



In Adele Keke plans for a 0-grade were infeasible due to lack of classrooms but 4-6 year olds living
nearby attended G1 and sometimes other grades with their siblings.
Complexity



In Do’oma the two Protestant churches had been asked to provide non-religious pre-school
education but because nevertheless they taught about spiritual matters the kebele decided to
move the school to the FTC.
 In Harresaw parents’ interest was mixed and it was not a high priority for kebele officials.
 In Luqa and Gelcha the provision was too new to draw any conclusions.
 In Aze Debo’a children of pre-school age learned the Amharic and English alphabets and number at
home, in church programmes, or in 0-grade classes in two primary schools.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


Some parents in Harresaw said their children were better prepared to go to primary school.

Primary education
Co-operation/acceptance


In Harresaw and Aze Debo’a the importance of education was widely recognised; education was
seen as useful for most local activities including farming. At the same time primary education was
seen as a path to secondary school and above and if possible to a different kind of life.
 The government push for all children to start school at seven had led to considerable changes.
 There was general community support for an upgrade of Luqa school to G8 which would mean
students beyond G4 would not have to go to the wereda town.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


There was still a large backlog of over-age children in primary school and even some adults in Luqa.
From their fairly early teens many pupils were combining education, work at home, and incomeearning activities leading to regular absenteeism and a dropping-in-and-out process.
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Aspirations for education and jobs were high in Shumsheha but some university graduates had not
found jobs, or only after several years.
Full day education was resisted in many sites.
Most teachers in Gelcha commuted from town which was related to absenteeism and lateness.
Shortages of teachers and textbooks were generally reported although there had been some
improvements, especially in numbers of textbooks.
There was a private primary school in Durame of better quality and with an especially good English
level to which some rich parents sent their children.
Complexity



Girls’ education in Adele Keke lagged and there were not many successful educated role models. A
madrasa school had recently been built with a community contribution; it was not a formal school
as it did not yet have a qualified teacher but it attracted some pupils. Some parents sent children
to better or nearer schools in nearby kebeles.
 In Harresaw and Aze Debo’a international migration started to attract children/youth from G6
especially because there were many over-aged students.
 In Aze Debo’a, where the national attempt to tighten up on Grade 8 passes had had some success,
there had been an increase in the failure rate.
 In Gelcha there was an emerging split between the ‘progressives in favour of education and the
conservatives in favour of girls’ marriage and young men herding.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


Education encouraged farmers to be more innovative and modern.

Secondary and post-secondary education
Co-operation/acceptance








Most students from Luqa who sat the G10 exam the first time it was administered in the wereda
passed with TVET scores.
There was considerable enthusiasm for secondary education in Do’oma.
A few people from Do’oma had college diplomas though the problem of potential unemployment
was beginning to emerge. The establishment of a new university in Sodo had made it cheaper for
households to send their children.
The rapid emergence of private distance learning colleges had enabled adults, to return to
education from primary to diploma levels. A number of government officials in Gara Godo and Aze
Debo’a were taking advantage of this.
In Do’oma poor students who scored well after G10 chose to join DA, teachers’ or health extension
training financed under a wereda quota. There were 12 current TVET students and three at
university.
Non-co-operation/disconnect



In Harresaw many people deplored the failure of G10 and G12 graduates to get jobs and the lack
of TVET opportunities and were beginning to wonder whether the costs of secondary education
were worth paying. Many who failed G10 returned to the community and were tempted by the
lure of international migration. Belief in upward mobility through education was also less certain in
Aze Debo’a.
 Many boys reaching secondary school dropped out to engage in the chat trade in Adele Keke.
 Few students from Gara Godo or Aze Debo’a scored highly enough to attend the preparatory
school in the wereda town
 TVET education near Adele Keke was said to be poor and few graduates got jobs.
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Missing policy



No secondary education in Shumsheha despite the community having built a school.
There was no preparatory school in Luqa’s wereda.
Complexity



Over-aged students into their late twenties were accessing secondary schools in some places and
some women had returned after marrying and having a child.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



In Harresaw families with students were said to be more progressive with regard to sharing
domestic chores and delivery at the health centre.
 A few educated youth got local government jobs; for example graduates from Harresaw, Gelcha,
Aze Debo’a and environs were employed as HEWs, DAs and kebele managers. In Gelcha the HEW
was the first girl from the kebele to complete G10 and the first female G10 graduate in Luqa was
employed as promotion agent for OMO MFI.

Women’s rights
Co-operation/acceptance





In Harresaw there was affirmative action in various fields.
In Adele Keke polygyny and widows’ inheritance were said to have decreased.
In most communities girls were said to be choosing their own partners.
The incidence of abduction, rape and domestic violence had reduced though they had by no
means been eliminated.
 In Gara Godo women’s lives were said to be changing; there were a number of female role models
in the community and wereda. A few educated ‘modern young women’ in Luqa did not want to
return to the community to avoid their family’s control.
Non-co-operation/disconnect








In all communities women had very little political power and men were still the dominant decisionmakers in most households. In Do’oma there were only four women councillors and they rarely
attended meetings.
The very influential Protestants churches in Aze Debo’a did not condone divorce so divorced
women’s legal rights were not respected and they had to leave the community taking nothing with
them.
Women’s inheritance from parents was not commonly practised.
In Gelcha most marriages were still mainly arranged by families and elders though there was a
trend for young men to choose their partners.
Elders in a number of communities were said to be biased against women.
Missing policy



Women’s organisations had no office space and few resources.
Complexity



In Shumsheha there were two choices for girls: study longer, marry later and face the same
difficulties as boys or dropout and get married. In other communities girls were increasingly
choosing to migrate to flower and similar farms, to urban areas for work including construction,
housemaid work and the hospitality industry, and from some places to the Gulf.
 Under the influence of more fundamentalist Islam in Gelcha some women were covering their
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heads.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


Many mainstream government interventions supported women’s rights indirectly: for example
contraceptive provision and improvements in infrastructure, which led to easier access to markets,
mills, water, and schools.

Youth
Co-operation/acceptance



A few youth had some voice in community affairs.
Youth in Gelcha were said to be more involved in government-initiated community activities such
as meetings, development activities and co-operatives.
 In Luqa young male and female opinion leaders described two ideal futures both aligned with
government models: education on the one hand with the implicit expectation of a modern career
or local economic success.
 The government message that youth should be job-creators not job-seekers seemed to be
changing attitudes in Gara Godo.
Non-co-operation/disconnect


Many youth wanted to steer clear of politics; they were more likely to put their emerging political
energies into religious participation.
 Youth association leaders in Aze Debo’a felt that the wereda was ‘blocking de-centralisation’. In
Do’oma many wanted to settle in towns though parents were concerned they had not thought
through what the problems might be.
 In Gara Godo and Aze Debo’a the government was seen as largely irrelevant for youth except for
education.
Missing policy


There were few recreation opportunities for young men apart from meeting in town, watching TV,
and drinking or chewing chat.
Complexity




In Shumsheha youth appeared disconnected from both government and the community.
Adele Keke was not far from Harar which was the base for the fundamentalist Islamic group which
sent ‘missionaries’ to Gelcha. However , the group were saying that the Koran banned the chewing
of chat which had not gone down well in Adele Keke.
 Youth in a number of places had joined the party because they had been ‘forced’ to but were not
committed to its ideology; in Shumsheha it was said to be necessary for some jobs.

Very poor and marginalised people
Missing policy


There were no wereda programmes to help very poor and vulnerable people though in
Shumsheha, Gara Godo and Aze Debo’a there a few active NGOs with programmes for orphans, a
few PLWHAs, and poor children. In Aze Debo’a family and clan-based mechanisms were still the
first port of call for vulnerable groups.
 The tabia in Harresaw said that there were 215 older people needing support but no government
intervention. Nor were there interventions for people with disabilities, mentally ill people or
orphans and the care fell on families. Some community members said that local social protection
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mechanisms had limitations. There was some tension arising from the government attempt to
systematise customary mechanisms through free 1-5 work for weaker members.
 In Shumsheha very poor people had little means to invest in income-generation and cash
contributions caused them problems. PLWHAs were stigmatised and disabled people isolated.
 Vulnerable, marginalised and very poor people in Adele Keke had been unable to participate in or
benefit from the economic boom.
 In Gelcha wereda officials encouraged the clan norm of supporting orphans and imams relayed the
message. An NGO supported orphans and poor children with educational materials, additional
food, and health care costs.

Governance
Security
Co-operation/acceptance


Five communities were said to be safer places as a result of the work of militias, and community
and wereda police. In Aze Debo’a most credit was given to the two wereda policemen. In the other
three communities opinions varied.
Non-co-operation/disconnect



In relation to Do’oma a wereda official said that criminals were currently better educated than the
police.
 In Shumsheha there were mixed views on the effectiveness of militia and police and in Adele Keke
there was disagreement as to whether the community was a safer place. The militia were said not
to protect chat from theft. There were also mixed views on the strength, authority and
effectiveness of the militia in Gelcha.
 In Luqa people did not think the militia should be volunteers.
Missing policy


In Gara Godo the militia were unwilling to work at night without arms and there was only one
‘klash’ in the kebele.
Complexity



In Harresaw officials got round the problem of motivating active militia members by paying the
equivalent of PSNP to those working daily. The community protested against them being given the
same as PW beneficiaries and the number given the payment was halved.
 Rivalry between the community police and the peace committee was said to have led to the peace
committee becoming dysfunctional. The policeman was also involved in a drink-fuelled dispute
with a DA. There were regular resource conflicts with neighbouring tabias and Afar requiring
resolution by elders and administrators from both sides; solutions were always temporary.
 While security had improved in Do’oma women could still not move safely at night. Security had
also improved in Gara Godo though the militia would not work in peak agricultural seasons.
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Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


Wider roads and electric lights improved security at night.

Justice
Co-operation/acceptance







In Harresaw the local system of collaboration between elders and the social court was said to have
the best of both worlds – reconciliation-based processes and decisions with more sustainable
outcomes on the one hand and on the other legalised and hence enforceable decisions endorsed
by the social court.
In Shumsheha officials recognised the value of elders’ conflict resolution as a first port of call.
In Luqa some people appreciated the social court and wanted it to have more extended power.
In Gelcha wereda officials supported the role of elders in the dispute with the national park.
In Gara Godo women said that the wereda court was not biased against women when appeals
were taken to it. The social court had just been reformed and a young man with a law diploma
appointed as chair.
Non-co-operation/disconnect






Where they existed social courts were not very effective since the members were not rewarded.
In Harresaw trust in the larger system was undermined by corruption at the wereda court.
There was no social court in Adele Keke and elders continued to play a major role.
Elders in Gelcha protected youth stealing shoats as they did not want them to go to the wereda
court.
 In Luqa elders and some people thought that elders should handle murder cases as this would lead
to more acceptable social resolutions.
 In Do’oma there was no operational formal structure that could correct the elders’ bias against
women.
Complexity


In Aze Debo’a there was little activity in the social court and elders saw most cases allowing
continuation of what was said to be community preference, although elders were also said to be
biased against women. The government position on elders and women’s rights was ambivalent
allowing them to deal with family disputes but not cases of abduction.
 In Gelcha in practice elders and clan leaders continued to see most cases including those of
murder where blood wealth was decided though murderers were also jailed.
 In Luqa men were more favourable to the elders’ role while women cited bias in divorce cases.

Government/party structures
Box 1: Some information on the government/party structures in the community
 In the Stage 1 sites studied in early 2010 kebeles were divided into sub-kebeles which had active

leaders and DAs often focused on one sub-kebele. Mengistawi budin existed in northern sites but the
relationship with sub-kebeles was not clear. 1-5s as political cells were introduced in some places in the
run-up to the 2010 election.
 GTP implementation should involve a shift of responsibility for development to Development Teams

(the old mengistawi budin in the north) and 1-5s. Both have a development wing and a political wing
and, while the aim is for everyone to be involved in both, this had not happened in most of the Stage 2
sites by the end of 2011.
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 In the communities governance structures for achieving local community changes included the merging

of state and party, participation by all, and involvement in development by community-initiated
organisations, elders, clan leaders and church and Moslem leaders. A considerable amount of time was
spent ‘awaring’ people in government and party meetings. Interventions involved the use of packages,
models, quotas and targets. Communities were organised on four levels: kebele, sub-kebeles (2+), and
Development Teams (18-40 members) and 1-5s comprising farmers who shared borders. The 1-5
leaders were called model farmers in some communities but in some sites the term also seemed to
refer to a smaller group of rich farmers who should be ‘in the vanguard’. In one site the story was that
as part of the development agenda wereda experts and kebele DAs should train Development Team
leaders who then should train 1-5 leaders who should pass on their learning to the others in their
teams.
 On development matters Development Team leaders should report to the kebele leader and on

political matters to the party leader who was usually the kebele vice-chair. Though this only seemed to
be active in one community (Harresaw) there should be a parallel structure for women with a particular
focus on preventive health reporting to the Women’s Association/League; there should also be health
volunteers and a health army reporting to Health Extension Workers
 At kebele level there was a cabinet composed of government volunteer officials and government

employees, a Council, sometimes a Social Court, and numerous committees for particular purposes
composed of volunteers. Compliance by those involved in implementing interventions was sought
through party discipline, targets and gimgema for employees and government volunteer officials, and
community pressure to make people volunteer related to an ideology of duty. Beneficiary compliance
was sought through incentives, persuasion in meetings, and in some places fines, imprisonment, and/or
threats of exclusion from services including PSNP. Attempts were made to organise people in producer
and service co-operatives.

Co-operation/acceptance


People in Harresaw appreciated gimgema in public meetings and the Council’s role in approving
the tabia plan and public work priorities.
 Cabinet members in both Do’oma (5) and Gara Godo (5) had recently been dismissed following
long gimgema sessions.
 In Luqa the 1-5s resembled the traditional urba and may have been working better for women
heading households. The few women active in government and party structures were enjoying
their role and there was competition for the wereda councillor post.
Non-co-operation/disconnect










In Harresaw many government volunteers were also expected to be economic role models; this
was difficult to achieve giving the time they had to spend on their volunteer roles.
While they were ‘volunteers’ there was pressure on them to stay (which was also the case
elsewhere).
Model farmers in Harresaw were expected to pay debts on time and graduate from PSNP
voluntarily.
The party drive to enlarge the membership was seen as reducing quality.
There were many complaints about multiple structures and meetings with overlapping agendas
even from officials
People disliked the way in which government drove its programme forward particularly the
numerous meetings, fertiliser enforcement, and lack of space to challenge development policies
and the lack of consultation about the collective contribution taken from food aid grain.
The volunteer officials disliked the confrontations which arose from their roles in making
community members conform.
In Aze Debo’a the volunteer officials wanted to step down.
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Strong model farmers felt free to miss meetings if they were too busy.
Many in the community were uncomfortable with the overlaps between development and politics
and government and party.
Kebele leaders were expected to be models but most people gave them limited esteem and a few
made allegations of undue benefits.
In Shumsheha there was a ‘fault line’ between the community and kebele structures linked to
particular interventions or the way they were implemented, including enforced fertiliser, the ban
on under-18 marriage, multiple poorly-timed meetings, and the demand for many days of poorlytimed free labour. There was also anger about the wereda failure to maintain the shortcut road to
Lalibela and to keep their promise to provide teachers for the secondary school constructed by the
community.
in 2010 Lidetu Ayalew’s Ethiopian Democratic Party (EDEPA) won in two of the sub-kebele polling
stations and EPRDF won in the other two by a very small margin (with only six or seven more votes
than the opposition). This suggests that opposition party supporters were in the majority and
there were some unwilling ruling party members. Being a leader, model and/or party members
was harmful as they had to be exemplary in every way.
When there seemed to be a threat from the community the party made promises, but once the
threat had passed they reverted to top-down instructions.
In Adele Keke the demands on people’s time for community issues reduced the amount of time
people could spend on production to benefit from the economic boom context.
There was a vivid illustration of the high opportunity cost for volunteer officials who were also
meant to be economic models: the kebele chair who had been selected because he was a rich chat
broker complained that his business suffered considerably though people said he was ‘never
present’.
The kebele chair disliked having to convince model farmers to attend a 15-day training session
scheduled at harvest time.
Wereda officials believed that clan-based nepotism undermined government structures and the
development agenda.
In Gelcha volunteers officials were unwilling to work without pay; even the influential Aba Gada
said he should receive some compensation for time spent.
They also disliked confrontation with the community when they had to order them to engage in
particular activities.
There was potentially a broader disconnect between community and government; wereda officials
were said to be wary of trying to force the community to do some things in recognition of their
warlike tendencies.
In Luqa several volunteer officials said that their work would be improved if they were
compensated for time taken away from livestock care and farmwork.
In Do’oma model farmers refused to spend time being trained (for 15 days) to train the 1-5s to
train their members to implement activities recommended by the government many of which they
were not convinced by. A DA said the Development Team/1-5 structure had totally failed to work
as intended.
Government officials said that the community was resistant to change; community members
blamed poor implementation of some good government ideas on low commitment by kebele and
wereda officials.
In Gara Godo during peak seasons there was low participation in government activities by both
volunteer officials and community members.
Complexity



In Luqa there were some complaints that meetings were too long and badly timed but also some
appreciation of development meetings, rather than party meetings, and that there were fewer
than there had been in the lead up to the 2010 election.
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Kebele leaders were seen to be mediating government demands on the community transmitted
through extension workers.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally



These structures were the engine through which all development interventions were
implemented.

Mobilisation of the community
Co-operation/acceptance





In Harresaw there were generally no issues raised about taxes.
In Adele Keke tax and other contributions were paused during droughts.
In Gelcha how tax was paid was decided by the community through its leadership.
In Do’oma voluntary community labour was conducted every Wednesday morning and this was
accepted by many people, although levels of participation by different kinds of people were not
clear.
Non-co-operation/disconnect

















Everywhere ‘voluntary’ contributions were mandatory. In Shumsheha there were multiple and
unco-ordinated demands from the wereda, as reported by the kebele leader.
In Harresaw the community assets built through community work (irrigation, watershed
management, roads) were not of equal value for households in different places, landed and
landless households or people relying more on farm or non-farm based options
Many disliked the pretence that voluntary labour was voluntary. Activities were not carefully
scheduled to fit with the farm calendar or time demands of non-farm options. Some thought that
landless youth should not be made to work for nothing to construct assets that had no value for
them, or that they should be paid.
In Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo tax collection involved a lot of work by many officials.
In Shumsheha the community was not consulted on changes to the land tax rate and some refused
to pay leading to less total revenue. Trade tax and business licences were expensive, 200-500 birr
for grain trade and 760-980 birr for woodwork business. Some smallscale operators asked to take a
licence were choosing to stop.
Poor scheduling of free labour was said to hinder productive activities.
In Adele Keke community labour was mobilised to build the madrasa school; though it was not
teaching the official curriculum it was competing with official primary schools. The teacher was
paid by the parents.
In Gelcha many people did not have access to safe water and though people had made significant
contributions in a hurry (which is always difficult) nothing had happened
In Do’oma taxes and contributions (and fertiliser and oxen debt and party fees) were deducted
from PSNP cash before distribution and there was a lack of clarity about why people ended up with
what they received, leading to potential conflicts on the day of distribution which were controlled
by the presence of wereda police. Deductions were also made from Gara Godo PSNP cash-forwork.
In Gara Godo poor people complained that contributions were flat rate. Quite a lot of work had
been achieved through voluntary community labour though it was not clear whether all
households, particular richer ones, participated.
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Complexity


In Shumsheha in the past development work was voluntary but positive coercion could be used. At
the time of the research most perceived it as mandatory though positive coercion was no longer
allowed in principle.
 In Luqa community and government were in a process of negotiation across a series of issues
including tax, other cash contributions and community labour.
Interactions with other interventions and development more generally


As described earlier timing of community labour in some communities interfered with farm and
non-farm work.

Some experiences of intervention implementation by people in different roles
In this section, using one column from Annex 3 and matrices in Annex 2, we focus on the
intervention-related experiences of different kinds of people living in the community. In Section
2.3.1 we consider the experiences of the implementers: government employees and voluntary
government workers. In 2.3.2. we explore the contributions of resources and time that community
members were required to make to the implementation of interventions in the different sectors and
consider poo people’s contributions to and benefits from interventions.

Interventions: experiences of the implementers
In this section using matrices we describe and compare key features of the experiences of the (1)
different kinds of government employees working in the communities: kebele managers, extension
agents and vets, teachers, and health extension workers and (2) kebele volunteers working as
unpaid officials, committee members, and in other capacities. Refer to Annex 4 for more
information.
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Implementation experiences of government employees in the kebeles
Kebele managers and their experiences
Table 2: Kebele managers
Who

Origin

Qualifications

Birr/month

Appointed

Problems

Aspirations

Luqa

Male 28

Tsemay

No figure

2010

Cabinet members don’t attend meetings

Wants to run his own business

Do’oma

Male 30

Do’oma

Grade 4
G10
private college distance learning
now

742

End 2010

No budget for kebele work, salary too small,
community resistance

Wants to leave and work at
wereda level

Harresaw

Male 25

Harresaw, cousin of
tabia chair

Management diploma

1128

2008

Gelcha

Male 26

Gelcha

G12+1

1014

2007

Aze Debo’a

Woman 24

Aze Debo’a

G12+3 Diploma in Accounting

No figure

2008

Move to a better job & upgrade
education
Took job in hope of getting an
educational opportunity but hasn’t
happened
An accounting degree & wereda
job

Gara Godo

Man 31

Brother of municipali
ty head

Diploma; following distance
learning degree in management

No figure

2011

Shumsheha

Male 29

Married to HEW

Electrical engineering diploma

1300 (not
enough)

2008

In appeals people expect immediate
solutions
No house, water, electricity, transport – lot
of walking; kebele volunteer officials all
illiterate; no wereda appreciation
Left kebele for a few months shortly after
research team arrived – no reason given
Kebele has no means of income; salary did
not match experience and education
Disagreement with unpaid chair who is
losing his commitment;

Adele Keke

Male 26

G10+3 was following a distance
learning programme but general
Government ban so he stopped

2009

People come to his home at all hours; some
disagreement with the chair over the stamp

A Masters’ degree in management
Chance for further education
Wants to work in kebele for some
years and then move to wereda;
also continue education

Note: The Shumsheha manager added that one problem was that he had to follow-up the different sectors but had no mandate to make decisions and it was difficult to facilitate
development in a practical way. Also evaluation only covered negative deeds and good things were never mentioned, which was de-motivating.

Key points :
 Kebele managers ages range from 24 to 31 (remembering that ages are not always accurate)
 Seven out of eight were men
 In one pastoralist site the manager’s education stopped at Grade 4; of the remaining seven, six had diplomas
 Salaries ranged from 742 to 1300 birr a month
 Problems included disagreements with the kebele chair (2) and no kebele budget (2); the managers in the pastoralist sites had problems with the cabinet
 Only one said he wanted to continue working in the kebele for a while; six wanted to upgrade their education
 Managers in two SNNP sites were following private distance learning programmes – but one in Oromia had stopped due to a government ban
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Crops Development Agents and their experiences
Table 3: Crops Development Agents
Who

Origin

Qualifications

Birr/ month

Appointed

Luqa

Woman 23

Jinka

G10+3 Livestock - mother worked
in S Omo agricultural office

No figure

2011

Do’oma

Woman 27

Husband is
wereda official

G10+3 Diploma in Plant Science

1427

2006

Harresaw

Man 28

Not from the
kebele

G10+4 Diploma in Plant Science
and private degree in economics

2151

2005

Problems

Aspirations

Job could be improved if DAs and kebele officials
worked hand-in-hand & the attitude of the people
changed
Likes profession but discouraged by govt use of DAs
for political purposes – fertilisers & inputs; fertilisers
not suitable for some soil.
Farmers think the experts work for their own
purposes and not for the farmers’. No educational
opportunity – warning and dismissal for those who
study privately.
Not working on crops – obliged to work on livestock
and NRM – job dissatisfaction and forgetting what he
learned; lack of awareness about farming –
community doesn’t accept what he teaches eg
compost

To be a self-employed
poultry farmer or bull
fattener
To work a lot in the
expansion of high-value
crops

Desperately wants to
change jobs

Gelcha

Man 28

Not clear

G10+1 – joined job mainly for
survival

1359

2007

Aze Debo’a
2 DAs

Man 28

Another kebele
in wereda

G10+3 Diploma in Plant Science
Second year student in B Sc
summer programme

1427

2006

Uncomfortable as often assigned activities outside
specialisation like politics, elections and other affairs

Gara Godo

Man 43

Local

Degree in rural development

2151

2001

Farmers blamed DAs and incompatible fertiliser for
loss of crops and debt in 2011

Shumsheha

Man 30

Not from kebele

Re-employed as DA after 3 years
college training

No figure

2011

Salary too small for workload; resistance to fertilisers;
no training manuals

Adele Keke

Man 29

No information

G10+3 Diploma in Plant Science

No figure

2007

Weakness of higher officials in following up;
misunderstandings among kebele officials; resistance
from community

Ready to resign if he gets a
better alternative
Wants to resign – attending
B.Sc. in crop production
during summer and will
resign after graduation and
look for another job

Wants to continue and get
a better income for
farmers; and Masters’
degree
Wants to continue college
education in other fields
and leave job
Further education in plant
science and private
business

Key points :






Six DA Crops were in their twenties; there were two women; none came from the kebele they worked in.
All but two had been in the communities for some years
Seven had a diploma and one had a degree; he was older (43) and had a higher salary – he was the only one who wanted to continue in the job in the community
Four wanted more education
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Livestock Development Agents and their experiences
Table 4: Livestock Development Agents
Who

Origin

Qualifications

Woman 23

Jinka

G10+3 Livestock - mother
worked in S Omo agricultural
office

No figure

2011

Do’oma

Man 26

Not from area

Diploma in Animal health

1437

2011

Harresaw

Man 28

Not from tabia

2151

2011

Gelcha

G10+3 Diploma in Animal
Science Private degree in
extension
DA transferred a month ago – new DA not yet arrived

Aze Debo’a

Man 27

From nearby

Distance learning B.Sc. in
rural development.

1427

2009

Gara Godo

Man 30

Not clear

Diploma

1587

2010

Shumsheha

Man 30

Worked in
another kebele in
the wereda

G10+3 Diploma in Animal
Science

No figure

2011

Adele Keke

Male 29

No information

G10+3 Diploma – recently
attending degree in livestock

No figure

2005

Luqa – Crops
DA is also
Livestock DA

Birr/ month

Appointed

Problems
Job could be improved if DAs and kebele officials
worked hand-in-hand & the attitude of the people
changed
Vet service insufficient – tsetse fly. Community
reluctant re (note-complex) animal fodder;
working culture of community is negligible –
kebele officials resist new technologies
Too many criteria for credit – lack of access
creating bottleneck leading to low DA
performance assessment
High workload, multiple bosses, no consideration
Frequently asked to join EPRDF and work as a
cadre and fears might lose job.
Improved seeds and fertilisers are low quality –
affects relations with farmers; shortage of
vegetable seeds
High workload, salary too small; wants to get BA
thro distance education but govt ban; difficult to
teach farmers about packages, incompatible
fertiliser
Would be better if DAs specialised; little support
from wereda agricultural office

Key points :



All aged between 23 and 30; one woman in a pastoralist site where the crops DA was also a woman
None came from the kebele they worked in; only one had aspirations for the community and did not want to leave or go into business
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Aspirations
To be a self-employed poultry
farmer or bull fattener
Wants to leave and work in
another community
Wants to stop being a DA expectations not fulfilled; high
workload
Highly regarded by community but
wants to leave
To see farmers eat 4 times a day
Wants to leave as soon as he gets
the opportunity for a better job
Wants to invest in poultry

Vets and their experiences
Table 5: Vets
Who

Origin

Qualifications
Trained for 6 months in
vet medicine

Birr/ month

Appointed

Problems

Aspirations

2011

Farmers bring animals too late; wereda did not
co-operate until November gimgema. Most
don’t accept her advice because she is female.

To continue to degree level
and get a better professional
position

Farmers bring animals too late

Wants to change working
area but not profession

Building inadequate; has to walk to disease
outbreaks; shortage of supplies, no training

Wants more vet education

Luqa

Woman 20

Do’oma
Harresaw
Gelcha
Aze Debo’a

Vet service at wereda and mobile vet for 3 kebeles on foot carrying medicines – heavy and hot
Vet service in neighbouring tabia
No vet assigned
Vet in neighbouring kebele – comes on motorbike when called on mobile
G10+3 Diploma in
Man 26
No information
1427
2008
Animal health
One vet for three kebeles – provides vaccination/treatment when called
Assistant vet diploma;
Man 22
No figure
2009
can’t do operations

Gara Godo
Shumsheha
Adele Keke

No information

No figure

Key points :




There was no vet service in five of the kebeles, including one pastoralist site.
Two of the three vets interviewed said farmers brought their animals for treatment too late.
Two wanted more education and one to move to another area.
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NRM Development Agents and their experiences
Table 6: NRM Development Agents
Who

Origin

Qualifications

Birr/month

Appointed

Problems

Aspirations
Start a nursery site to introduce local
trees; upgrade education and better
professional status
Wants to stop working in the kebele –
arid environment not conducive for
NRM; wants more education

Luqa

Woman 23

Assigned to kebele
randomly

Graduate in
Agriculture

No figure

NA

Community attitude to NRM poor; man said she could not
stop him cutting a tree as she was a woman – reported
him to kebele officials who stopped him

Do’oma

Man 25

From the wereda

Diploma in
agricultural
extension in NRM

1437

2006

Community co-operation unsatisfactory; seedlings from
wereda not conducive to environment

Harresaw

Man 30

Not from tabia

Diploma in NRM

1741

2003

Less attention to NRM; high workload; want to upgrade
education but govt prevents and does not recognise
private education

To attend higher education and work
at wereda level

Gelcha

No NRM DA found in the community

Aze Debo’a

Man 30

From wereda

1427

2010

Not comfortable as must do party work; v small salary for
v high workload

Wants to change job

Gara Godo

Man 25

Not local

1427

Started 15
days ago

Only took job as he had no other opportunity

Wants to study in another field and
change job

Shumsheha

Man 28

No information

No figure

2006

Adele Keke

Man 29

Not local

B.Sc. Geography,
Diploma in NRM
Trained in previous
work area
3 yr diploma and
distance BA in agribusiness

No incentive for cabinet role; Local soil and climate should
be studied and appropriate fertiliser recommended; work
is exhausting; no hope of further education
Little wereda support for watershed management;
stationery shortage; no incentive to organise PSNP PWs as
in other weredas

3 yr diploma

Plans to leave and find a better job
To conserve natural resources and
improve the lives of community
members

Key points :








All aged between 23 and 30
The one woman was (again) in Luqa – one of the pastoralist sites
None said they were from the kebele they worked in
Reported salaries were similar apart from Harresaw (Tigray)
These were the most discontented of the DAs; community co-operation was problematic and there was usually little support from the wereda
Only two had aspirations to better the community; the others wanted more education and/or to find a better job
Two said that inputs (seedlings, fertiliser) were not suitable for the community environment
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Head teachers and their experiences
Table 7: Head teachers
Who

Origin

Qualifications

Birr/ month

Appointed

Luqa G1-4

Man 29

Not from Luqa

G10+1 – on inservice programme

No figure

2008

Do’oma
G1-5

Man 29

Not from kebele

Generalist teacher
certificate; private
and govt diplomas

1798

2010

Harresaw
G1-8 +
others

Man 28

No information

Degree but no
training for being
school director

2570

Gelcha G18

Woman 28

Worked in another kebele
in the wereda

Diploma in Amharic

1571

Aze Debo’a

Man 42

Worked for 8years in a
primary school elsewhere

B Sc degree

No
information

2007

Gara Godo
G1-8

Man 23

No information

B Ed in physics

2934

2009

Shumsheha

No information

Adele Keke
G1-7

Woman

Was head teacher in two
other kebeles in the
wereda for 6 years

Diploma

2351

Problems

Aspirations

Major problem no water; shortage furniture,
equipment, books
School is far from waterpoints, teachers have no
houses near school; shortage of time to cover the
work

To see school upgraded form 1-4 to 18 & pursue education

2011

Problem of discipline among teachers & students.
Students’ dropout for migration abroad; various
shortages

Wants to upgrade education or seek
another job but will stay until he has
found one

2005 –
head since
2011

Wereda calls her for frequent meetings; not paid
school director salary

Wants proper salary and will lead the
job efficiently

2005

Discouraged by poor results in G8 exam; students
seasonal absenteeism and migration dreams; various
shortages; low teacher morale as salaries eaten by
inflation
Various shortages; have reduced dropouts and
improved female attendance but not to desired
level; community contributions unsatisfactory
Long-serving but disappointed as no training;
parents not valuing education – don’t finish school
buildings – wereda officials blaming her and for not
recovering students who went to the madrasa
school

Wants to keep on with his education,
become a good teacher and improve
the school

Would like a better and better-paid
job not in teaching
Wants to do a Ph D and teach at
university level

Has presented resignation as head

Key points :




Five of the seven were in their twenties; salaries were better than those of the DAs and kebele managers
There were two women - one woman was acting as head but still paid as a teacher while the other felt unfairly criticised by the wereda and presented her
resignation
Three seemed committed to improving their school in the longer run; four wanted to upgrade their education
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Health Extension Workers and their experiences
Table 8: Health Extension Workers
Who
Luqa (only
1)

Origin

Qualifications

Birr/ month

Appointed

Problems

Aspirations

Woman 21

Speaks
Tsemayigna
fluently

Trained for 6
months; can
only provide
first aid and
pills

No figure

2011

Distance without transport, no water

Another HEW trained for a year will come to help
her bring visible change to the community; to
upgrade academically

Woman 19

Wereda

G10 + 1

908

2011

Males consider health package work as a luxury
and irrelevant; kebele does not support them; not
training

Wants to leave community; re-sitting G10 privately
– to go to prep school or if fails nursing diploma

Woman 25

Wereda

G10+1

908

2007

Kebele officials do not support HEWs

Wants to improve education status and leave the
community

Woman 32

No information

G12+1

772 (may be
after tax)

2009

Woman 22

No information

G10 + 1 yr 8
months

908

2011

G10+1

908

2008

G10+1

908

2011

G12+1
G12+1

1427
1427

G10 +certificate

No figure

Do’oma

Harre-saw

Woman 30
Woman 34

Worked in
another kebele in
wereda
Worked in
another kebele in
wereda
No information
No information

Woman 27

No information

Woman 22

No information

Woman 29

Husband is kebele
manager

Woman

NA

G10 +
certificate
Accounting
drop out
trained on job
G10 + training

Woman 23

Not from kebele

Woman 23

Not from kebele

Woman 28

Gelcha
Woman 25

Aze Debo’a
Gara Godo

Shumsheha

It takes time to convince people and time for them
to implement what they are told to do; some do
not have the resources
Community co-operation not strong as their
awareness is not developed
Sometimes spends a whole month being trained by
govt or NGOs

No house or water to stay in site so spends on
commuting, gets tired, misses work, wereda
officials blame her
No information
2007
Difficult to cover villages in mountainous part
Two HEWs cannot cover whole kebele; community
2007
does not co-operate enough

No figure

2008

Females are more co-operative than males.

1427

2005

NA

1232

NA

G10+1

908

2009

G10+1

908

2009

Would be better if the Health Post had a motorbike
Two HEWs not enough for the vast kebele – need 2
more
No house – has to rent from kebele chair; wants to
upgrade but opportunities minimal – no distance
education in health field

Adele Keke

Does not want to continue in health extension work
Plan to get educated by government in health but
not health extension
Wants to upgrade and get a better job
Wereda bias in giving positions and education
opportunities to relatives – not happy and wants to
resign
Wants to do a degree and transfer to Durame
Wants to see kebele free of malaria and food
shortages
Wants to educate community to eliminate problems
and improve her education
Wants to succeed in her education and become a
well-trained professional -doing summer school
diploma
NA
Wants to be a nurse
Wants to continue in health field but with more
education

Key points : Ages ranged from 19 to 34 – the two women in their 30s had Grade 12 education and received higher salaries – as did the untrained wife of the kebele manager in Shumsheha;
the majority of the HEWs wanted to leave their jobs – most to upgrade their health education; community, kebele and wereda coo-operation were not always present.
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Implementation experiences of government volunteers in the kebele
Kebele chairs and their experiences
Table 9: Kebele chairs
Age

Qualifications

Other responsibilities

Appointed

Problems

Aspirations

Luqa

60

No education; many relatives
with various roles in the
community – from the biggest
clan

Party leader, tax collection, land
conservation, security, development chair,
PTS, kebele health committee, ritual leader

1992

3 wives and 20 children to manage; can’t
read or write

To see a developed community and die
happily; concentrate on improving his private
life

Do’oma

38

Grade 8; Cabinet member for 18
years in various posts

Party leader, tax collection, chair food aid
committee, development committee;
Orthodox church leader

2010

Cannot farm properly; far to walk in heat to
kebele and wereda offices

Does not want to continue as no time for
farm or social relations

Harresaw

39

Grade 8

Multiple other roles including party
leadership

2005

Gelcha

39

No education; elder dispute
resolution

Organises and follows up all activities in
kebele including health, education, peace
and security, development issues etc with
professionals

2006

Aze
Debo’a

48

Grade 8; leadership rotates
between clans

Multiple other roles – delegates some

2009

Gara
Godo

34

Grade 10

Multiple roles including party leadership

2010

Shumsheha

59

Multiple roles

2002

Complained of workload

Wants to concentrate on improving his
private life

Adele
Keke

45

Multiple roles including tax collection

2009

Deplores loss of income from time spent on
community issues; dislikes people’s
resistance to govt ideas

Plans to search for someone to replace him
and leave to focus on his own work

Grade 8; many relatives with
various roles
Grade 6 – good model –
successful chat broker – many
relatives with kebele roles

So busy he has to hire a daily labourer; asked
to be released to focus on own work but
Council and community refused
Can’t read or write; problem handling own
work which negatively affects his livelihood;
confrontation with community members
unwilling to engage in development activities
Cabinet would work better if people were
paid
Kebele leadership reluctant to do anything;
we should accept appointment by
community but it harms personal
improvement through work or education and
other social responsibilities

To quit and do his farming effectively
Wants to stop and concentrate on duties as a
guard at the sugar factory and animal rearing
Wants to send his children to school, build a
new house and change the life of his family
Wants to plan his personal development
through education and trade

Key points:






The youngest chair was 34 and the oldest 60; one had been in the position since 1992 and another since 2002
Education levels ranged from Grade 6 to Grade 10 except for the chairs in the pastoralist sites who had no education
All had multiple roles associated with being kebele chair; all complained of lack of time to do their own work and/or lack of reward for their community work
All were simultaneously party leaders
While most said they wanted to stop this did not seem to be possible until they had been given permission and/or removed through the gimgema process.
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Kebele vice-chairs and their experiences
Table 10: Kebele vice-chairs
Luqa

Age
Qualifications
No vice-chair

Do’oma

41

Hard-working farmer
who leads family well

Harresaw

30

Grade 8, relative of
chair

Gelcha

24

G10

Aze
Debo’a

48

Gara
Godo
Shumsheha
Adele
Keke

Other responsibilities

Appointed

Organises and monitors govt employees; security
representative; follows up PSNP PWs; vice-chair of party;
Protestant church leader
TPLF basic structure and propaganda; supervises
development team leaders

Problems

Aspirations

2011

Kebele admin costs covered by community
contributions; lack of furniture and equipment

NA

2006

When elected he first refused

Wants to hand over positions
and focus on own activities

Government officials frequently not in kebele office so he
has to do their work as he can read and write;

2011

Appointed without his wish – work burden and
hardship with no payment or benefit; paid officials
don’t work closely with the community

Wants to upgrade education
when brother finishes his

G8; good reputation &
church leader

Also propaganda; peace and security, militia, tax
collection

2010

Not enough time for his own activities – relatives
and neighbours assist with his farming

35

G10 – studying distance
accounting diploma

Responsible for kebele politics and structure; recently
became OMO microfinance co-ordinator

2010

Wereda govt should take account of the capacity
of farmers when distributing fertilisers and other
inputs which were distributed on a quota system

47

G7

Head of communication office, basic party organisation
and sub-kebele 2

2005

Too many activities, particularly recording minutes
and preparing the final document

35

G10 – was chair from
2005-7

Also leader of a zone for development activities and a
development team leader

2009

Unhappy as he often has to stand in for the kebele
chair who is absent about his chat business;
minimises time for his own work; community
resistance

Wants to perform kebele
responsibilities without
nepotism
Wants to upgrade education
and personal and family
business
Role of vice-chair should be
limited by assigning
communication and party
head roles to others
Wants to stop being vicechair and focus on his farming
to improve his livelihood.

Key points :




All were aged 30 to 48 except for the vice-chair in the pastoralist site Gelcha who was 24 and had completed Grade 10 and was ‘appointed without his wish’
The vice-chairs often had responsibility for security and party organisation
Five wanted to stop doing the role
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Kebele council leaders and their experiences
Table 11: Kebele council leaders
Age

Qualifications
Clan leader, ritual holder,
people listen to him
Grade 8, religious organiser,
model farmer, member of PTA
Nominated by party and
elected by community

Appointed

Problems

Aspirations

2006

After 2010 election to
congratulate EPRDF

Last meeting

Attendance problem as some come from faraway areas
and some don’t know a meeting has been called

Smaller council with stronger members who
had decision-making powers

2010

October 2011

None mentioned

A meeting hall and well-organised registry

2010

November 2011

Absenteeism especially at harvest time and by youth;
youth migration; lack of quorum

Reduction in number of meetings related to
kebele council
To resign as it is difficult to make council
members attend meetings and leads to
disputes – and no salary

Luqa

50

Do’oma

40

Harresaw

49

Gelcha

34

No education

2010

Last year

Many of the 300 members absent

Aze Debo’a
Gara Godo

NA
52

Grade 7, church co-ordinator

Oct 2011

Shumsheha

40

Grade 5

2010

Attendance problem
Lateness; Power to oversee cabinet not exercised due
to fear of antagonising personal relations; wife accuses
him of neglecting household work to work for others

Adele Keke

48

Grade 8; was a wereda
councillor, imam

2010

October 2011
Monthly but last one not
held due to unexpected
heavy rainfall
Now held every two
months

Absenteeism – have agreed a punishment rule

Key points :




Most council leaders were in their forties; the pastoralist leaders had no education while the others had some
Six of the seven responding had only been in place since 2010
Most reported member absenteeism to be a problem
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No meetings in peak farming seasons
NA
Would like to be free for religious activities –
manage of Muslim Affairs agency at wereda

Development team, cell and 1-5 leaders and their experiences
Table 12: Development teams, cells and 1-5s

Luqa

Sub-kebele leader

Development team leader

1-5 leader

Problems

45, Grade 1, member of central
committee of ruling party and DT
leader

50ish, 2010, Grade 6

Started 2010 – meant to assist each other with
labour like customary urba.

S-k leader: Work consumes private time so DT and 1-5
leaders are not interested in doing the work

1-5 groups not functional – should meet every 3 days

DT leaders refused long training by wereda or to train 1-5
leaders

Purpose is to implement interventions more quickly
– telling people in a meeting takes a long time and it
is easier to communicate in smaller groups; women’s
health packages, dropouts, clean water etc

They are meant to help poor people in work and each
other in weeding and collecting harvests – actually there
are some conflicts between members which hinders
them from helping each other. Sometimes the woman 15 leader faces resistance.

Group should have strong relations like a family and
met daily for individual farm work – but there is no
farming due to lack of water. Leader also collects tax
and calls people to meetings – should report to the
DT leader but it is not functional as planned.

No development achievement due to lack of water; DT
not functional

Do’o
ma

Not applicable

Harr
esaw

Structures disbanded though s-ks
still used or co-ordination

Ruling party considers development groups
as cells – expected to meet twice a month.
12 DTs each with 3 leaders – was plan to
meet twice a month but since DT leaders are
inactive there is no need
35 DTs for women and 21 for men; leaders
direct programmes that come from the
kebele to the leaders of the 1-5s; also report
upwards. Not all DT members are party
members.
Each hamlet is a gare (DT) organised into 1-5
groups; previously structures were for
politics, now should be for development as
well; woman leader collects DT contribution
of 5 birr per person every 15 days

Gelc
ha

Zones not functional

Aze
Debo
’a

Structures disbanded

DT leaders report to party chairman – leader
should improve his life and establish 1-5s

1-5 leader works as mediator and PR linking people
and government

Gara
Godo

No sub-kebele leader, now DTs and
1-5s

DT leaders have voluminous duties during tax
& debt collection and for security;

Act on issues of joint farming, newsletter study and
feedback and reporting from and to kebele officials.
Started 2 years ago.

Shu
mshe
ha

40, Grade 6, since 2005; reports to
& gets directives from kebele
admin; co-ordinates leadership to
mobilise community to implement
kebele work plan – meet once a
week to evaluate performance and
do tasks such as PWs and security
problems

40 or so DTs each reporting to their
respective sub-kebele leadership; recently
mostly used for PWs – watershed
management

Teams are divided into 1-5 groups – all leaders are
party members but most others are not. Easier to
monitor PWs than it was when it was done at DT
level.

S-k leader: absence of compensation discouraging him
from continuing in tiresome and time-consuming work
DT leader has served long enough harming his household
work time and would like to retire.

Adel
e
Keke

3 zones and 21 development teams
– also talk of gares

DT leader accepts messages and instructions
from zone leader and passes to 1-5s; on one
team of 25 hhs 11 are party members

NA

Some work like the construction of waterpoints has fallen
on shoulders of individual farmers – with no assistance
from the government.

DT leaders need more training and propagation for
members. 1-5 leader doesn’t want to continue as no
payment
Problem doing things in peak farming seasons; DT leader
2011 – personal business being harmed. 1-5s would
function better if kebele strengthened the skills of
leaders and members

Key points : old sub-kebele structures had been disbanded and replaced with development teams/cells and 1-5s but the sub-kebeles, sometimes renamed ‘zones’ were often still in use for
co-ordination and the allocation of DAs; those kebeles settled in numerous villages also used these – sometimes organising Development Teams on a village basis. The goal seemed to be to
get everyone to join the party so that Development Teams and party cells could act as one but in many places the majority were not party members. The work expected of the leaders of
teams and 1-5s and members interfered with farming activities and was resisted.
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Women’s organisations and the experiences of the leaders and members
Table 13: Women’s organisations
Luqa
Do’oma
Harresaw
Gelcha
Aze Debo’a
Gara Godo

Shumsheha

Adele Keke

No Association, League or Federation. Women’s co-operative selling in weekly market reduced from 20 to 6 – led by a woman of 48 with some training who was a party member.
Women’s Association was a farming co-operative with 16 members all relatives/friends of kebele leadership – given land in 2009 first worked by husbands and then daily labour; not operative in
2011 due to shortage of irrigation water. No Federation. League established 2011- no resources and had done nothing – kebele officials said they were too busy to call women for a meeting.
Women’s Association had 982 members but no resources as all fees passed to the wereda. Meet once a month and discuss underage marriage, youth migration and maternal health. The League
has 85 members and meets with the association; only difference is that when called to the wereda they are separate. The Federation controls the amount of membership fee; it does not have
members. Women do not easily accept when told to participate in development activities; when given leadership posts they are reluctant to work.
No Association, and Federation in name only. League established in 2009; collected 0.5 birr from almost all women and a leader was trained. She has not implemented anything as there is no
assistance in how to start her work. A grinding mill co-operative was established by an NGO in 2009 but expenditure was higher than income and it closed after 9 months.
385 association members and 70 league members. Shares kebele office and has no resources. Both led by a woman of 37 who is also a kebele committee member and a party members. The main
role is to increase women’s participation in decision-making and control of household resources; recently reported the case of a widow whose land was taken by her husband’s brother and it was
returned. Training from a women’s rights NGO. No Federation.
The Association has 150 active members and gives training on saving, hygiene and female circumcision. Regular saving – 3% sent to wereda & zone and the rest used for admin costs – 1000 birr in
account. The Federation has 30-50 members but no achievements. The League has 210 members – takes women from association and federation and teaches them about politics – no material or
financial resources. There is a spinning co-operative given cotton and spindles by the wereda; the women have not been paid for their spun cotton and are accusing the wereda of corruption.
Women’s association has ‘become passive’; the league was founded in 2010 with the aim of women’s empowerment encouraging them to participate in different kinds of work and know their
rights. Leader is 20 and said the league (175 members) is doing well and women have started doing developmental work they did not dare to do before and even started to speak freely in
meetings. The major problem is that all women do not participate in meetings. Fistula victims cannot get medical treatment unless they are members of the women’s association. Energy-saving
stove coo-operative unsuccessful as stoves too expensive.
Association said to have 900 members; organises meetings to tell members about their rights. They provide support with the kebele women and child representative to women suffering genderbased violence. Recently made efforts to organise women in small groups at village level in milk equbs. 53 women have joined a milk co-operative which may be functional in the near future.
Association has no resources – annual fee of 3.25 birr is given to the wereda. Problem is that most members do not attend meetings or pay the contribution on time.

Key points :





Women’s Associations had mainly economic roles in some places but there were few women’s co-operative successes
No women’s organisations were successful since there was no wereda or kebele support and most women preferred to spend their time doing other things
In communities where NGOs supported women there were more activities, but they depended on continuing support
A lot depended on the quality of the leadership
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Youth organisations and the experiences of the leaders and members
Table 14: Youth organisations
Luqa
Do’oma
Harresaw
Gelcha
Aze Debo’a
Gara Godo

Shumsheha
Adele Keke

Said to be 50 active Association members including 8 females. There is a youth co-op which buys and sells goats and conserves Oro water resource. 50 members 42 male – gvt gave training and
AMREF 31,500 birr. Sell goats to an orgn in Jinka and incense and gum to traders in wereda town. Leader 26 apptd 2009 completed G4 also kebele manager. Two years ago people from wereda
called a youth meeting and told them about the league and a chair was nominated but nothing had happened since.
No Association. Federation founded August 2011 – meeting of 40 told to participate actively in projects like watershed management; at wereda meeting youth leaders were told if they get a
strong federation they will be given identity cards and money to work together. It has not started working as there is little support from wereda and kebele and for that reason youth don’t want
to participate.
290 members all male – females in Women’s Association. Some achievements – farmland for 52 youth and hillside land for group. But leaders discouraged by migration, tabia leadership not
trusting youth and giving them access to credit and government’s unfulfilled promises. Federation not mentioned. League very recent and not yet strong – 50 members – separate fee but joint
work with YA.
Association has 10 male and 3 female members; the leader thinks it is concerned with the formation of youth co-operatives. The Federation was recently established and the League leader as
appointed as its head. The League has 18 male and 12 female members. Wereda officials told the head he should work four mornings a week and he tried but the activities came to a halt. Youth
don’t know about the organisation and the wereda give no attention to it. A farming youth co-operative was launched in 2006 but failed in 2009 when there was no harvest due to lack of rain.
Association has 264 members male and female. YA, League and Federation work together but cannot achieve anything as they have no budget.
‘Young’ youth association has 45 male and 15 female members; no work is going on and there are no resources. They planned to take up activities like nurseries, producing vegetables with microirrigation and forest protection but none implemented. Monthly meetings or awareness creation, to promote job-creation not seeking, and discuss youth and adolescent affairs. No motivation
from government or other organisations to help them launch projects, All that is said is not done. League and Federation have different heads who do not plan together. The Federation includes
party and non-party but inclines to political involvement; the League has only party members. Both have fewer active members than the Association.
Association had 210 members, collects fees of 3 birr a year and sends 80% to the wereda. It helps organised youth co-operatives. There are five sand and cobblestone co-ops but also lack of a
sustainable market. The Federation has no members but a leadership which co-ordinates the youth association and league. The League leader said he could help members get priority in finding
jobs, kebele project benefits and training opportunities.
Youth Association which was established in the longer past has about 300 members all male – there once was one female member who became a wereda councillor. Nothing tangible is done;
even the annual contribution has not been collected for some years. In the last month three groups of unemployed youth have organised themselves and contributed money expecting
government will provide credit. The leader had heard about the league and federation but nothing had been done.

Key points :



There was one successful youth co-operative in each of Luqa, Harresaw and Shumsheha
Otherwise the associations, leagues and federations were weak or non-existent which leaders attributed to lack of support from weredas and kebeles
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Other volunteers and their experiences
Table 15: Wereda councillors
Luqa
Do’oma
Harresaw
Gelcha
Aze Debo’a
Gara Godo
Shumsheha
Adele Keke

Kebele chair is the male councillor; female is 35 appointed 2007 by ruling party and voted for by the community – speaks fluent Amharic and has close relatives in positions in Woito and Key Afer.
Council meetings held 3 times a year.
Kebele chair is wereda councillor – brings problems and community issues. Meetings every four years unless there is a hot issue. Three representatives from each kebele attend meetings which
are participatory and open to suggestions and questions without limitation. No woman councillor found.
Ex-fighter 44 –he discusses tabia issues to be raised at the council with the tabia administration; willing to continue as it doesn’t take much time. The female councillor is 40 and not literate.
Meetings are held at the wereda for 3 days every 3 months and there is a 1-day community meeting on return.
Eight months ago 2 people were selected as wereda councillors; they were trained for three days but nothing has been implemented. They were told they have power over all activities in the
kebele and they have to call the community to evaluate officials and send the report via the kebele manager to the wereda council office.
Teacher of 50 elected 2 years ago; he makes a weekly written report and a daily call to the wereda. He works at least 2 days a week at the kebele administration and attend monthly kebele
Council meetings to brief Council on wereda issues. There is no female wereda councillor.
65 year-old man with pre-school education appointed in 2005; he collects comments, suggestions and public appeals from the community and reports to the wereda council. He spends one day a
week on council affairs; sometimes wereda directions and community interests mismatch leading to conflict, for example the provision of incompatible seed and fertiliser. No female councillor.
42 Grade 4 dropout elected in 2009. Regular complaints that the 3 rural kebeles were neglected in favour of the 2 urban ones were ignored. Also corruption in urban land administration was
discussed as a serious problem.
Wereda councillor assigned to the kebele by the wereda to build the capacity of the kebele. He is giving capacity building training, advice and assistance on NRM, safe water, rural roads,
education, and health extension packages. He also follows up and evaluates the implementation of various interventions. Has a salary. Problems are weak capacity of the kebele and the
community is not free of clanship/lineage attitudes.

Key points :




In five of the communities the wereda councillors interviewed attended wereda council meetings and put forward suggestions and complaints from the kebele
In three the ‘wereda councillors’ seemed to be appointed by the wereda and assigned to the kebele to build capacity and oversee implementation of interventions
Only three women councillors were interviewed
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Table 16: Organising livelihood development
Development committee

NRM committee

Luqa

Led by kebele chair – members are the
leaders of the development groups who
(try to) mobilise their members

See land committee

Do’oma

Development unit estd mid-2011;
previously kebele officials handled
development issues but now the unit get
directions from the wereda agricultural
bureau to disseminate to 1-5 groups via
Devt Teams.

Land committee

Irrigation organisation

No formal structure

NA

Led by NRM DA; started in 2010 –
decides on NRM work – chose the sites
for watershed management and tree
planting and protects against
deforestation

NA

Regulates water use in general – irrigation users and drinking
water. Users grouped into 5 groups. Informant heads one of
them. Members should contribute labour during cleaning and
maintenance and water share depends on crop. Male 34
appointed 2004 – very interested in irrigation and canal
building. G6 – trained at wereda agricultural office twice. Also
leader of drinking water and kebele education committee.

Harresaw

Chaired by the DA NRM: members busy
and farmers don’t attend meetings.

DA NRM, leads PSNP PW & free work.
Focus recently shifted to irrigation &
ponds. Challenges: members are
farmers & busy & do not attend
meetings, delay activities; people find
excuses not to work; ponds collapse.

Leader leads land reallocation process;
in post 1 year – last leader removed for
corruption. Problems – people appeal
after the deadline, conflict, no authority
to punish people.

44, elected 4 yrs ago. Also social court leader, electricity
organiser, party & Council member. Older brother land judge.
Problems: many farmers don’t use land properly, don’t want
to be organised. Doesn’t want to continue bcs wants to focus
on own activities.

Gelcha

10 members selected from youth, women
and elders established but not functional
since 2009 when they followed up the
construction of teachers’ residences.

No committee – DAs and kebele chair
organise the community to participate
through their gere

No committee – issues dealt with by
DAs and kebele chair

Traditional irrigation practised in two villages; in one 40
households have a water management committee.

Aze Debo’a

Kebele chair chairs – achievements large
areas terraced and rehabilitated; 4-day
training for all farmers on various topics;
kebele a model for sanitation

DA NRM leads the committee which
was reorganised 2011. Members
selected bcs better awareness of NRM
and acceptance by community. Should
meet often when NRM work takes
place. Lack of follow-up, no timely
evaluation.

Man 38 Grade 12 selected by
community to lead and couldn’t refuse
– showed own commitment to NRM –
problem lack of tools, poor awareness,
lack of respect for enclosed areas.

No organisation

Kebele chair is leader – facilitates
conditions for voluntary work and
prepares farmer who allows NRM work
on his land.

Land conservation administration has 5
farmer members selected by
community; they resolve boundary
conflicts and advised farmers to get
certificates. No office or stationery or
training. Leader 60 pressured into
taking job in 2011.

No irrigation

Now the work is being done by
Development Teams

6 elected people – works in coordination with sub-committees in each
of the 3 sub-kebeles. Main committee
deals with appeals; sub-committees
directly investigate and make decisions
on land disputes.

Number of irrigation associations; one has 80 users, a 7
member committee and 5 farm-proximity-based users
groups.

Gara Godo

Functioned in past but not any more

Shumsheha

9 members, 5 from Cabinet and 4 from
community – prepares yearly development
plan and submits to Council, selects
watershed PW sites. Until government
banned punishments the kebele was
exemplary in development work
implementation
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Development committee

Adele Keke

12 members including cabinet and
community; discusses development
matters and delegates the work to the DTs
in each village.

NRM committee
Members are 3 DAs, the head of the
Women’s Association and one other –
meets once a week but there is no
incentive for members due to weak
follow-up from wereda and less
interest from kebele officials in
securing the forests etc.

Land committee
Land registration committee – trained in
2010 but as the land was covered with
crops they could not do the work;
recently harvest collected and they are
ready to start registering land.

Irrigation organisation

None

Key points :





Community members were involved in four kinds of committee/organisation for development related to livelihoods: a development committee, NRM committee,
land committee and irrigation organisations/committees
Table 16 shows considerable diversity in the way different communities organised in relation to these tasks with kebele chairs playing a leading role in many cases
The roles of the DAs in the new planned structures of Development Unit – Development Team – 1-5s was not clear and this was reflected particularly in relation to
natural resource management
There was little government involvement in the organisation of irrigation
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Table 17: Organising education development

Luqa
Do’oma
Harresaw
Gelcha

Education committee

PTA

15 members, 3 female; kebele chair is chair and school director secretary – controls and
support the work of the PTSA. Manoeuvred community to contribute 50 birr each with aim of
upgrading school (S for students)
Long-established - discusses issues like teacher shortage & performance, student attendance,
build classrooms etc; recently organised building of 4 classrooms and asked wereda for a
Grade 5 teacher; suggests meetings should be in non-peak farming seasons
Tabia manager leads the committee which oversees all tabia schools, help schools to get
income etc.
School board committee has 7 members chaired by kebele chair; the PTA works closely with
the school and until now the board is not functional. The kebele chair works closely with the
school management committee and school director.

11 community + teachers; proposed upgrading of school. Meets twice a week and goes to the
sub-kebeles to create awareness. Members are from all the sub-kebeles and it is difficult for
them to attend meetings
Four cabinet and 4 from community – known as school board – meets if head reports a problem
– participates in drafting the school budget with the education committee and the parentteacher union.
Monthly meetings which make decisions on school budget use and follow up on students’
absenteeism and teacher performance.
7 members from the community + teachers. Tries to minimise dropout and irregular attendance
and controls school income and expenditure. Meets once a month and if something urgent crops
up; they follow instructions and guide from the wereda office.
Leader is 48, priest, Gr10. Leads Gr1-8 school PTA since 2005. Got training on PTA. Meetings
once/month + urgent cases. Has official school stamp. Members are bored because there is no
reward & no refreshment.
Members are school director, parent reps, teachers , student rep. Determine amount of money
to be contributed by students and leads the community participation on the school fence and
farm.

Aze Debo’a

No data

Gara Godo

5 members – controls absent teachers and students & manages school farm; members do not
attend properly or come on time

Shumsheha

Adele Keke

7 members chosen by community to manage school and its assets; evaluate teacher and
student discipline, follow up learning-teaching process and quality of education, supervise
school budget, manage purchase of materials and equipment- everything documented.
Members need to be paid.
Board has 15 members and is chaired by the head of the main school. They discuss and decide
issues beyond the capacity of the PTA, e.g. decision to employ a guard and problems related
to the madrasa school

Same as school committee
1 male and 1 female teacher and 5 parents; encourages parents to send children to school,
follows up dropouts, mobilises community to contribute for improvements and can punish
teachers and students with bad behaviour.

Key points :




In some places there seemed to be Education Committees, School Boards and PTAs while in others, like Shumsheha, there only seemed to be one.
In most places PTAs followed up on absenteeism and teacher performance
Communities responded well to mobilisations to improve and upgrade schools except for Adele Keke
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Table 18: Organising health development
Health committee

Luqa

Do’om
a

Kebele chair, school rep, HEW, Kalehiwot leader,
community leader, women’s affairs. Work to prevent
diseases, report epidemics, help students and others
go to HP etc. Meet twice a week, recently active in
malaria epidemic, some complained there is no
incentive and don’t do what they should.
Leader is HEW.

Two HEWS, leader of Women’s Association, 2 health
volunteers; select hhs to get bednets, monitor house
spraying, supervise removal of stagnant water.
Problem

Drinking water

Anti-HTPs

Health volunteers

Kebele manager, chair, 3
DAs and vet identify the
number and list of
beneficiaries and send it to
the wereda food security
office – leader is Crops DA

Established by representatives
from 2 kebeles including elders –
some success

3 who mobilise for campaigns,
provide health education and help
HEW to visit houses. No health army.

10 members trained by UNICEF
in 2004. Head is also head of
irrigation water and education
committee. Responsible for
fencing, clearing the area,
collecting contributions,
maintenance. Need more
waterpoints for school and
distant hhs. Aspires to electric
pumps.

8 members including
cabinet, religious leaders,
elder – organised in 2010;
before cabinet did it.
Recently chose beneficiaries
affected by floods.

NA

8 health promoters – no health army

No information – may not exist

Health volunteers meet twice a
month. Women development group
members are called health army.

Lack of response from wereda
office – many waterpoints are
malfunctioning and people
returning to drinking pond water.

Food aid

Harres
aw

Epidemic committee – 11 members – work together
when there is an epidemic.

Each water point has a
committee.

Food security task force.
Chaired by tabia leader.
Also decide on appeals as
appeal committee
dysfunctional.

Gelcha

Structure present but not functional

NA

Food distributed by wereda

Aze
Debo’a

5 members including 1 HEW – headed by kebele
chair. Works closely with health promoters, health
army and HEWs. Mobilises for vaccination and
against HTPs with NGO partners.

Not one kebele level committee.
Leader of one water point
committee also guard, paid 70
birr/month.

Food security task force, led
by kebele chair. Decisions
made by kebele admin/no
separate meetings.

Gara
Godo

NA

4 members - work with wereda
plumber but slow response;
leader collects fees.

NA

Shums
heha

7 members selected by community – disease
prevention, curative health, packages. Checks health
condition of community, evaluates health services
and reports problems to the wereda health office.
Meets once a month and on demand – head is the
health centre head

Example - handpumped water
committee for 70 beneficiary
households – water pump broke
3 months ago but no help from
the wereda; they are trying to
get piped water from Plan
International

Food security task force has
12 members; chaired by
kebele chair; they organise
and monitor the selection
of safety net users, monitor
the public work etc
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10 members trained by NGO –
only a few willing to train
community
No data – but there is an active
NGO working on female
circumcision among other
women’s issues
Community discussion sessions
once a month based on a manual
– 50 members; no salary but
refreshments; members pay 25
cents a week (NGO related?)

Wereda/NGO training; problem when
people move with animals; heard
about health army

Committee works on elimination
of rape, domestic violence,
female circumcision, early
marriage and promotes family
planning, modern delivery &
vaccination.

22 HPs – house-to-house – awareness
re packages; team members specialise
e.g. malaria, malnutrition. Problems
distance between houses, dogs, hot
sun, husband disapproval. Health
Army and Promoters are same

Wereda/NGO training – individuals
following up around 40 households.
Promoters are army leaders
28 health promoters – identify
malnourished children under 2, visit
during vaccinations, advise on toilets
and bednets; 278 1-5s, 1390 health
armies

Adele
Keke

All members are farmers; a vanguard committee was
established in one village and now they plan to have
one in each village – focus on building latrines.
People resistant to coming to meetings.

Pumps managed separately

No data

HEWs active – no report of a
committee

507 male and 437 female volunteer
health workers mobilising the
community working in own village; no
army

Key points :






Some communities did not have health committees; the functions of those which did varied and included a committee to organise health promoters, an epidemic
committee, and committee monitoring health and services in the community headed by the health centre head.
Community members were responsible for managing and maintaining waterpoints; in some places one committee managed all points, while in others there was a
committee for each pump
The management of food aid varied across the communities; seven of the site were in PSNP weredas and all were eligible for emergency food aid which was
regularly supplied in some sites.
Committees to eliminate Harmful Traditional Practices were active in some sites with some successes.
There were health promoters or volunteers in all sites who made house-to-house visits. There seemed to be a move to use women’s Development Teams and 1-5s
to promote awareness which had progressed furthest in the Tigray site. The Health Army had been heard of in all but the two most remote sites but it was not clear
what it meant in practice
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Table 19: Organising security
Peace committee

Security Committee

Militia

Luqa

None

No formal committee – cabinet member assigned to work with the
militia

Do’oma

Wereda police organised one in
2009 but it only had that one
meeting

None

Harresaw

Dysfunctional: too large and rivalry
with policeman

Gelcha

See Security committee

Aze
Debo’a

Not known

52 member committee led by 30 year old; acts if ordered by the
kebele chair for example for fertiliser debt repayment. Members are
not motivated as there is no salary.

Gara
Godo

12 members including kebele chair,
religious leaders etc Leader 35
appointed 2009 Grade 7. Aims to
prevent disorder within the kebele
and across neighbouring kebeles.

10 members including kebele chair, security head, militia head,
religious leader and elder act on community security and conflict
resolution and judge crimes. Leader 32 appointed 2004 Grade 10 –
also committed to collecting taxes.

22 members based on personality and code of conduct used for screening purposes.
No weapons except during campaigns – anyway only have 2 ‘clash’ (guns). Work is
regular day and night but there are no incentives.

Leader 68 elected 2008 – no
training; 7 members working on
awareness creation and assessing
kebele areas for potential conflict,
theft and other societal problems;
report to cabinet.

NA

The kebele militia has 53 government recruits and 56 private arms bearers. It is
organized into 9 teams, 1 team for each got. A team consists of 8-16 militia men and
each team is run by 3 leaders. The kebele militia office is managed by 3 leaders, a
commander, vice commander, and 1 member responsible for arms and other
equipment. 8 of the total 53 trained militia are armed while the rest work unarmed;
at security check points or in overnight watching, unarmed militia are assigned with
one armed member; people with private weapons can also be assigned to security
maintaining activity as the need arises. The GantaMeri (commander) at each got is
responsible for crime prevention and bringing individuals wanted by the social court
or those who may be suspected of any crime. The militia work in cooperation with
the community police in all security maintenance activities

Same as security committee

18 male and 2 female members: secures peace in the community,
mobilises the community for development activities; mobilises the
members to work hard on their own farms to be exemplary for others.
Wereda court came to the kebele and structured committees at
village level involving leaders of DTs, gares and 1-5 networks, elders,
women and youth based on instructions from Oromia Regional State.

20 members each with a weapon; no incentives but awareness training every year
and the community works on their farms in turn. During disputes over land
boundaries and the like, the militia come between the parties and keep the peace
and security of the individuals as well as their properties but during this, there is no
food for the militia.

Shumsh
eha

Adele
Keke

Leader is ex-fighter elected 5 years ago; reports weekly to Cabinet,
comes daily to the tabia centre, and calls a meeting every 2 weeks.
Wants to quite due to time pressure and conflicts but he can’t refuse
the pressure to stay from the Council.
21 members including 18 militia – all party members. Leader works
many days depending on assignments from wereda. He has to attend
many trainings without perdiems having to pay for his own transport.
Wants to resign.

40 militia, no arms; they work in their sub-kebeles and meet on Mondays; no
incentives
20 men with guns work in shifts and since last year tour every night; they bring
prisoners and PW refusers to the kebele office. Some said to be biased and corrupt –
no salary and not motivated or devoted to the work. There is a problem to coerce
them as they are doing voluntary work.
125 militia though some have migrated; only 15 permanent militia who meet twice a
week with the head.
20 militia, only 8 have weapons. Most are permanent employees at the sugar factory
and many refuse to act when they are meant to be working. No incentives except
perdiem when they take an offender to the wereda. Leader 46 appointed 1997 has
requested many times to resign but community refuses.
56 members, 8 turn out each day. Leader 35 Grade 12 assigned 2005. Major roles tax
collection, debt repayment and protection of kebele office. Shortage of uniforms,
shoes and weapons. Leader has no time for household and they get not salary and
not even a cup of tea.

Key points : five sites had security committees of varying sizes and two had a peace committee – there may have been some confusion in translation; all had militias organised more
(Shumsheha) or less (Luqa) along military lines
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Table 20: The social court
Luqa
Do’oma
Harresaw
Gelcha
Aze Debo’a
Gara Godo
Shumsheha
Adele Keke

Three judges; person bringing case pays 10 birr to open and 10 to close. Works with community elders; militia bring offenders and it reports to the wereda court. Secretary 38 appointed 2 years
ago, Grade 4, can read and write and is a Kalehiwot priest. Court officials need to be paid and the 500 birr limit should be raised ( a goat costs 1000 birr)
Court stopped operating in 2007 and elders’ group became more influential.
Leader chairs regular trials twice a week and urgent cases; no formal education but trained in law at wereda, zone and Region. Wants to quit because work is sensitive and causes conflicts with
people.
Three members mostly playing an elders’ role; no-one wants to send anything to the wereda court because of corruption. Leader 50, ex-kebele chair, illiterate, no training. Works every
Wednesday in kebele office for no reward but does not mind.
Leader was appointed in 2008 in his absence; at first he refused but following insistence accepted. Court meets every Friday afternoon and never decides without elders’ advice. The challenges
are no training and no link with the wereda court.
The court can handle cases up to a value of 500 birr. There is strong integration with elders and links with the peace committee for criminal cases. A new head was recently appointed with a
Diploma in Law G10+3
Head is 66 with Grade 4; works about 3 days a month on holiday; removal of perdiems means witnesses refuse to come and removal of fines of disputants who fail to appear means the accused
can drag out the process by not turning up.
Some kebele officials thought there was no longer a kebele social court though some community members thought there still was. There is no salary or office facilities; court meant to work two
afternoons a week.

Key points :





Social courts have lost power to elders and wereda courts following the decisions that they should not see cases involving more than 500 birr or land cases.
In one site the wereda court was avoided because of corruption
In one community the court had not operated for a long time and in another seemed to have fizzled out
At the other extreme the Harresaw court held trials twice a week.
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Contributions required of ordinary community members if interventions were to work
Interventions to improve infrastructure and the environment
Contributions related to infrastructure interventions
Similarities




In all sites the improvement and maintenance of internal roads was done through PSNP and free
labour with no assistance from the wereda.
Owning a mobile phone depended on having cash to buy the phone, cards and electricity for
charging. Non-owners who wanted to use one usually had to give the owner something for using
it or buy a personal card.
Farmers everywhere had to buy irrigation equipment such as pumps and drip irrigation
equipment; some got credit (see below).
Differences
















Maintenance of the main road to Harresaw was done with PSNP and free labour. Elsewhere
main roads were maintained by the wereda.
In Harresaw private connections to wereda-provided electricity were paid for by private
individuals; some installed meters while others paid for connection to a private meter. In Adele
Keke the kebele collected money to get the main connection and then villages collected to pay
for connection to the main connection; 12 villages were connected with 13 waiting for EPCO to
connect them. In Aze Debo’a villages near the main connection paid for lines to connect with;
individuals bought meters and others paid for further extension.
In Shumsheha the main connection was paid by a Muslim businessman and all houses in the
centre got connected.
Gelcha and Do’oma did not have electricity; Luqa had a small solar panel which was installed to
power the kebele phone.
In Harresaw people in the remote kushet had contributed for drinking water provision but were
still waiting. In Adele Keke most villages had water sources developed with people’s labour and
financial and technical support from an NGO and technical support from the wereda. In Gelcha,
where water was a serious problem, people were made to contribute 80 birr per household for a
water project that they were still waiting for.
In Adele Keke people contributed monthly for drinking water maintenance. In Adele Keke
contributions also covered the costs of a person who opened the points for fixed periods. There
was no contribution for drinking water in Shumsheha and in Aze Debo’a there were
contributions for some waterpoints. In Luqa there were occasional contributions for
maintenance.
In Harresaw communal ponds for irrigation were dug with PSNP and free labour and this was
used in Do’oma to maintain canals. In Shumsheha DAs organised canal maintenance by
irrigation user groups. In Aze Debo’a well-digging had been a private activity. Some wells were
dug communally on private land in Adele Keke.
In Luqa people contributed for construction of a vet centre (cash), school upgrade (cash),the
Farmers’ Training Centre (wood), the kebele office and a Gr1-4 school (labour, wood). In Gara
Godo contributions for particular projects had recently included a secondary school, a new
primary school and new buildings for the health centre.
Contributions in cash and labour for infrastructure were very high in Do’oma; in the last year
households had contributed 42 birr for school construction for which they also provided wood,
water and sand. People who refused to contribute were imprisoned for 24 hours and fined 10
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birr. The kebele as a whole was expected to contribute 8000 birr (18 birr per hh) for a library and
fence for the secondary school in the nearby wereda town, though people said external
contributions were rare. Do’oma residents were also meant to contribute one morning’s free
labour a week. Community labour had recently been used to re-build the Health Post, new
classrooms at the school, and huts for 7 teachers (who refused to live in them as they were far
from the town and there was no water).
Harresaw residents had collectively contributed for a tabia hall, a secondary school, a regional
stadium and the Abay Dam through deductions from the PSNP/EFA grain budget. At the wereda
council Shumsheha councillors had promised contributions for the Woldya stadium (one goat or
300 birr) and the Abay Dam (10 birr) but were frightened of the prospect of telling the
community and making people pay. Luqa had contributed to the secondary school in the wereda
town.
In Shumsheha the requirements for free labour for infrastructure and environmental work had
increased in 2010 with everyone aged 18 or above expected to do 60 days free labour.
In Adele Keke four schools were built with community labour. Rooms for the HEWs in Harresaw
were built with community labour and the tabia hall was constructed with contributions
deducted from PSNP/EFA grain while the wereda provided cement and 2000 birr.

Contributions related to environmental interventions
Similarities


Community residents in all the sites contributed significant amounts of PSNP/FFW and voluntary
labour for environmental improvement activities
Differences











In Harresaw, zero-grazing changed labour requirements for households from herding to cut-andcarry; there was also total zero-grazing in Adele Keke, on 10 hillsides in Shumsheha and in Aze
Debo’a. Elsewhere grazing was common with smaller areas of land protected from grazing.
Watershed work in the flatter sites of Do’oma, Gara Godo and Gelcha was regarded with some
scepticism. In Gelcha people spent time planting tree seedlings which died due to lack of water
and no-one said that the terracing was useful. In Gara Godo PSNP labour was used for land
terracing and forestation. Watershed work in Do’oma’s hot sun was highly unpopular and
generally regarded as having achieved very little.
Where the work was done on the other sites on hilly parts there was more appreciation, though
also a lot more work.
In Harresaw there was PSNP and 20-days voluntary labour for watershed development (wereda
budget for gabions and cement), terracing and tree-planting. In Shumsheha kebele leaders and
model farmers spent twelve days on a training at wereda level on watershed management and
there was a 5-day training on watershed management and other topics for all party members
(including model farmers) and elders. Much of the 60 days free labour in Shumsheha was
allocated to watershed management. There was terracing and tree-planting in Aze Deboa
In Adele Keke there were watershed management activities (tree planting, terracing and bund
construction) through PSNP, other FFW and free labour; there were a lot of challenges described
in the Policy (Dis)connect section. The community brought seedlings to a nursery but there was
no water, guard or professional management.
In Luqa community labour on higher enclosed ground built terraces and gabions; 6 hectares of
the land were given to a youth group to collect incense.
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Interventions to improve livelihoods
Contributions related to land interventions
Similarities


Though levels of work varied between communities in all of them social courts or land
administration committees, kebele administrations and elders had to devote time to multiple
land issues including those arising from new laws on the rights of widows, divorcées and
inheritance.
Differences







In Harresaw, Shumsheha and Do’oma small plots of land had been re-allocated to youth. In
Harresaw, where women were being given priority, the process had been temporarily disrupted
as a result of the refusal by the got housing the tabia centre to reallocate until the other gots
gave them some land to compensate for the land they had lost to the town, which they refused
to do.
In Harresaw officials threatened that those with irrigated land would lose it if they did not use it
properly, though the threat had not been implemented. Youth could only get land if they joined
the Youth Association.
In Aze Debo’a land was given to an investor for a coffee processing plant; the displaced farmer
was compensated by the kebele with replacement (less fertile communal) land and the investor
gave him some cash and work at the plant.
In Gelcha dispute resolvers and militia had extra work as a result of serious conflict with the
national park over people letting their livestock in.

Contributions related to agricultural interventions
Similarities




Wealthy farmers were the main immediate beneficiaries of agricultural interventions although
many middle-wealth farmers also benefited, sometimes with a lag as new ideas, techniques and
seeds percolated through the community. Immediate beneficiaries of agricultural interventions
had to have enough land and family labour or cash to pay daily labour.
To purchase equipment for irrigation and seeds and fertiliser for irrigated and rainfed land they
needed cash; nowhere could farmers get 100% of the costs on credit and in some sites there was
no credit. Improved farming, especially on irrigated land, also took more time, and farmers had
to work harder or be rich enough to employ sufficient labour.
Differences






Farmers, and sometimes non-farmers, in Do’oma, Harresaw and Shumsheha were forced to take
a level of fertiliser decided by the DAs, leading to inefficiencies and debt.
In some communities model farmers who were leaders of 1-5s, should have spent time being
trained in agricultural techniques by their Development Team leaders and then passing on the
skills to the farmers in their group. In some they were meant to organise their group to work
communally on each other’s land in turn. In Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo no agricultural role for 15s was mentioned. Development Team leaders spent time on meetings and sometimes being
trained. In Do’oma they had walked out of a training planned for 15 days on the third day. In
Adele Keke there had been a 7-day training for model farmers.
In Gara Godo and Do’oma those who had been awarded as Champions in the area were
expected to help other farmers in various ways. Farmers with larger holdings could diversify
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their agricultural portfolio, use inputs well and produce surpluses enabling them to buy inputs
for the next season and giving them a disposable income. Farmers who only had garden plots did
not get agricultural extension advice or inputs.
In Harresaw and Do’oma PSNP/PW labour had been used on the FTC demonstration plot; in
Harresaw the outputs were sold for income for the FTC. In Do’oma improved banana seedlings
were planted.
Many pastoralists did not have the skills to manage farms and the marketing of crop outputs and
were not very keen to acquire them though there was growing interest among some of the
younger generation.

Contributions related to livestock interventions
Similarities


Generally to benefit from livestock interventions people needed access to grazing or cut-andcarry land, labour for herding or cut-and-carrying and at home (cleaning the yard, milking etc),
access to cash for vet services/drugs, access to cash or credit to buy new stock. When these
communities suffered extreme droughts many livestock died due to lack of water, fodder and
disease epidemics as a result of increased vulnerability.
Differences









The quality of livestock extension and packages varied across the communities. The best was in
Harresaw where there was AI and drugs from the vet (cash required), access to improved breeds
(cash or credit required) and improved fodder from the nursery (land required). To benefit from
these services people also needed labour to cut and carry fodder.
In Gara Godo, Aze Debo’a and Do’oma rich farmers bought considerable numbers of bulls and
oxen and gave them to others to share-rear.
In Do’oma the DAs tried to introduce a technology to make improved fodder which required
financial resources (to purchase plastic sheet, urea & salt) and some work every day for 15 days.
Extension workers were promoting honey in Harresaw (individuals) and Shumsheha (youth
groups). Beneficiaries required land for the hives, capital or credit to buy the modern hives and
the bees, skills and access to markets. In Harresaw there were problems getting the experts and
machines to extract the honey from the modern beehives as the roads were not good.
Some programmes for increasing stock were reserved for particular kinds of people. In Aze
Debo’a an NGO had a programme for poor people and in Adele Keke an NGO had a programme
for PSNP beneficiaries. There were government-run PSNP-related livestock packages in Do’oma
and Gelcha, and in Gelcha an NGO had a shoat fattening programme for women which required
some saving.

Contributions related to non-farm interventions
Similarities


There was a lot of low-level non-farm activity in these communities mainly related to trade;
those with ‘town centres’ also had small businesses mostly providing services – shops, cafés,
entertainment, etc. There were skilled construction workers and craftworkers – carpenters,
potters, blacksmiths – in some sites. To set up a non-farm business people needed a place to
work (sometimes requiring land), cash or credit and access to equipment and inputs, relevant
skills, and local demand for their product. Government interest in developing this sector did not
seem large; the main activities were credit provision and small projects targeting women and
youth. There was evidence of a growing interest in licensing and taxing the sector.
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Differences











There was credit for non-farm activities in Harresaw; those with teashops and drink houses who
had electricity and TVs attracted more customers. There was also credit from ACSI in Shumsheha
where people had to form groups and credit for youth involved in individual activities.
A major constraint to setting up in the sector in Adele Keke and Aze Debo’a was lack of access to
credit and in Gara Godo difficulties in getting a space in the municipality. In Shumsheha people
needed cash for taxation and also for licenses in Gara Godo.
There were interventions which targeted women. Beneficiaries needed inputs, time,
management skills and market outlets and in some cases Women’s Association membership. In
Aze Debo’a an NGO provided training and support for nonfarm income-generating activities for
poor women. In Shumsheha government and NGOs supported cotton spinning, basket-making,
and stove production groups which were not highly successful. In Gara Godo the wereda office
had organised a women’s cotton-spinning group but then failed to pay for the product.
In Gelcha a grinding mill co-op was set up with an NGO providing a house, machine and start-up
fuel but it became unable to pay salaries and was disbanded. This illustrates some missing but
necessary beneficiary resources – management skills and ability to assess the market.
There were also interventions targeting youth. There were sand and stone co-operatives in
Shumsheha and Gelcha (where the group could not get credit to diversify as the wereda had
stopped giving it due to the bad debts of other failed co-operatives). The co-operative in Do’oma
had been closed as it was said to threaten the security of the Maze National Park.
In Gara Godo a group of nine had received TVET training in wood and metal work but had not
been supported with access to a workplace (with electricity), equipment, inputs or credit.
In Luqa an NGO gave credit to support livestock and sesame trading.
There were interventions targeting ex-soldiers in Shumsheha.

Contributions related to saving and credit interventions
Similarities


Anyone using government or NGO savings and credit organisations needed to be generating
regular cash. Most government credit which was not related to savings required land or group
membership as collateral. Generally it was very difficult for most poor people to access formal
credit.
Differences












Government-affiliated MFIs operated in five communities: DECSI in Harresaw, ACSI in Shumsheha
(group collateral), OMO in Gara Godo (group-based & recently individual packages) and Do’oma
(individual, only for landowners), and OCSI in Adele Keke (group collateral).
There were emerging Savings and Credit co-operatives in Luqa, Harresaw and Aze Debo’a;
beneficiaries needed cash to save, management skills from the leaders and wereda follow-up. In
Luqa OMO had employed an extension worker to introduce savings and credit.
In Shumsheha there were village savings groups, most of which provided credit to members,
promoted by government and NGOs; members needed regular cash to save, time for meetings,
and time and skills for management by leaders and follow-up by government or NGOs.
A World Vision affiliated MFI provided group-based credit in Gara Godo.
There were multi-service co-operatives in Harresaw and Luqa which provided credit; in Harresaw
beneficiaries needed to be approved by tabia leaders, capacity to repay in principle, and labour for
the chosen activity.
There were PSNP-linked credit packages in Do’oma (cattle) and Shumsheha (not limited). After
three rounds all Aze Debo’a’s PSNP beneficiaries (except those with ‘bad behaviour’) had received
small loans for agricultural and business activities with group collateral from a World Bank
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financed scheme which had phased out. The HABP was in place in Adele Keke (25 beneficiaries,
screened by village leaders, business plan required) and about to be introduced in Harresaw. In
Gara Godo the wereda only accepted 16 of the 63 beneficiaries proposed (with business plans) by
the kebele.

Contributions related to interventions focused on women and youth
Similarities


Everywhere there were some smallscale interventions which only females or young men could
access which have been described above. Few of these were very successful since the potential
beneficiaries did not have the resources or time required. Women and young men heading
households had access to some of the interventions that were mainly focused on adult men and
required the same contributions
Differences



In Harresaw and Aze Debo’a poor female-headed households without support from a migrant or
working children were given priority in the PSNP. In Harresaw landless female-headed households
had priority in the land reallocation and young women were given priority for locally-paid jobs
 As discussed earlier there were government livelihood interventions for women in Shumsheha and
NGO interventions for women in Shumsheha, Gelcha, Luqa, and Adele Keke, most of which were
not very successful. There were social protection interventions for poor and vulnerable women in
Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo.
 In Do’oma the Women’s Association with sixteen members were given land for farming; the
criterion for membership seemed to be close relations with kebele officials.
 In Harresaw to be included in the land reallocation lottery youth had to be members of the Youth
Association.

Food/cash for work
Similarities


All PSNP and EFA Public Works households had to provide labour at times decided by the
organisers; for PSNP, which was in all sites except Luqa, the number of days required related in
some way (varying across communities) to the number of people in the household who counted as
beneficiaries.
 The planning and implementation of PW activities required inputs of time by kebele officials and
Development Agents and in some places the kebele Council, development team leaders, 1-5s
and/or militias. Implementation also required tools (only sometimes provided by government) and
the materials necessary for the particular task such as seedlings at the right time.

Interventions to improve lives
Contributions related to food security and nutrition interventions
Similarities



People collecting food aid needed time and a donkey or strength to carry the food.
In relation to nutritional improvements women had to contribute time to listen to teachings from
the HEWs, volunteers, and in some places 1-5 leaders in meetings and house-to-house visits. To
implement advice about more varied diets households had to access the new foods from their own
production or by buying in the market.
 In the case of malnutrition HEWs needed food supplements and weighing scales from the wereda
or NGOs, sufficient volunteers to mobilise, and their own time. For more serious cases there
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needed to be an accessible Therapeutic Feeding Unit. Children identified as malnourished did not
benefit if their plumpynut was sold or shared among the whole family and if, when they were
referred to a TFU they were not taken.
Differences


In Harresaw mothers of severely malnourished children could choose the TFU so they could stay
with relatives while the child was being treated.
 Only Luqa had a school feeding programme for girls (fafa and oil and supplement); it faced
occasional shortages

Contributions related to hygiene and environmental sanitation interventions
Similarities


For beneficiaries (women were the targets) all packages required time, resources and awareness
of the benefits. Separate kitchens, livestock houses, latrines and waste disposal required a large
enough homestead and significant construction materials and activities. Making kitchen cupboards
required knowledge
 Hand-washing depended on sufficient water. Soap and chemicals to control pests and insects had
to be bought with cash.
 HEWs had to mobilise volunteers and in some places 1-5 leaders and the new health armies.
Differences


In Adele Keke health extension packages were taught in schools; time was spent by extension
workers training volunteers and teachers who then taught the pupils.
 In Gelcha NGOs were involved in some awareness raising.

Contributions related to disease prevention and control
Similarities


These packages were more dependent on supplies from the wereda than those related to hygiene.
Malaria prevention activities required bednets and DDT or equivalent spray. Access to safe water
depended on the provision and maintenance of waterpoints and water purifiers. Some aspects of
the disease-related packages depended on vaccines, HIV/AIDS tests, malaria pills, and TB drugs.
There had to be equipment and water at the Health Post for First Aid.
 The packages also depended on use of time by the HEWs for awareness raising and packagerelated activities like vaccinating, distributing bednets, house spraying, and arranging for stagnant
water to be removed.
 While most of these packages required time from the beneficiaries (women) they did not require
many resources. As with the hygiene packages time was spent having awareness raised. People
further from waterpoints but near streams and rivers had to spend extra time fetching water if
they were to benefit from the safe water provision. Getting everyone in the family under a bednet
every night was likely to consume time and emotional energy. Time was also spent getting
vaccinated, having HIV/AIDS and TB tests and removing stagnant water

Mother and child services
Similarities


Pregnant women had to commit time to travel to and attend ante-natal monitoring. Mothers who
got a skilled delivery had to travel to the facility with supporting people which took time and cash
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if transport was paid for. For those diagnosed as needing specialist help the costs of getting to
hospitals were high.
Differences


In Harresaw health volunteers advised and reminded pregnant women to go for monitoring
through house-to-house visits and 1-5 meetings. Delivery was supposed to be at the health centre;
it was free but resources were needed to cover travel costs including those of accompanying
people. The Atsbi health centre was liked by those who could afford it because it permitted the
traditional coffee and porridge ceremony just after birth. The ambulance could not reach those in
more remote areas of the tabia.

Curative health services
Similarities


In all sites sick people spent time and resources to get to the Health Centre, wait to see a health
worker, and pay for services and drugs. To get to a hospital people needed more time and
resources and referral from the health centre. Those with good organisational participation and
social networks could get some assistance to cover health costs.
Differences



In Harresaw ex-soldiers and their families got free healthcare but there were no longer exemptions
for poor people due to lack of wereda budget. The same applied in Gelcha, Gara Godo, Adele Keke
 In Shumsheha some people with ID were said to be exempt from paying health costs (maybe
around 60 though it was not clear how effective it was) and it was said to be possible in Luqa and
one case was mentioned. In Do’oma a few poor community members were selected by the kebele
for exemptions; the names were sent to the wereda for approval and payment of medical
expenses every six month. The selection was revised annually. Exemptions were mentioned at the
health centre in Aze Debo’a but there was no information about people in the kebele qualifying.
 In Adele Keke and Aze Debo’a a number of poor children had their health care costs paid by NGOs.

Pre-school education
Similarities


Beneficiaries had to have a child of pre-school age and live not too far from a kindergarten or
primary school with Grade 0 or which allowed children under seven into Grade 1.
Differences



There were separate pre-schools in Do’oma, Shumsheha, Gara Godo and Gelcha. There were
Grade 0s in primary schools in Harresaw, Aze Debo’a and Luqa. In Adele Keke some younger
children living nearby accompanied older siblings and stayed in the classroom, mostly in Grade 1
but some in the sibling’s class

Primary education
Similarities


Parents or the pupils themselves had to contribute for notebooks, pens etc and the children had to
have sufficient food to provide energy to get them to school and learn. Parents had to forego
children’s labour possibly spending time on the tasks they were no longer doing. Children had to
commit time for learning. Parents and daughters had to resist pressures for early marriage, which
were particularly strong in communities where bridewealth is paid.
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Differences


In Adele Keke parents were asked to contribute cash and labour for school expansion, including
the construction of new schools. In Luqa parents were contributing for an upgrade to full-cycle. In
Gara Godo parents seemed to pay 20-25 birr annually regardless of the number of children who
were enrolled.
 Households without children at school had to contribute cash and wood, water and mud and time
for school building in Do’oma and Gara Godo. In Gara Godo farmers contributed labour to the
school farm which brought in income. In Gelcha the community contributed labour for fence
maintenance. The Luqa school was constructed with a community contribution
 In Harresaw pupils’ costs increased from Grade 5 since they had to have uniforms. Children were
asked to contribute time for school maintenance and to fetch water for teachers. Parents were
expected to attend parental meetings (time) and those with children in G1-8 who were absent
were fined (cash).
 NGO support for poor children and a WFP feeding programme in Harresaw had been phased out
but the wereda provided stationery for poor and vulnerable children. WFP school feeding had also
been phased out in Shumsheha and there had been some NGO support since then. In Adele Keke a
number of poor children were supported by NGOs and there was also some wereda support. In
Luqa there was school-feeding for girls only and a hostel for G5-8 students in the wereda town. In
Aze Debo’a a local women’s rights NGO supported poor female students in higher primary
education grades.

Secondary education
Similarities


Many secondary school pupils had to travel quite long distances to school which took time and
energy. Costs were higher than for primary school, particularly when the student had to move to a
town.
Differences



The Harresaw community made a community-level contribution (deduction) from PSNP/EFA grain
for secondary school construction in a nearby kebele. The Shumsheha community constructed a
school for G9-10 but the wereda failed to open it as they had promised.
 Continuing students in all communities except Aze Debo’a had to move to towns at a grade which
varied across the communities, though there was a plan for a preparatory school in Do’oma, and
Some Adele Keke students could commute which involved transport costs. Those without relatives
in the town had to pay room rent and food and transport costs. There were also fees to pay and
the costs of uniforms, shoes, stationery and pens to cover (said to be around 400 birr in Gelcha).
Students had to move to towns at the following levels: Grade 5 Luqa, Grade 9 Adele Keke and
Gelcha, Grade 11 Harresaw, Gara Godo and Do’oma.
 In Harresaw a few students were supported by the tabia budget (PSNP/EFA grain). An NGO
supported a few girls from poor families in Aze Debo’a. In Do’oma the kebele had arranged for a
poor orphan girl to be selected for PSNP direct support as a contribution to the costs of her
preparatory education in another wereda. There was a G9-10 hostel in Key Afer where Luqa
students could stay.
 In Do’oma the community contributed for the fence of the secondary school in the neighbouring
wereda town which was to get a preparatory wing. The registration fee was more than 25 birr.
Though there was a plan to make it free families might be obliged to contribute for various school
projects.
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Tertiary education
Similarities


Expenses for families and/or students were considerably more than for secondary school, even in
government-sponsored TVET and university education, since transport, books, clothes, mattress,
blankets etc were not covered. Those who attended private colleges and universities also paid
fees.
 Distance education was much more common than it had been in the Stage 1 sites in early 2010.
Differences


About 40 Karrayu students were attending a private college in Adama only paying half the cost of
the fees after the owner agreed to sponsor them following a request from the Aba Gada as a
result of tensions between Karrayu and Afar students at Samara university in Afar.

Women’s rights
Similarities


The pursuit of women’s collective rights demanded time from the leaders of women’s
organisations (Association, League and Federation) and from participants in meetings of these
organisations and in some places 1-5s.
 Those pursuing rights to property or legal cases against, for example, rape or abduction, needed
courage and time and support to go elders, social court, wereda court
Differences


There were cases of women getting support from their family when resisting widow’s inheritance
in Gelcha and Adele Keke
 Female circumcision: in Aze Debo’a young people spent time in Anti-FGM clubs; some for girls and
some mixed.
 In Shumsheha girls wanting to get married had to spend time going for age checks.

Youth rights (and duties)
Similarities


There were no general interventions addressing youth issues. There seemed to be no general rule
on the criteria for access to the small amounts of land and credit which were distributed.
Differences



In Harresaw youth (18+) had to work on free labour activities and this was probably the case in
some of the other communities.
 In Harresaw established youth (young married men and women) were expected to take leadership
positions in community management structures. Young people in Gara Godo said they were
expected to join the party. In Shumsheha while the Youth Association had been disbanded;
membership of the party-related Youth League was said to matter e.g. for access to jobs.
 In Harresaw those who wanted to be included in the lottery for farm or housing land or access to
hillside land in a youth group had to join the Youth Association (time, small contribution).
 In Aze Debo’a and Gara Godo the Youth Association and League were nominally active, and in Gara
Godo also the Federation. There were no resources or activities. In Gelcha , Do’oma, Luqa, Adele
Keke the Youth Association was not functional. In Gelcha the once-active League had disbanded.
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Very poor and marginalised people
Differences


Many but not all very poor and vulnerable people are PSNP direct beneficiaries; PSNP exists in all
sites but Luqa. Vulnerable people in Luqa could get EFA without work.
 In some communities there were informal kebele-organised arrangements for help with food
and/or labour for some vulnerable people. For example in Harresaw some vulnerable people got
double PSNP rations and local labour (time) for things like house/latrine construction and weeding
provided by the Youth Association and 1-5s. Protestant churches in Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo and
Do’oma were active in helping people in trouble and also NGOs in Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo and
Shumsheha.
 In some sites, but not all, very poor people could contribute labour in place of the usual cash
contributions.
 PLWHAs got free ART and care for associated diseases in Aze Debo’a, Harresaw, Shumsheha,
Do’oma, Gara Godo. Disclosing status was not a pre-condition but people needed to be able to
afford transport to the health facility and a better diet. There were said to no PLWHAs in Adele
Keke, Gelcha or Luqa.

Interventions to improve governance
Security
Similarities


All communities had militias, sometimes armed, who were involved in activities such as guarding
people’s houses during PW (Harresaw), tax and debt collection (Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo), keeping
watch at night (Gara Godo and Do’oma) and taking suspects to the kebele offices. There were
reports of bias towards relatives. Generally the militia contributed time for no pay, though there
were a few tasks that were rewarded.

Justice
Similarities


Time and resources were needed to take cases to elders, social court and wereda court. Success
was related to the ability to invest time and money and having supportive connections.
 Where social courts were active judges were expected to set aside regular hours each week
without compensation.
 Time spent by elders in resolving conflicts and judging cases was quite considerable.
Differences


Elders were not officially paid although there was usually a coffee or tea ceremony after a conflict
had been resolved. In Do’oma they imposed fines which were not audited. Elders in Harresaw
spent time on training. Elders in Aze Debo’a could get some labour assistance to compensate for
time spent on cases.
 There were fees for opening files at the social court (3 birr) and the land administration court (10
birr) in Harresaw.
 The Gelcha social court required evidence and witnesses (time). There were charges to open and
close cases in Luqa (10 birr) each said to be to cover the cost of stationery.
 In Harresaw wereda court costs were said to be higher due to corruption (cash)
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Government structures
Similarities


In all communities time should have been spent on weekly Cabinet meetings, meetings of a
number of Committees, Council meetings, regular Development Team and 1-5 meetings, general
meetings for the whole community and party meetings for members. These meetings required
follow-up action, for example writing and delivering reports or mobilising people to do something.
 Community volunteers in government structures were required to be party members; many held
multiple roles.
 Party members paid an annual fee. Women and Youth Association members also paid fees and
where Leagues were active there were associated fees.
Differences


The level of party fees varied: in some places it was 12 birr per household and in others 12 birr per
person.
 The degree to which communities conformed with official expectations about time commitment
varied. Many structures in the pastoralist sites showed little activity and kebele volunteers in Gara
Godo and Do’oma did little in peak farming times. Ordinary people attended most meetings in
Harresaw and Shumsheha (acceptance?) and Do’oma (fines?).

Community contributions
Similarities


As described on page 42 all community members contributed cash, materials and labour for new
construction and maintenance of infrastructure.
 In all sites landholders paid land tax and tax collectors spent time collecting it.
 Free community development labour was contributed in all sites.
Differences


People paid market taxes to the Gara Godo municipality and some people had paid for business
licences. People in Harresaw and Shumsheha had also bought trade and business licences.
 Households in Aze Debo’a, Gara Godo and Do’oma made regular extra cash contributions: in all
three for Red Cross and sports; in Do’oma and Aze Debo’a for kebele expenses; in Gara Godo and
Do’oma for guards; in Do’oma for militia uniforms; and in Aze Debo’a for the Kambata
Development Association and Gara Godo for the Wolayita Development Association. Shumsheha
households contributed 3 birr for sports but Red Cross contributions had ended. They gave 30 birr
to ALMA the regional development association; they did not always know what they were paying
for.
 In Adele Keke there was a kebele quota for a contribution to the Oromia Development Association
which was passed on to villages where leaders decided each household’s contribution on the basis
of wealth; taxes and contributions were paused during droughts. In Gelcha the minimum
contribution to the Oromia Development Association was 50 birr per household; a very few poor
people were exempted. Gelcha had also held a one-off telethon. There was a one-off additional
party membership fee of 25-50 birr per household in Luqa.
 The community contributed to the Harresaw tabia budget through deductions from the PSNP/EFA
grain. There had been some additional one-off requests: 5 birr for a Red Cross ambulance; schools
asking for stones for fences and water for teachers; a one-off contribution for water piping which
was not done because it was technically too difficult; Youth Association and 1-5 labour for
vulnerable people; and a financial contribution for PLWHAs from the Women’s Association.
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Tax collection in Aze Debo’a involved kebele officials, tax collectors, DAs, the kebele manager and
secretary and the militia and in Do’oma kebele officials, armed militia and development team
leaders.
 In Adele Keke people could contribute cash instead of free labour. There were exemptions for poor
people and those ‘serving’ in other ways.
 In Gelcha the wereda gave the kebele a tax quota and the cabinet decided how much each
household should pay depending on wealth. In Luqa tax was understood as a livestock tax; there
were a few exemptions.
 In sites where the Youth and Women’s Associations were active members paid annual
contributions.

Inequality and access to interventions
Differences and inequalities among households
In the Stage 2 research we found considerable differences in livelihood construction among
households and identified seven main income sources:
Those with land


big farming and maybe big business
 self-supporting on farm + smaller contributions from other activities (chosen from a mix of
possibilities – see below)
 farming + larger contributions from other activities
 land-renting or share-cropping + contributions from other activities
Those without land


farming – share-cropping and/or renting + other activities
 daily labour; wood/grass selling; petty trade
 destitute – informal social protection
Other activities included daily agricultural labour; wood, grass and charcoal selling; petty, retail and
larger-scale trade; brokering; skilled and manual work and service activities in small towns in some
kebeles; and agricultural, urban and international migration for periods of varying length.
These differences in ways of making a living are reflected in asset-holdings and life-styles which are
considerably unequal. The WIDE3 research does not include a random household survey and though
we asked people to estimate the proportions of rich, middle and poor households in the
communities the numbers are not reliable. Even so they give an impression: in all communities there
was a small number of ‘very rich’ households and more ‘rich’ ones. There was a ‘middle class’ and a
category of ‘poor’ (which in some communities were said to be more than half of households) and
which in some communities was further sub-divided into proportions of poor, very poor and
destitute.
We did conduct random household surveys in 2004 in the four Stage 1 sites that were included in
the DEEP research and Table 2 provides a table for Korodegaga using data on ownership of
productive assets from the survey. 15% of households were rich or very rich, 41% were ‘middle
class’, and the remaining 44% were poor (31%), very poor (4%) or destitute (9%). The wealth profiles
in the other four rural DEEP sites were quite similar.
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Table 21: Korodegaga Productive Assets Wealth – Households 2004
Wealth

Frequency Percent Cumulative % from top Cumulative % from bottom

6
2.4
2.4
Very rich
Rich
33
12.9
15.3
Middle
104
40.8
56.1
Poor
78
30.6
86.7
Very poor
10
3.9
90.6
Destitute
24
9.4
100.0
Total
255
100.0
Source: DEEP Resources and Needs Survey 2004

100
97.6
84.7
43.9
13.3
9.4

We also used the 2004 survey to explore how many different kinds of household there were in these
rural communities and found that many of the households which were poor were also off the ‘ideal
household track’. Table 3 shows how various the households in Korodegaga were.
% of
households

No of households in
sample

Young couple (under 30) no kids

2.4%

6

Young nuclear family (oldest child under 13)

30.6%

78

Mature nuclear family (oldest child 13 or more)

14.9%

38

Polygynous 2+ wives in the same household

6.3%

16

Polygynous male head with Wife 1

5.5%

14

Polygynous and female-headed

4.3%

11

Nuclear family with old parent

0.4%

1

Emptying nest

0.8%

2

Mature/old couples living alone or with non-children

2.7%

7

Couple heading three generational household

2.7%

7

Widows/divorced/separated women with (grand) children and/or
maybe others

16.5%

42

Widowers/divorced/separated men with (grand) children and/or
maybe others

3.1%

8

Stepfamily

3.1%

8

Siblings (+)

3.9%

10

Female alone

1.6%

4

Male alone

1.2%

3

Total

100%

255

Table 22: Korodegaga Household Types 2004

Source: RANS 2004

Interventions and poor people
In this section we use data from section 2.3.2 to construct tables for the different kinds of
government interventions which summarise: (1) any direct contributions of time and cash which
were expected of all households unless they were exempted on grounds of poverty, which was very
rare; (2) the key barriers which poor people faced in accessing the different interventions; and (3)
any direct or secondary benefits accruing to poor people.
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Poor people and Interventions to improve infrastructure and the environment
Table 4 shows that poor people contributed more to public goods interventions than they received
in benefits.
Table 23: Balance of costs and benefits of public goods interventions for poor households
Intervention
Internal
roads
Electricity

Contribution to development
intervention
Time for labour through PSNP
and free labour

Barriers to benefiting from
development intervention

(Secondary) benefits

Could not afford transport

Easier to get around

Could not afford electricity
Could not afford mobile
phones
Some said they had no-one to
call

Mobile
phones
Irrigation
infrastructur
e
Waterpoints

PSNP and free labour on
irrigation infrastructure in some
sites
Free labour

Public
buildings

From tax-paying households:
labour, cash, wood, stones,
water for .e.g. vet centre,
schools, houses for teachers,
FTC, kebele office, tabia hall,
health post, regional stadiums,
watershed management

Could not afford

Daily labour
Safe water

Landless poor could not
benefit from farming related
infrastructure, and those with
land could not afford vet
services etc
Some poor households could
not afford to send children to
school

Primary education for
many children from
poor households.
Health Post benefits.

Poor people and interventions to improve livelihoods
Most poor people derived little benefit from livelihood interventions and poor people forced to buy
fertiliser, which happened in three communities, were harmed. Even when they could sell it the
price was less than the original cost. Some poor people in four communities benefited from livestock
programmes targeted at poor households and in three communities rich farmers had networks of
share-rearers which may have included some poor people. In one community an NGO supported
poor women to engage in non-farm activities.

Table 24: Balance of costs and benefits of livelihood interventions for poor households
Intervention

Contribution
to
development

Land
Agriculture

(Enforced)
buying of
fertiliser in 3
communities

Barriers to benefiting from
development

Benefits – primary and secondary

Landlessness

A few poor widows and divorcees
succeeded with land rights claims

No land or not enough land
Inability to afford improved seeds
Insufficient labour
No access to credit

Livestock

No livestock
Inability to afford vet services
Inability to afford improved breeds

Special programmes for poor
people – PSNP-related livestock
packages in two sites; NGO
programmes in two other sites
Potential share-rearing in three
sites

Non-farm

Difficulties getting a place to work,
cash or credit, access to equipment
and inputs

NGO supported poor women in one
site

Savings &
credit

Lack of cash and collateral

PSNP-related livestock credit (see
above)
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Poor people and Interventions to improve lives
Table 6 shows that lack of food, time, cash and space and low status in the community hindered
many poor people from benefiting from human resource interventions. In many places people said
the PSNP had saved their lives, there were a few NGO health and education interventions covering
small numbers of people, and in a few kebeles informal arrangements to help some vulnerable
people.
Table 25: Balance of costs and benefits of lives’ interventions for poor households
Interventi
on

Contribution to
development

Food
security &
nutrition

Need time, a donkey or
strength to fetch food aid
Time listening to nutrition
advice (women)

Hygiene &
environm
ental
sanitation

Time for being awared
(women)

Disease
preventio
n&
control

Mother &
child
services

Time for being awared
(women)
Time to fetch safe water (if
more distant than unsafe
water)
Time to go for vaccinations,
tests and to remove
stagnant water
Time and maybe transport
costs to travel for antenatal care, health centre or
hospital delivery

Curative
health
services

Time and maybe cash to get
to the health centre
Time at health centre
Cost of service and drugs

Pre-school
education

Preparing child for school
Child time travelling and
attending
Adequate food and clothing
for child
Stationery & pens;
schoolbags
Child time for learning
Someone else’s time to do
chores child used to do
Resisting pressures for early
marriage
Same contributions as for
primary education
Plus time for child to travel
to more distant school
Plus costs to move to a town
where necessary

Primary
education

Secondary
education

Barriers to benefiting from
development
Unable to feed family properly,
especially in the hungry season
and during droughts
Unable to grow or buy nutritious
food
Some homesteads too small for
separate kitchens, livestock
houses, latrines and waste
disposal.
Lack of cash to construct the
above
Inability to afford soap or
chemicals to control pests

Lack of time

Benefits – primary and
secondary
PSNP said to save the lives of
many poor people

Becoming aware

Potentially safe water,
vaccinations, bednets, housespraying, malaria pills

Lack of time
Lack of cash

Lack of time
Lack of cash

Potentially health treatment
Exemptions for poor people
(few) were mentioned in a few
sites but no direct beneficiary
among the respondents; NGOs
helped a few in a few sites

Lack of time
Lack of adequate food/ clothes

Child learning and social
participation

Lack of adequate food/ clothes
Need for child labour
Lack of cash for pens etc
Temptation of bridewealth

Child learning and social
participation
Limited NGO support in a few
sites

As above and inability to support
child living in town

Child learning and social
participation and potentially
work with better income
Limited NGO support in a few
sites
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Interventi
on

Contribution to
development

Barriers to benefiting from
development

Tertiary
education

Higher costs

As above

Women’s
rights

Courage, time and support
to go to court

Poor people were disrespected
and lacked power

Youth
rights

Rule that all youth 18 and
over should work on free
labour activities – including
poor

Very poor
and
marginalis
ed people

Taxpayers required to
contribute everything
described above

Benefits – primary and
secondary
Child learning and social
participation and potentially
work with better income
In one site subsidised fees at a
private college for 40 students
– who still may not have been
poor
A few poor widows and
divorced women had got
household assets

PSNP & EFA
A few informal kebele
arrangements to help
vulnerable people

Poor people and interventions to improve governance
Table 7 shows that some poor people may benefit from not having to participate in long meetings.
Access to justice was more difficult for them than for richer people. Poor tax-paying households
were subject to the same flat-rate contributions as rich ones.
Table 26: Balance of costs and benefits of interventions to improve governance for poor households

Intervention

Contribution to development

Barriers to
benefiting
from
development

Justice

Time and resources to take cases to authorities
including charges for social court cases in
some places
Witnesses for some cases
Supportive connections

No time
No resources
No networks

A few poor women
benefited (see
above)

Government
structures

Time for meetings
Party fees
Women and youth organisation fees

No time
No cash

Some thought it
beneficial not to
have to attend
meetings

In addition to the contributions for
infrastructure building described above there
were cash contributions from tax-paying
households in one or more sites for Red
Cross, sports, kebele expenses, guards, militia
uniforms, zonal and Regional development
associations, one-off additional party fees

The Red Cross
did nothing
Not clear what
the sports
money was
spent on
No signs of
local activity
by
development
associations

Militia making the
community safer

Community
contributions

Benefits – primary
and secondary

Community trajectories into the future
Community typing, control parameters and trajectories
As explained in Annex 6 our approach to the interpretation and analysis of the data is case-based,
and we are developing it through a ‘learning-by-doing’ process which is still on-going. In Stage 1 we
studied communities as cases . Towards the end of our analysis we realised how useful it would be
from a policy perspective to treat important community features or parameters as cases that could
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be typed into sub-cases to identify similarities and differences in the ways in which they manifested
themselves in the different communities.

Communities as cases
In this report so far we have used a synchronic12 approach to analyse the Stage 2 2011 data. We
have (1) considered each of them as a whole and explored their internal dynamics, and (2) compared
them across a number of aspects under the headings of community features, livelihood system,
lives, and society and governance, in a search for common and differing outcomes and causal
mechanisms related to modernisation and development interventions.
In the Stage 1 study in addition to synchronic comparisons we also adopted a retrospective
diachronic 13 approach to explore what had happened to each of the communities in terms of
modernisation processes since 1995, and the contribution made to those processes by planned
development interventions. We have traced the modernisation processes affecting the Stage 2
communities in four separate academic papers (Annex 5) in each of which we compared two cases
deemed to be most similar in particular ways. However, we are not presenting related conclusions in
this report. Instead we are adopting a prospective diachronic approach to start to speculate about
what might happen to the Stage 1&2 communities in their short- and medium- term futures.
To consider the short-run we use the approach adopted in Stage 1 which focused on a few key
parameters and depended on the assumption that there would be no major changes in the wider
contexts of the communities. While this assumption did not seem too heroic in 2010, developments
since have caused us to re-examine it, which we do in the next section.
Table 19 provides a reminder of some key similarities and differences among the communities
related to location, livelihood base, cultural composition and Region.
Table 27: The communities studied in Stages 1 and 2 – some key features
COMMUNITY

LOCATION

LIVELIHOOD BASE

Girar*

Outskirts of wereda town
but remotish

Highly populated enset + migration + chat
+ eucalyptus

1 ethnicity
4 religions

SNNP

Gara Godo

Remotish but new
municipality

Highly-populated; gardens - coffee, root
crops, fruit & vegetables; other land grain;
agricultural & urban migration; PSNP

1 ethnicity
2 religions

SNNP

Aze Debo’a

Near zone town but
remotish

Highly-populated; gardens - coffee, root
crops, fruit & vegetables; other land grain;
international migration; PSNP

1 ethnicity
1 religions

SNNP

Adele Keke

Near Haramaya & on main
road

Chat + vulnerable cereal – irrigation +
PSNP

1 ethnicity
1 religion

Oromia

Luqa

Very remote

Pastoralist in transition + small irrigation +
EFA

1 ethnicity
2 religions

SNNP

Gelcha

Near town & main road
but remote

Pastoralist in transition + small irrigation +
PSNP

3 ethnicities
2 religions

Oromia

Turufe*

Increasingly near to
Shashemene

Food surplus & cash crop potatoes & grain

5+ ethnicities
4 religions

Oromia

Yetmen*

On allweather road but
remotish

Food surplus & cash crop grain; new
irrigation

1 ethnicity
1 religion

Amhara

12

IDENTITY GROUPS

REGION

‘Synchronic analyses of complex systems focus on a ‘point in time’ and use an ‘all-at-once’ logic. The focus is
on the structure of the case and what goes with what. Meaning comes from difference and similarity and from
(dis)connections and patterns.’ (Annex 6: 27)
13
‘Diachronic analyses follow the ‘sequential logic of a road’ and can answer two questions: why a current
state was born of a prior state and why a certain state progressed to some future state. The focus is on process
and meaning comes from plot and sequence.’ (ibid)
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COMMUNITY

LOCATION

LIVELIHOOD BASE

IDENTITY GROUPS

REGION

Do’oma

Nr wereda town but very
remote

Vulnerable cereal + some irrigation +
migration + PSNP

3 ethnicities
2 religions

SNNP

Korodegaga*

Remotish

Vulnerable cereal + some irrigation +
migration + PSNP

1 ethnicity
1 religion

Oromia

Shumsheha

Near Lalibela

Sorghum, teff, beans, cattle, shoats
some irrigation; a + migration + PSNP

1 ethnicity
2 religions

Amhara

Dinki*

Quite remote

Vulnerable cereal + some irrigation +
migration + EFA

2 ethnicities
2 religions

Amhara

Harresaw

Quite remote

Vulnerable cereal + some irrigation +
migration + PSNP

1 ethnicity
1 religion

Tigray

Geblen*

Quite remote

Vulnerable cereal + a little irrigation +
migration + PSNP

2 ethnicities
2 religions

Tigray

*The fieldwork in the starred communities was done in early 2010.

Eleven of the communities were drought-prone and aid-dependent while the other three were in
areas of good agricultural potential14. Figures 7 and 8 divide them into communities which were
experiencing the pre-cursors of big structural change and those which continued to reproduce
structures which had been in place for some time.
Nine sites were on the edge of change as a result of the increasing influence of one of three
parameters and eight of these were drought-prone and aid-dependent. The cities of Lalibela and
Haramaya were expanding towards Shumsheha and Adele Keke, increasing numbers were migrating
to South Africa from Aze Debo’a and to Saudi Arabia from Geblen (early 2010) and Harresaw (late
20110, while the good irrigation potentials in Gelcha, Do’oma and Korodegaga were likely to be
more fully exploited in the next few years. The site of good agricultural potential, Turufe, was doing
relatively well in 2010 exporting potatoes and grain to Shashemene and Addis Ababa, but
Shashemene was expanding very fast and already a piece of land at the edge of the kebele had been
incorporated into Kuyera town which itself had recently become a suburb of Shashemene.
Figure 7: Communities in the throes of a structural change process

Figure 8: Communities involved in a process of structural reproduction

14

The six sites being studied in Stage 3 are all in areas of good potential.
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Three of the five communities which did not seem to be structurally changing were experiencing
good economic growth: Yetmen (good agricultural potential) and Girar (chat, eucalyptus and
considerable urban migration) in early 2010 and Gara Godo (coffee, diversification, small
urbanisation) at the end of 2011. In the other two sites there had been little growth. In 2010 Dinki’s
livelihood potential seemed to be fully exploited and while in late 2011 there were small moves in
Luqa towards more agriculture and a small roadside settlement the core livelihood was still
pastoralism.

Parameters as trajectory-drivers and cases
Looking ahead to the end of the GTP period in 2015 and beyond we have identified some wider less
predictable forces for change with the potential to affect the WIDE communities. On the economic
front they may be affected by further investments in infrastructure, by commercial investment in
large-scale farming, by small and larger scale industrial investment, and by formalisation of the
informal sector aimed at increasing the tax base. There is uncertainty in the political arena with, on
the one hand, the possibility of further state penetration of communities and increased party
encadrement of the private sector and civil society, and on the other, the possibility that the growing
class of rural-based relatively wealthy farmers, traders and businessmen will plump for a market-led
route to prosperity, and that organisations with local roots, including religious and ethnic networks,
will get more active in the political arena. Women’s voices should continue to grow stronger while
the responses of the growing group of more and less educated youth to their difficult economic
prospects may include a commitment to political change. International migration is likely to increase
exponentially creating diasporic linkages to some considerably different cultures.
Recognition of the acceleration of change processes during the Stage 2 analysis has led us to
reconsider how we think about control parameters (those aspects of the system that, working
together, have a governing influence on its trajectory). In the last stages of report-writing we drew
up a new list of ten aspects all of which are important for community trajectory continuity: a big
change in one aspect could knock the system on to a new trajectory, or incremental changes in a
number of aspects could move it to a chaotic state with the potential for a move in a new direction.
The ten aspects are sub-parameters of four ‘big’ parameters: place, the state of the local economy,
political settlements, and wider context. The ten sub-parameters can be further deconstructed into
constituent parts as we do for some of the examples in the next section.
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Place
‘Place’ encompasses two aspects. The first, terrain, settlement, climate, responds to the question
‘How (relatively) easy is it to grow crops, keep livestock and live here?’ The question for the second,
remoteness, is ‘How easy is it to access markets, services, etc?’.

The state of the local economy
This has three aspects. The farming system question is ‘What crops and livestock are produced and
how do they work with the place?’ The question relating to agro-technologies is ‘What agricultural
technologies are currently used and how do they work with the place?’ The third question is about
livelihood diversification: ‘What off-farm work opportunities are there and how do they fit with the
place and the political settlements?’

Political settlements
The first aspect is community fault-lines: ‘Considering identity group differences15, gender relations,
adult-youth relations, and rich-poor relations how integrated is the community?’ The question
related to society-government relations is ‘How strong is the political settlement between the
community and the government?’

Wider context
Here we introduce three aspects of the wider contexts of the communities. Considering relations
with neighbours the questions are ‘What is the state of relations with wider identity groups (friends
and enemies) in the neighbourhood? How dangerous are potential or existing resource conflicts?’
The question about cultural imports is ‘What are the consequences of incoming religious and
political ideologies and new ideas from diasporas, towns, and elsewhere?’ Finally in relation to
strategic location we ask ‘What economic plans does the government have for the wider area?
Table 28: Control parameters guiding rural community trajectories
Place
Terrain,
settlement,
climate

Remoteness

The state of the local economy
Agritechnologies

Farming
system

Livelihood
diversification

Political settlement
Community
fault-lines

Govt –
society relns

Wider context
Relations
with
neighbours

Cultural
imports

Strategic
location

We have not yet had time to use this framework with the data to identify which of the parameters
seemed to be in (how much) control of the way in which each community was working. We have
made a start on analysing the parameters as cases which is set out in the next section.

Six examples of parameters as cases.
In this new enterprise we started with six important constituents of three of the big parameters:
Under Place –> Remoteness we selected the (1) the case of roads and bridges and (2) the case of
urbanisation.
Under The state of the local economy -> Agri-technologies we selected (3) the case of irrigation and
under The state of the local economy (4) the case of livelihood diversification.
Under Wider context ->Cultural imports we selected (5) the case of migration links and under Wider
context->Strategic location the case of loss of community land.
In the remainder of this section we briefly run through each of these cases.

15

Ethnic, clan, lineage, religious differences
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The case of roads and bridges
In Figure 9 we deconstruct ‘roads and bridges’ into four sub-cases: internal roads and paths, feeder
roads, bridges, and main roads.

Figure 9: The case of roads and bridges

Internal paths, roads and bridges were important because:






Walking times to the kebele centre/feeder roads/main road could be more than two hours
Movement in sites with steep areas is restricted if paths are poor
If internal roads and bridges are good carts/motorbikes and bajaj can travel
If internal roads are allweather they can continue to do so in rainy seasons
If internal roads are good and wide trucks can easily come into the community to load tomatoes,
sand and gravel, eucalyptus etc

For those communities that did not border main highways the quality of feeder roads and bridges
and the frequency of transport affected the exporting of products, importing of inputs and consumer
goods, access to higher health and education services, visiting relatives and friends, ease of
migration and so on. The quality of main highways also affected these activities and was particularly
important for longer-distance export of fragile crops such as chat in Adele Keke and tomatoes in
Do’oma.
A key finding from this analysis was that internal roads, paths and bridges caused big mobility
problems in all the sites during the rains and in five throughout the year.

The case of urbanisation
Three of the fourteen sites, Dinki, Korodegaga and Luqa, were too far from towns for any direct
effects, although Luqa had a small but emerging settlement concentrated along the main road. Four
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communities were steadily losing land to adjacent towns. Five communities had internal kebele
towns which were slowly expanding into the surrounding rural areas. Four communities were close
to large towns allowing people to commute for work. Two communities were experiencing two of
these process: Turufe was losing land to the adjacent small town which was becoming a suburb of
Shashemene. Shumsheha was near enough to Lalibela for community but also had its own
expanding small kebele town.

Figure 10: The case of urbanisation

Urbanisation processes involved:


Growth of the informal sector



Diversification of livelihoods



Thickening linkages - trade, services (health education), wage-labour, brokerage



Recreation (youth table tennis, table football, TV, video, meeting, drinking, chat-chewing)



Adoption of urban lifestyles - clothing, housing, food



Influences from urban areas on ideas - religious change, urban youth influencing behaviour



Investment in urban areas and communications - rich housing, transport (carts, motorbikes,
bajaj)



International migration interacting with urbanisation

The case of irrigation
Nine communities had notable irrigation. As Figure 11 shows water sources and technologies varied
considerably. There had been no studies of water potential.
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Figure 11: The case of irrigation – communities with potential

Black font communities have drip irrigation; outlined communities researched in 2010

The other communities did not seem to have much potential, although there may be in Aze Debo’a
where a few farmers had taken the initiative to dig wells and use pumps or buckets to water fruit
trees. Figure 12 shows the alternative sources of potential growth for these communities. For the
three SNNP communities with garden plots the main potential lay in coffee and/or chat and
eucalyptus and they also relied on considerable migration. Rain in Turufe was reliable and used for
potatoes and grain sold to towns. Migration was very important in Geblen’s economy.

Figure 12: The case of irrigation – communities with apparently little potential

The case of livelihood diversification
Livelihood diversification from smallholder farms using family labour moved in three directions. As
Figure 13 illustrates off-farm work opportunities included working as a servant on a smallholding,
daily labour on smallholdings or investor’s farms, and seasonal migration to work on large farms or
smallholdings elsewhere.
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Figure 13: The case of livelihood diversification – agricultural work

Another direction of diversification has been increasing production of crops sold outside the
community. Figure 14 shows that they included vegetables and fruit, grain and potatoes, chat and
coffee, and new higher value crops (for example cumin, ginger and sesame.

Figure 14: The case of livelihood diversification – cash crops for export from the community

There was also diversification into non-farm work including trade, construction, industry, services,
government employment and migration (see Figure 15). Livelihood diversification was associated
with differentiation between richer and poorer landholders. Richer landholders were becoming
richer through increased share-cropping and land renting from poorer landholders with some
diversifying into larger trade and business. Many poorer landed household heads needed a portfolio
of activities to survive which might include renting out land, doing some agricultural and/or urban
daily labour, petty trade, PSNP, and seasonal migration. There was also differentiation between
landed and landless households. Some landless men with access to oxen share-cropped land and
those with savings could rent or buy. Some landless men were dependent on daily labour for the
bulk of their income. Women’s income-generation activities in range of farm and non-farm activities
had increased. Both male and female youth were less involved in household labour and increasingly
independent of parents through earning cash by small trading, daily labour and/or transport
services. Girls and young women wanted cash for fashionable clothes from the age of twelve or so.
Many young people were allocating time between education and income-generating activities.
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Figure 15: The case of livelihood diversification – non-farm work

The case of international migration
There are three routes which have been taken by international migrants. The map shows where
people had gone from the Stage 1 sites (green) and the Stage 2 sites (blue).

Map 2: Map showing international migration routes from the fourteen sites
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The case of loss of community land
Figure 10 showed that ten of the communities had lost land to urban creep. Figure 7 shows that in
seven communities land had been taken for other purposes including for investors (4), for National
Parks (2), and for forest and/or grazing conservation (3). Gelcha was steadily losing land to Lake
Beseka whose expansion related to geological faults in the area.
Figure 16: The case of loss of community land

Outlined communities researched in 2010

Annexes
All Annexes are provided separately.
Annex 1. Community situations at the end of 2011
Annex 2. Community modernisation processes at the end of 2011
Annex 3. Policy-community (dis)connects 2011
Annex 4. Some experiences of intervention implementation by people in different roles 2011
Annex 5: Comparative community trajectories of ten WIDE3 communities: five papers presented at
the International Conference of Ethiopian Studies in November 2012 provided separately
Bevan P, Samuel Urkato and Shiferaw Neda 2012 A Comparison of Two Food-insecure Sites in North Omo:
Where have they come from and where might they be going?
Carter R and Eyerusalem Yihdego, 2012 How are Urbanisation and Irrigation Affecting Food-deficit
Communities in Ethiopia: A Comparison of Two Kebeles near Lalibela and Harar.
Dom C , 2012 Where are Ethiopian Rural Communities Heading? Youth, Education and Migration in Two FoodDeficit Communities in Eastern Tigray and Kambata.
Pankhurst A, 2012 Agropastoralism in Transition: Comparison of Trajectories of Two Communities in Oromia
and the Southern Region.
Tefera Goshu and Aster Shibeshi, 2012 Social Change: Impact of Development Interventions in the Gelcha
Community of the Karrayu Pastoralists of the Upper Awash Valley of Ethiopia.
Bevan P, R Carter and C Dom, 2012 A Tale of Two Productive Safety Net Programme Sites.

Annex 6: Methodology

Evidence base
Apart from Evidence Base 1 the evidence bases are not provided as part of the report, but they can
be requested. Nos 6 and 7 will be on www.wed-ethiopia.org once it is re-launched.
Evidence Base 1: Community situation reports 2011
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Separate Evidence Bases in eight Volumes
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 1: Community Situation 2011 – Adele Keke
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 2: Community Situation 2011 – Aze Debo’a
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 3: Community Situation 2011 – Do’oma
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 4: Community Situation 2011 – Gara Godo
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 5: Community Situation 2011 – Gelcha
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 6: Community Situation 2011 – Harresaw
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 7: Community Situation 2011 – Luqa
Evidence Base 1 – Volume 8: Community Situation 2011 - Shumsheha

Evidence Base 2: Modernisation processes in the eight communities since 1995
Evidence Base 2a: Community in 2011
Evidence Base 2b: Community in 2003
Evidence Base 2c: Community in 1995
(1995 Village Studies available on http://www.csae.ox.ac.uk/evstudies/main.html)

Evidence Base 3: Policy-community (dis)connects 2011
Evidence Base 3a: Land, water, environment, infrastructure
Evidence Base 3b: Agriculture & livestock
Evidence Base 3c: Off-farm and non-farm
Evidence Base 3d: PSNP & EFA
Evidence Base 3e: Health
Evidence Base 3f: Education
Evidence Base 3g: Governance

Evidence Base 4: Differential consequences of recent development interventions for different kinds of
people in the communities 2011
Evidence Base 4a: Households
Evidence Base 4b: Young men
Evidence Base 4c: Adult and young women
Evidence Base 4d: Very poor and marginalised people
Evidence Base 4e: Movers and shakers

Evidence Base 5: The cumulative roles of development interventions in modernising the eight
communities particularly since 2003
Evidence Base 5a: Development interventions in 2011
Evidence Base 5b: Development interventions in 2003
Evidence Base 5c: Development interventions in 1995

Evidence Base 6: Macro Level Policies Entering Rural Communities 2003-11
December 2009, and Update January 2011 - will be on new website

Evidence Base 7: Comparative Societal and Policy Baselines for Twenty Exemplar Rural Communities,
1995 and 2003
December 2009, will be on new website
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Map 3: Stage 1 sites

Yetmen: food surplus; tef
exported to Addis;
increasing irrigation
growing vegetables; two
meher harvests
introduced; bull fattening;
on main road; small town;
high youth unemployment,
TVET, all Amhara OCs

Geblen: recurrent drought; food deficit; barley, beles
(cactus), some grain, PSNP/OFSP; small town
developing; very small plots irrigated – vegetables,
fruit, grain; seasonal migration to Humera; illegal
migration to Arab countries; mix Tigrayan and Irob; OC,
Muslim, Catholic
Dinki: remote; droughtprone; food-deficit;
emergency food aid
sometimes; irrigation
growing vegetables and
fruit; Argobba and Amhara
mix; Muslim and OC mix

Girar (was Imdibir HG):
Gurage; 4 religions;
adjacent to Imdibir town;
enset; chat and coffee
sold; new - teff,
vegetables, fruit;
eucalyptus sold; urban
migration; new female
migration to Saudi Arabia

Korodegaga: poor access; droughtprone ; food-deficit; PSNP/OFSP;
increasing irrigation growing
vegetables and maize; inward
investors; new migration to S
Arabia & Sudan; 99% Oromo
Muslims; inward seasonal labour
migration
Turufe: 12 km from
Shashemene; food surplus;
grain; maize and potatoes
exported to Addis; 2 inward
investors; Oromo plus 5 other
ethnic groups from North and
South; Muslim, OC, Protestant

Kormargefia: Amhara;
Orthodox Christian; cereal
export, livestock sale;
urban influences; off AddisDebre Berhan road

4

Map 4: Stage 3 sites
Sirba: Oromo; Orthodox C &
Islam; teff & wheat export;
flower farm and very recent
industrialisation; 20 km from
Debre-Zeit on main road AddisAdama

Oda Haro: Arssi and
Shewa Oromo +;
Orthodox C, Islam,
Protestantism; cereals;
potatoes, vegetables
under irrigation; 16 km
Bako town; big
investment farm nearby

Oda Dawata: Arssi Oromo;
maize, other cereal, pepper,
chat; on main road Adama
Asela

Adado: Gedeo; Protestants
(90%); Enset, barley, maize,
coffee; 25 km from Dila
which is on Addis Nairobi
road

Somodo: Arssi and
Shewa Oromo; Yem+;
Islam (Sufi and Wehabi),
OC; Protestants; ritual
beliefs; enset, cereals,
coffee, chat, fruit; 5km
Jima-Gambela road
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